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THE BATAN DIALECT

"" INTRODUCTION- ..-. ;,.:-..... .-. "
. . ,

.-
;-••,--•;--:.

In the following study it is intended to compare a certain Philippine

dialect with a number of its sister tongues in order to gain thereby an

insight into the nature of those features which are common to them
and of those which give to the former its dialectic peculiarity. It is

evident that ,the results of such a comparison will shed light upon the

interrelation of Philippine -dialects in general, jfhese are related; that

means, they arc similar. There are so and so many of them; that

-

means, they are dissimilar. In what consists the similarity and in what
'

the dissimilarity? What is the essence of "Filipino speech," and what
that of dialectic independence?

Thanks to the assiduous work of Spanish friars we possess ample
material for the study of those dialects that are spoken by the great

civilized majority of Filipinos who to the round number of 7,000,000

inhabit chiefly the coasts and plains of the different islands. That
material consists in a series of grammars, vocabularies, and religious

text-books, begun hundreds of years ago—in fact immediately after the ; . #
conquest—continued by succeeding generations of friars, and even now
added to, with regard to new converts, as, for instance, by the Jesuits

in the mountains of Mindanao. .
'"

Much less known are the tongues of the partly savage, partly bar-

barian minority of the population, which is scattered over the remote
and less accessible parts of the Archipelago and aggregates probably

about a million. 1 In this minority are included Negritos, Negrito mon-
grels, and tribes which, having the same racial characters as the low. land -

Filipinos, are theoretically considered as belonging to an earlier im-

migration of cruder culture than these. Whether this view will be borne

out by the establishment of typical differences in their speech is one of

the many points of interest attaching to the exploration of those moun-
tain dialects. In a later section of this paper I shall find occasiaff to

—
touch upon some notable* divergencies in their phonetic systems, but

such"belong to tire~te^i^"able"marks of distinction: :
~~ :

It is impossible, to speak of the dialects of the barbarians without

mentioning again the linguistic work achieved by the early Spanish
missionaries, and without deploring that so much valuable material

1 See Worcester, 6th Ann. Rept. Phil. Com., Part. II, p. 57.
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should continue buried, like hidden treasures, in the archives of the

religious corporations in Manila, material of the greatest philological

interest which would, if published, do honor as much to the authors as

to the orders to which they belonged. I quote, for instance

—

Augustinians : P. Marin. Arte y diccionario de la lengua igolota,

written between 1584 and 1601. P. Cacho. Catechisms in Isinay, Ilon-

got, Iruli, and Igolot, between 1707 and 1748.

PrajSTCISCAKs : P. Santa Eosa. Arte y diccionario del idioma de los

Aetas^ between 1726^'^^zi^^f?^^^^^ Doctrina cxisBana-::eir;
:Egon-;-

got, between 1788 and 1810.

Dominicans : P. Martorel. Catecismo de doctrina en idioma Iraya 6

Egongot, from an eighteenth century author ^ot named. Catecismo

d@ cloctrina en lengua gaddan, printed 1833.

With one oritwo-exceptions little more"is known of these works than

the title.

It may not be out of place to say here a few words on the terminology

employed in referring to Philippine dialects 1 as a body.

English, French, and German authors generally call them "Malayan"

languages. Fr. Miiller classes them, together with the languages of

Madagascar, Formosa, and the Marianas, as "the Tagalog group of the

Malayan languages." Spanish authors cite even in our days the opinion

of P7 Francisco Garcia de Torres, who subordinated the Philippine

tongues to the Malay of Malacca when in 1784 he wrote to P. Hervas:

I agree with you in believing that almost all the dialects of the Philippine

Islands and of other islands* near them are dialects of the Malayan language

which is spoken in Malacca.

This view may have been very meritorious for the time when it was

expressed, but it became untenable when fifty years later W. von Hum-
boldt was led by his studies to say that for a denomination . of this

family of languages he would have preferred "Tagalog" instead of

-

"Malay." (Kawi-Spr. II, pp. 210-211.) As a matter of fact, the

Malay, with its variations Menangkabau, Achin, and others, is one

member of the western division of the Malayo-Polynesian languages, but

by no means a representative member of that division, much less one

I I prefer not to bind myself to a methodical use of the terms "dialect" and "language,"

as there ckPhot exist universally accepted definitions of the correlative ideas involved.

Regarding the Philippine tongues as so many coordinate descendants of one (theoret-

ical) common mother language, that is, from a merely genealogical point of view, all may be

termed ''dialects." ("The peoples, if not hindered in their development, grow in numbers

and extend over wider territories. The descendants of the_ same ancestors, when
separated by space, become strangers to each other, the languages split into dialects,

the peoples into tribes. HlsTo7l~caT~foWe~s~^^

grow with time and the tribes of one people become different peoples, the dialects of one

language different languages." Gabelentz, Sprachw., 2 ed.; p. 9.)

Taking into account, on the other hand, the greater or lesser importance and develop-

ment attained by the several members of the Philippine group, one may distinguish

between "dialects" (for instance, those spoken by the Igorot and other mountain peoples)

and "languages" (as Tagalog, Ilokano, etc.).
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standing in a parental relation to the bulk of it. Of Dutch scholars, who

have taken the largest part in the linguistic exploration of Indonesia,

Prof. H. Kern, the leading authority/ speaks not of "Malayan" but of

"Indonesian" languages (including Madagascan), among which he rec-

ognizes as a distinct unit or family those of the Philippines. In this

family he reckons outside its territory—in the north Formosan, in

the south Sangir, Bentenan, Mongondou, and Ponosakan. (Fidjitaal,

p. 3.) If one recognizes—as I think one can not help doing—"Indone-

:
^ian^ as preferable"^ but: logical to

welcome also the newly introduced term "Austronesian" as a substitute

for "Malayo-Polynesiam," because the former, being, so to say, more

abstract, rids us of the superannuated and confusing generalization of the

name of a relatively poor Indonesian form of speech, as -the Malay admit-

tedly is.
1

As object of the proposed comparison I have selected a dialect which

from its situation at the extreme northern end of the Archipelago affords

the advantage that it brings the rest of the group_jnto one single line

of observation. I refer to that spoken on the Batan Islands, locally

alluded to as chirm nu ibatdn—literally, "speech of those of Batan."

The circumstance that from the non-existence in print of a full treatise

of its grammar this dialect should have remained little known increases

the interest attaching to this remote and isolated idiom. Among the

texts giving information on it I have chiefly used those reproduced from

old originals by Eetana in his Archivo del bibliofilo filipino (Vol. II, pp.

xxxvi-xlix, .269-306). They consist of (1) two and a half pages of an

old manuscript grammar (garbled in parts through careless copying),

giving the articles, the pronouns, and seven lines of introduction to the

syntax, (2) an extract from a vocabulary, and (3) a catechism in Batan;

the two latter contain a sufficient number of errors to enjoin precaution.

The grammar and the vocabulary date from about the end of the eight-

eenth century: the catechism was printed for the first time in 1834,

but may have existed, as similar works often did, for a considerable time

prior to that year- in manuscript form. A great merit attaches to these

old texts in that they represent, in comparison with modern publications

in the same dialect, what appears to be an older form (if not a dialectical

variation) of the speech jpf Batan. Judging from such a comparison,

and also from private information at hand on the modern pronunciation,

this tongue must have undergone several notable changes in its phonology

which will be duly set forth in the proper place

J

The present paper extends the comparison only to vocabulary and

certain points o^grammar.

1 On the same subject in its wider aspect cf. P. W. Schmidt,- Die Mon-Khmer-Volker.

Ein Bindeglied zwischen Volkern Zentralasiens und Austronesiens. Braunschweig, 1906.

Also: H. Kern, Austronesisch en Austroasiatisch (Bijdragen etc>, 7 e Volgr. VII).

X
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Chapter I

LEXICAL COMPARISON

GENERAL REMARKS

The exact points which the lexical comparison is to elucidate are

formulated as follows:

I.-The relationship or Batan to the Philippine group, by

examining the community of words.

2. Its idiomatic property as this may express itself in

—

(a) A peculiar pronunciation (phonetic modification) of the com-

mon words as a general feature (leading to the subsequent examination

of its phonetic system in particular)
5

(&) The employment of peculiar terms not in current use in
f
the

same place in any of the other dialects compared.

3. A possible nearer relationship to one of the dialects compared.

As objects of comparison one hundred and thirteen of the most common
terms have been selected from Ketana's vocabulary. They refer to

surrounding nature, to man^ his family and his body, to some animals,

works of man, food stuffs, and finally to a few conceptual, notions as

qualities, numerals, etc. An index of these words with corresponding

numbers is given in advance of the comparative word lists. Each of

tlj£ latter presents one of those words with its equivalents in other dialects.

The word lists contain besides in many cases" a number of reference words

in small print, destined to throw such light upon the significant value

of the words under examination as seemed necessary for the purpose of

this study.

In this connection a few remarks must be made upon Philippine terminology

in general. It is but natural, and finds its analogy in certain classes of our

society, that people who are, or have been till lately, living in a more natural state,

people whose daily occupations furnish them for the most part with sensuous

impressions, and of whom each individual is still in many cases his own
carpenter, weaver, farmer, etc., should use a vocabulary much more particularized

and concrete than that which serves our- everyday speech. This goes to explain

a characteristic feature of Philippine terminology ; that is, its abundance in ,

detail names, not infrequently set off by a lack- of comprehensive terms, or of

terms which, although in fact comprehensive, we are not accustomed to consider

as such. To give some illustrations of what has been said: That Filipinos, in

speaking of domestic aniiiia_lsi_shoulcl have in use a great variety of special

denominations descriptive of the color, stage of life, good or bad qualities, etc., of

such an animal may surprise a townsman with us but not a professional cattle

raiser or poultry keeper; but that? for instance, the Tagalog, besMes expressing

13
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our "to change clothes" by bihis, should possess for 'to change many clothes" the

single term alinalin, for "to change good clothes for old ones" the dissyllabic

gimay is certainly characteristic; In Serrano Laktaw's Tagalog dictionary may
be found upper \\\>=ngusd, under lip=Za&£, the liip$—ngusd-t Idbi, lit. upper lip

and under lip. Again: leg=binti, a term standing also for "calf," probably the

genuine signification. Noceda and Sanlucar give leg—pad, but this means also

"foot,"- so "that it is a moot question if the whole limb was originally conceived

and given a distinct name at all. (Cf. M. 34, 48, 49.)

The existence of a great store of detail names, the "technical terms of natural

man," so to speak, favors a shifting of the original signification of a word among
different tribes and becomes one of the sources of dialectic divergencies. Such

a shifting occurs, for instance, frequently where the question turns about parts

of the human body lying close together, and to observe it ample opportunity is

offered in the following word lists referring to expressions fcr mouth, lips, nose7

forehead, etc. In observing this it^ust-not-be-overlooked, however, that often an

element of uncertainty and confusion ls~added by the translation of the native

term by a European expression whose actual equivalent is a matter of doubt.

The following example will illustrate the degree of deceptiveness to which the

word lists are open in this regard.

Batan, according to the vocabulary, has for "foot" the word kokor, while

among several mountain tribes of northern Luzon the same object is designated

by dapan or chapan, zapan, etc. (Cf. WL 49 and 50.) From the words of

reference given it appears that neither the one nor the other of these two means

properly, or meant, originally, "foot;" kokor .implies evidently the idea of

crumbling up, bending together, as claws or fingers, and thus would apply only

to the toes or the fore part of the foot; the true meaning of dapan, on the other

hand, seems to be "sole of the foot," perhaps an onomatope for the sound produced

in putting down something flat, with suffix -an. It might, therefore, reasonably

be conceived that, our idea "foot" not having been originally collected into a

specific expression, the term for a part of the foot was later taken and its

meaning extended so as to cover that idea. If in so doing two communities of

people, who so far had had in common all the names for the various parts of the

foot, should have happened to invest with the extended meaning words for dif-

. ferent parts—for example, the one that for toe, the other that for sole—it is

obvious that from that moment they would for their expression for foot have

become dialectically estranged. This remark applies to cases where the generaliza-

tion has been actually and of their own accord made by the people, a point rather

difficult to determine, since the presence of a word for "foot" in a word list

collected, say, among some tribe of primitive people might find an explanation

also in the circumstance that an approximate term—that is, one not really

covering our "foot"—had been foisted upon the word-collecting traveler by a

native, embarrassed over the absence of an exactly equivalent expression in his

dictionary, when asked to give the word for that member.

These remarks will lead to a proper view, of the significant changes

presenting themselves in the following word lists, as also to the necessary

precaution with which are to be regarded the English words of translation,

which as a rule are given on the authority of my sources.

DIALECTS COMPARED

In representation of the Philippine group of languages a series of

nineteen dialects has been selected, grouped so as to run from north to

south through Ihe whole length of the Archipelago. From this arrange-
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ment there results in each list a" picture of the sometimes uniform, some-
times varying mode of expression of a certain idea in an average section

of the whole group, a picture in some instances curtailed, it is true,

by the shortcoming of my sources. The dialects selected for comparison
are the following :

Ibanag (or* Kagayan) and Ilokano, the two languages located

nearest to the Batan Islands, spoken by Christian Filipinos.

Gtnaan, Bontok, Lepanto, Bajstawi, Tinggiaist, Kankakaey, and
Inibaloi, seven dialects spoken in the western half of the interior of

north Luzon by non-Christian mountain peoples. ,

"
•

Ginaan appears in the word Msts as Gin. S. and Gin. M. ; that is, according
to the somewhat differing vocabularies collected by Dr. Schadenberg and Dr. H.
Meyer. To the Hon. Dean C. Worcester, Secretary of the Interior, I owe the
following note: "The people of the rancherid Guinaan were the terror of the

Spaniards, who conceived entirely erroneous ideas as to their number, and
referred to them in their writings as 'the tribe Guinaanes.' In point of fact,

there is no such tribe, the people of Guinaan being Bontoc Igorot with much
Tinguian blood."

Bontok is given as Bont.- S. and Bont. J., the collectors being Dr. Schaden-
berg and Dr. Jenks, who sometimes agree (Bont. S. J.), sometimes diverge,

or in other cases supplement each other. I consider Bont. J. the more genuine
forms.

Kankanaey: Word list contributed to this paper by Mr. Mariano Lagasea,

Ilokano, for long years resident and now municipal treasurer of Kapangan,
central Western part of Benguet. The list is of undoubted authority and, to my
knowledge, the first ever published.1

Inibaloi : I now call thus the dialect formerly designated by me as -Nabaloi,

as I consider the first the more correct form. (Cf. P. Carro: iniiloko, something
pertaining to Ilokos.)

Pangasinan (or Kabqloan), Pampanga-n, Tagalog, the three most

important dialects of" central Luzon.

Bikol, joining Tagalog in the south, but tending more toward Bisayan.

Panayan (or Hiligaynon), a leading representative of the dialects

spoken on the Bisayan Islands and in parts of Mindanao, dialects which

on account of their close affinity were comprised by the Spaniards under

the collective name Bisaya. - ^

Kalamian, according to a vocabulary published l

by Eetana, written

over a hundred years ago by a friar in charge of the "Provincia de Cala-

mianes en la Isla de Paragua" (Palawan), and dated from Taytay, the

capital of that province. The author calls it "idioma Calamiano" and

"idioma de los naturales de la provincia de Calamianes en la isla de

Paragua." I have reason for the belief that it is a Tagbanua dialect.

- At the time the vocabulary was written the Spaniards possessed only the

northern part of Palawan, ceded to them by the Sultan of Borneo in the middle

of the eighteenth century and forming* with the KalamiaiTTslancls a province

under this latter name as mentioned above, with the capital Taytay in Palawan.

1 My best thanks are due to Mr.. Lagasea for this valuable contribution.
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Moro-Magindanau, TiRUftAY, and Bagobo, spoken by the peoples inhabiting

the central and southern regions of Mindanao; dialects explored by the Jesuit

fathers. ..__.
~

..>«*_

Sulu (Joloano), the speech of the Mohammedan inhabitants (Moros) of the

Sulu Islands. .

In order to give an approximate"idea of the geographical distribution

of these dialects I subjoin here a sketch of the Archipelago into which

their abbreviated "names are inserted as they appear in the word lists.

As, however, this view, while indicating the location, does not give an

adequate picture of the numerical importance of the speakers of those

dialects, I supplement it by the following figures, taken for the greater

part from the "Census of 1903," which will help one to form a conclusion

as to the approximate number of speakers represented:

Dialect People Population

Batan Native Batanes in five municipalities 8,227

lb. Ibanags or Kagayans 159,648

Ilk. Ilokanos ..., W;^ 803,942.

Gin. (?)

Bont. Bontok village only (Jenks) 12,500

Lep. (?)

Ban. (?)

Kan. — - . •
; (?)

In. Ibalois 1215,000

Pang. Pangasinans - - , 343, 686

Pamp. Pampangans 280,984

Tag. Tagalogs 1,460,695 r

Bik. Bikols 566, 365

Pan. Total Bisayans of Panay 3 723,282

Kal. (?)

M. Mag. Total Moros 01 Mindanao 154, 706

Tir. Tirurays 3,993

Bag. Bagobos 12, 149

Sul. TotalMorosof Jolo 50,226

More than 4.,58 5,403, .people axe therefore speakers of the- dialects

enumerated, or over 60 per cent of the total Filipino population of the

Archipelago, which is 7,562,876. If, however, one were to substitute for

the figure put against the Panayan dialect that of the whole Bisayan

population of the Islands, 3,219,030, which population speaks, as stated

-before, closely allied tongues, the approximate total of speakers repre-

sented in the word lists would ascend to over 7,081,151, or about 93 per

cent of the grand total just given for the whole Archipelago.

1 Approximate.
— 2 1 may be permitted to state herein" passing that the "Census" is misleading if on

p. 56, Vol. II, Span, ed., it jstates -that the dominating tribe in Benguet is the Ilokano,

and that they are in a proportion of 67i8 per cent to the population of that province.

The correct figures appear on p. 411, showing 21,926 Igorot ~as predominating in a

proportion of 96.4 per cent.

3 Besides Panayan proper, or Hiligayuon, there exists on Panay a dialect variation of

a rustic kind called Haraya.
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To justify this latter mode* of reckoning :I call to mind that in the great

"Diccionario Bisaya-EspaiioL" by P. Felix de la Encarnacion, all Bisayan__dialects

have been comprehended into one body, though the author found it necessary

to say that in view of this amalgamation nobody should be astonished that

various terms had been given entirely different or even diametrically opposed

interpretations. ,

—^

Considering that the Batan dialect occupies with respect to the northern

boundary of the Philippine Archipelago a frontier position, I believed

it to be of interest incidentally to present a side view on the dialects of

Formosa, at least to the extent permitted by the scant material we possess

from that island, material which, moreover, does riot seem to have as yet

been duly sifted. I have consequently collected from a number of works

the suitable vocables and arranged them in a second column parallerwith

the Philippine dialects, in very much the same manner as these but

without regard to their precise geographical location.

My mode of writing the Philippine and Pormosan words, as also

words of reference from other_Malayan dialects, is as a rule that of my
sources. In order, to obviate, however, the confusion that would arise

from the juxtaposition of words taken from ancient and modern authors

on Philippine dialects, and spelled, in the latter case after the modern,

in the former after the obsolete (Spanish) orthography, I observe for

all Philippine words uniformly the following rules, which reflect the

spelling becoming now popular in the islands. 1 For formerXSpanish)—
ca, co, cu is written ha, ho, kn

que, qui is written he, hi

gue, gui is written ge, gi

ng, gn is written ng

In the lexical comparison this reformed spelling is shown for the

Batan vocables, where applicable, in parentheses at the side of the

original text word. In other sections of the present paper it is directly

extended to Batan the same as to all other dialects.

In cases where the pronunciation of a word might occasion some doubt

it has been explained in footnotes. Special phonetic characters are

regularly taken from thejnternational alphabet of the Association Phone-

tique Internationale.

As regards ultimatel}r the authenticity of all the words that appear in

the lists, it is hardly necessary to point out the difference existing between

a vocabulary whose author, as was mostly the case -with Spanish friars,

had spent the better part of his life among the natives, and the collection

of vocables by a traveling explorer. In this respect the index which I

give of the authors used by me speaks for itself. I will only add that

Dr. Jenks's Bontok Igorot appears to me collected with great accuracy.

I must also poini^oui that, chronologically considered, the word lists

1 It is difficult to understand why non-Spanish editors of scriptural texts in the

vernacular tongues should stHl hold out for the old irrational orthography.
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may be here and there out of true. The Batan vocables, as has been

said, date from about the end of the eighteenth century, those of the

"Kalamian dialect from 1789. All the other dialects may be taken as

showing modern forms with the exception perhaps of an occasional

antiquated term. '
'

I Was fortunate enough to secure at the last moment a "T©risiofi-ef-*fee- full-

list of Batan vocables that appear in the lexical comparison by a Batanese

resident in Manila. The revised forms, which represent modern Batan as against

that reflected by the old vocabulary, are added in the word lists thus: Rev.:...

ABBREVIATIONS

Philippine Formosan

J

AetaS. F A eta-Santa Fe" Am. D. Ami in Davidson

Bag. -Bagobo Am. F. Ami in Fischer (Maran village

Ban. Banawi near Pilam)

Bik. Bikol Am. T. Ami in Taylor

Bis. Bisayan At; Atayal

Boiit. J. Bontok in Jenks Bang. Banga (southeast Formosa)

Bout. S. Bontok in Schadenberg Bant. Bantanlang (southeast Formosa)

Bont.S.J Bontok in Schadenberg and Jenks Bot. D. Botel Tobago in Davidson

Gin. M. Ginaan in Meyer Bot. T. Botel Tobago in Torii

Gin. S. Ginaan in Schadenberg Bu. Buhwan (east from Changhwa)

Ibn. Ibanag Fav. Favorlang

Ilk. Ilokano Ka. Kagi (Kagi district)

Inb. Inibaloi Li. Lilisha (south Formosa)

Kal. Kalamian Pach. Pachien (southeast Formosa)

Kan: Kankanaey Pai. D. Paiwan in Davidson

Lep. LepaRto^ Pai. T. Paiwan in Taylor

M. Mag. Moro Magindanau Pel. B. Pelam in Bullock (East coast, pro-

Pamp. Pampangan bably opposite Takow)
"~

Pan. Panayan Pep. B. Pepohwan in Bullock (east from

Pang. Pangasinan Taiwranfoo)

Sul. Sulu ' Pep. Bak. Baksa Pepohoan

Tag. Tagalog Pep. Ko. Pepo Kongana (from an* old wo-

Ting.
'

Tinggian man at Kongana Island, off

Tir. -. Tiruray Formosa)

Zam. A. Zam bal-Acta Pep. Ku. Pei Po Kuvarawan

Zam. B.

*

7imhnl RnlinnO Pep. Paz.

Pil. F. i

Pei Po PazzeheZi<X III Uti 1 XXJJ. I AlcHJ

An asterisk before a word denotes a Pilam in Fischer (Pilam village)

form gained only by deduction Pil. Th. Pilani4n Thomson

Pu. Puyuma
"

Sek. Sekhwan (east from Changrnva)
Span. Spanish Shek. Th. Shekhoan in Thomson (a north-

\VL Word list ern dialect) «~-

- Sib. Sibucoon (southeast Formosa)"

Tarn. Tamari (south Formosa)

Tang. Tangao (north Formosa)

'

" Tib. Tibolal (southeast Formosa)
-

Tip. Tipun

Tsar. _ Tsarisen

Tso. Tsod
**

.
Tsui. Tsuihwan (on a lake NE. from

Kageeand SE. from Changhwa)

Von. Vonum
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INDEX OF AUTHORS USED FOR THE WORD LISTS

ON PHILIPPINE LANGUAGES

Tir. Benn&sar, G. Diccionario tiruray-espanol. Manila, 1892.

Pamp. Bergano, D. Vocabulario dela lengua pampanga. Manila, 1860.

Ilk. Corro. Vocabulario iloko-espanol. Manila, 1888.

Ibm Dosreligiososdommicos. Diccionario espanol-ibamig. Manila, 1867.

Pamp. Fernandez, D. E. Nuevo vocabulario ... espanol, tagalo y pam-

__. pango. Manila, 1896.
f

Pan. Gayacao, J. Nuevo vocabulario espanol-panayano. Manila, 1879.

Ibn. Gayacao, J. Vocabulario ibanag. Binondo, 1896.

Bag. Gisbert, M. Diccionario espanol-bagobo. Manila, 1892.
n

Sul. Haynes,jr. H. English, Sulu and Malay vocabulary. Journal Straits

Branch R. A. S., No. 16 (1885).

Bont. J. Jeriks, A. E. The Bontoc Igorot. Ethnol. Surv. Publ. Vol. L Ma-

nila, 1905. ^

'

Kal. Jeronimo de la Virgen de Monserrate. Vocabulario castellano-ealamia -

no. MS. de 1789. (Retana, Archivo II, Madrid, 1896.)

M. Mag. Juanmarti, J. Diccionario moro-maguindanao-espanol. Manila, 1892.

Kan. Lagasca, M.
1

Kapangan. Letter to the author, April 26, 1907.

Pan. Lozano, R. Cursos de lengua panayana. Manila, 1876.

Pang. Macaraeg, A. A. Vocabulario castellano-pangasinan. Manila, 1896.

Bik. Mtircos de Lisboa. Vocabulario de la lengua bicol. Manila, 1865.

. > Meyer, H. Eine Weltreise. Leipzig, 1884

Tag. Noceda y Sanlucar. Vocabulario de la lengua tagala. Manila, 1860.

Ibn. Nolasco de Medio P. Gramatica ibanag-castellana. Manila, 1892.

Pang. Pellicer, M. Arte de la lengua pangasinan. Manila, 1904.

Gin. S. Schadenberg, A. Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Banao-Leute und der

Guinanen. * Verh. d. Berl. Anthr. Ges., 1887.

T
I Schadenberg, A. Beitrage zur Kenntniss der im Jnnern Nordluzons

r> I
lebenden Stamme. Ibid., 1889.

Ban. J

In. Scheerer, 6. The Nabaloi Dialect. Ethnol. Surv. Publ. Vol. II,

Part 2. Manila, 1905.

Tag. Serrano Laktaw, P. Diccionario hispano-tagalog. Manila, 1889.

Bont. S.

J
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Bu.

Sek.

Pel. B.

Pep. B.

Tsui.

Fav.

Am. D.

At.

Bot. D.

Pai. D.

Pep. Ku.

Pep. Paz

Pu.

Tsar.

Tso.

Von.

Tang.

Am. F.

Li.

Pil. F.

Tam.

Ka.

ON FORMOSAN LANGUAGES

Bullock, T. L. Formosan dialects. China Review, Vol. Ill (1874-

1875).--

Carapbell, Wm. The articles in Favorlang-Formosan with Happart's

Favorlang vocabulary. v London, 1896.

Davidson, J. R. The Island of Formosa, past and present. London,

> 1903.

Pep. Kg.

Am. T.

Pai. T.

Tip.

Bang.

Bant.

Pach.

Pep. Bak.

Pil. Th.

Shek. Th,

Sib.

Tib.

Bot.T. v

Dodd. J. A few ideas on the probable origin of the hill tribes of For-

mosa. Journal Straits Branch R. A. S., June, 1882.

> Fischer, A. Streifziige in Formosa. Berlin, 1900.

Playfair, G. M. H. Notes on the languages of the Formosan savages.

China Review, Vol. VII (1878-1879).

Steere, I. B. The aborigines of Formosa. China Review, Vol. Ill

(1874-1875).

I
Taylor, G. Comparative tables of Formosan languages. China Re-

view, Vol. XVII (1888-1889).

Thomson, J. The Straits of Malacca, Indo-China and China. New
York, 1875;

Torii, R, Kotosho dozoku chosa hokoku. Tokyo, 1902.
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OTHER LITERATURE USED OR TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT IN THE PRESENT STUDY

Fausto de Cuevas, J. M. Arte nuevo de la lengua ybanag. Manila, 1854.

Juanmarti, J. Gramatica de la lengua de Maguindanao. Manila, 1892.

Kern, II. Spraehvergleichende Bemerkungen in A. B. Meyer: Die Philippines

II. Negritos. Dresden (1893).

Lopez, F. Gramatica ilocana. Malabon, 1893.

Mentrida, A. Arte de la lengua bisaya-iiiligiyna. Tambobong, 1894.

Minguella, T. Ensayo de gramatica hispano-tagala. Manila, 1878.

Padre misionero de la Comp. de Jesus. Observaeiones gramaticales sobre la

lengua tiruray. Manila, 1892.

Pardo de Tavera, T. H.

:

Biblioteca Filipina. Washington, 1903.

El Sanscrito en la lengua tagalog. Paris, 1887.

Etimologia de los nombres de razas de Filipinas. Manila, 1901.

Reed, W. A. Negritos of Zambales. EthnoL Surv. Pub]., Vol. IT.

Worcester, D. C. The non-Christian tribes of northern Luzon. Phil. Journal

of Science, Vol. I, No. 8.

Register of words compared, with current numbers

1 sky 25 brother u finger (hand) 77 boat

2 sun, day 26 old man 1 52 elbow 78 food

3 moon, month 27 king 1 53 gall 79 salt —
4 night

;

28 name ! 54 liver ; 80 vinegar

f
afternoon

{ evening

29 head 55 stomach j 81 oil

30 forehead i 56 saliva
\

82 fat

6 star 31 face
1

57 bowels ;
83 gold

7 cloud 32 nose 1 58 excreta j
84 mat

la (supplemental) 33 mouth
j

59 dog 85 Batanese

8 storm 34 lip |
60 fowl 86 Chinese

9 wind 35 tongue
I

61 cock 87 hunger

10 lightning 36 tooth |
62 hen j

88 thirsty

11 fire 37 eye 63 ^gg \

89 pain

12 water

13 earth

38

39

ear

breast of female

i
64

1 65

wing
j

feather 1

> sickness
911

14 year 40 breast i 66
i

fish 92 cold

15 east 41 neck 1
67 pig ; 93 'warmth

16 flower 42 throat ! 68 goat 94 right

17 root 43 back 69 snake 95 left __

18 vein 44 armpit 70 deer
\

96 clean

19 man (homo) 45 heart 71 bee* ™ j

97 dirty

20 male person
j

46 belly 72 house % 98 red

21 father
! — - 47 knee 73 temple

'r~
i

99 distant

22 woman 48 leg, calf . 74 bridge ioo-i
+

ioi}
togo

|
23 mother 49 foot 75 ship

i 24 child 50 nail

i

-

76 boat ^ 102-113 numerals
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WORD LISTS

[In the following word lists the English'equivalent is omitted when it is the same as that given in

the numbered heading. For example: Ibn. langi-t means "sky" only, Pang, taoen both "sky"

and "year," and Von. yakanen "heaven" only.]

-1. ganit; cielo; sky.. Rev.: jaiUt, janit

Philippine t Formosan

Ibn. langi-t Von. yakanen, heaven

Ilk. °langit Tso. _ ngutsa, heaven

Gin. S. lebug Tsar. "~ karuruvdn, heaven

Gin. M. daya Pai. D. k*junangan, heaven

Bont. S. J. chaya Pu. rauget, heaven

Lep. daya Am. D. kakarayan, heaven

Ban. langit Am. F: kakaran, air

Ting. langit Pep. Paz. vavao kawas, heaven

Kan. kayang 1 Pep. Ku. ran, heaven

Inb. daugit Pep. Bak. towin

Pang. taoen, sky, year _ Pil. F. ragitt, air

Pamp. banua, 2 sky, year Pel. B. arang-it, clouds

Tag. langit Shek. Th:-~~babu-kanas, heaven

Bik. langit Fav. boesum [businri], heaven

Pan. langit Ka. wulin, heaven

Kal. langit At. kciyal, heaven

M. Mag. famgrft Tang. kdn ydt

Tir. lauay Note.—Compare WL 7: cloud.

{ langit
Bag

* 1 kapaladan*

Sul. Zangrft

Note.—With langit, hangin in WL 9 with daya

the same in WL 15.

1 Inb. akayang, high.

2 Bis. ~baniia, weather, atmosphere, region, country, fields and mountains, village.

3 Gen. Philippine palad (palar) , bliss.
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2.,arao; sol, dia; sun,. day

Ibn.

Ilk.

Gin. M.

Bont. S.

Bont. J.

Lep.

Ban.

Ting.

Kan.

Inb.

Pang.

Pamp.
Tag.

Bik.

Pan.

Kal. -

M. Mag.

Tir.

Bag.

Sul.

Philippine

aggau, day

mata tal langi-t, sun
1

aldao, day

init,
1 sun

aldao, sun

ekyo, day

aguko

aqu2

aguko, sun

[ ao, a-ao, sun

i ngaao, day
ago, sun

. salong,day
ageo

akou

ageo

aldaw

draw

aldaw

adlaw

kaldao

alungdn, sun

gay, day
senang, sun

W, day

terresang, sun

flwy, time, day
terresang, day

al-16

shegrd,* sun

adlao, day

Formosan

Von.

Tso.

Tsar.

Pai. D.

Pai. T.

Pu.

Am. D.

Am. F.

Am. T.

Pep. Paz

Ku.

Pep. Ko.

Pep. B.

Pep. Bak.

Li.

Tarn.

Pit F.

Pel. B.

Tsui.

Sek.

"Shek.Th.

Bu.

Fav.

Tip.

Ka.

At.

Tang.

icare, sun,-—----

lure, sun

adao, sun

kddao, gun

kadow

kadao, sun

tsiral, sun

chirara, sun

armlar, day

childiar, sun

rumial, day

rezahu, sun

inata-no-kdn, sun

wflf/i, sun

matahih, morning

?w<7/, sun

matahih, day

w*//, sun

lea ran, sun

ehikatamikara, 3 day

ym-aw^sun
]

rno-katada-u, day
gada-o, sun

Idenan, day

kadao, sun

garinn, day

fet^, sun

tata-kale, day

f lijach, sun

1 liahan, day

( liddock, sun

I lahan, day

Itidao, sun

/cash an, day

mw, £<£/«; -s7*7<«, sun

kadow, sun

savaraian, day

ilaha, sun

/'•ew/e, sun

u7m //<?/, sun

j//> y/7/(J #/V
?
day (lit. sun go

down)
: _____

1 Tag. 2>u7, heat.
2 4— e/i in German "ich" (Jenks).
3 Ami" words were collected by Fischer w

Li-li-sha*through an interpreter (Japanese?).
4 English orthography.

ith tlie help of a Japanese schoolmaster; those from
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3. bugan; luna, mes; moon, month. Rev.: bujan

Philippine

Ibn. bulan, ^^
Ilk.

*

bulan

Gin. S. bulan
*

Gin. M. laidd

Bont. S. J. fuan

Lep. buan

Ban. bulan

Ting. bulan

Kan. bu-oan

Inb. bulan

Pang. bulan

Pamp. bulan

Tag. budn, buwan

Bik. bulan

Pan. bulan

Kal. bulan

M. Mag. iddn-uldn

Tir., terresang kelungonon

Bag. bulan ,

Sul. bulan

Von.

Tso.

Tsar.

Pai. D.

Pai. T.

Pu.

Am. D.

Am. F.

Am. T.

Pep. Paz.

Pep. Ku.

Pep. Ko.

Pep. B.

Pep. Bak.

Li.

Tam.
Pil. F.

Pel. B.

Tsui.

Sek.

Shek. Th.

Bu.

Fav.

-Tip--;--

Ka.

At.

Tang.

FORMOSAN

vqan, moon
porohu, moon
iras, moon
keras, moon
kiliass, moon
vuran, moon
urat, moon
uwaris, moon
vulam, moon
iras, moon
vuran, moon
buran, moon
buran, moon
buran, moon
quiliya, moon
quiliasi, moon
buran, moon
aburan, moon
Jural, moon
ilciss, moon
Mas, moon
idass, moon
idas •

ailiass, moon
f ita, moon
[wulan, evening

vuyatsin, moon
pit ydt ching, moon
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4. aguep [agep1
]; noche; night. Rev.: ajep, ajip

Ibn.

Ilk.

Gin. S.

Gin. M.
Bont. S. J.

Lep.

Ban.

Ting.

Kan.

Inb. ..

Pang.

Pamp.

Tag.

Bik.

Pan.

Kal.

M. Mag.

Tir.

Bag.

Sul.

Philippine

gabi

rabii

labii

madschum 2

lafi

lain

inangenag
"

labi :

labi

addwi

labi

bengi

gabi

bangi ,

gab-l

lava

gabi

kelungonon

dokilom

\
dom

{ kawii, last night

Pai. T.

Am.JF. :

Am. T.

Pep. B.

Li.

Tarn. «

Pil. F
Tsui.

Sek.

Shek. Th.

Bu.

Fav.

Tip.

Tang.

Formosan

rungaen

baray

a

rmixiald

madnng

monggi

masurum

armun

how-horn

leunian

hinien

babien

i

bi-ini

admit, darkness

harutumtg

bad Idh hang tin

macuyab [wakuuab] ; tarde : afternoon, evening

Ibn.

Ilk. 3

Bont. S.

Bont. J.

Lep.

Ban.

Kan.

Inb.

Pang.

Pain p.

Tag.

Bik.

Pan.

Kal.

M. Mag.

Tir.

Bag.

Sul.

/

Philippine

fugab

malem

masuyao, evening

ni/-su-yao, b evening

nasdem, evening

sanbatangan, evening

masdem, evening

imachem, evening

ngarem

gatpanapun, afternoon

Jiapon, afternoon ;

hqpun, afterribon

haptm, afternoon

apoyi, afternoon

mahdem
temegbi - -

i mapon

\ kabal-liu alio

m&hapun

Pep.

Ka.

Fav.

FORMOSAN

Ko. madung, evening

wuhvnf evening

f marpesa, evening

[ maramoramo, twilight

*Cf. O. Jav. r&reb, quiet; Jav. asrep, xtold+ Pang, crep, extinguish.

2 German pronunciation. Cf. Ilk.,. Lep., etc., in WL 4.

3 Ilk. gukayab, mountain-cave.

<Cf. WL 3.

-> The hyphens show the syllabic division of the word ;
the same in following lists.
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6. bitoguen [bitogen] ; estrella; star. Rev.: bitujik

Philippine FORMOSAN

Ibn. bitibi Bot. T. mata-no-anito

Ilk. bittuen . Von. mintokan

Gin. S. bituin Tso. tsongoha

Gin. M. uituln Tsar. vituan

Bont. S. talo, talao Pai. D. vitukan

Bont. J.
(
fat-ta-kd-kan, large stars

\ tuk-ft'-fi,, small stars 1

Pai. T. vitsukan

Pu. teol

Lep< talao Am. D. uwes

Ban. butalao, talao Am. F. u-ois

Ting. daldn Am. T. voess

Kan. talao Pep. Paz. mintol

Inb. talao Pep. Ku. waturun

Pang. bituen Pep. Ko. atatingakai, stars

Pamp. batuin Pep. B. atating-akai, stars -

Tag: 2
: bituin Li. '" michokan

Bik. bitoon Tarn. michokan

Pan. bitoon
"

Pil. F. teor

Kal. bitonken Pel. B. atior

M. Mag. bitmtn Tsui. tahlatah, stars

Tir. gitoon Sek. - bintul

Bag. karani
Fav.

[ baboan

\ aiseyinas, small starsSul. bitoon

Tip.
i

vituren

Ka. sahalan, stars

At. mintoyan

. Tang. pu dug dh

1 u = u in' English "but." (Jenks).
2 Tag. tala, large shining star ; tdlang ~balcei*o, morning star,

for star.

In poetry mata is used
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7. demdem; 1 nube; cloud

,_
<

Philippine FORMOSAN

Ibn. kunam Von. ruhon

Ilk. ulep Tso. tsumtmm

Gin. S. libun Tsar. arupas

Bont. S; lifoo Pai. D. karupus

Bont. J. li-fo-o, cloud, rain Pu. kutum
.

Lep. libuo

-

Am. D tounm

Ban. libun Pep. Paz. ruron

Kan. liboo Pep. Ku. rdnum

( albhig, cloud, mist Pep. Ko. rabu

Inb. < kulpot, cloud, mist Pep. B. rabu

iulep, cloud, mist Pel. B. arang-it ~

P^mp.
{ biga

\ Mam, clouded

Tsui. kali, clouds

Sek. vidung, clouds

r alapaap, cloud, mist Bu. rulung, clouds

Tag. Imlap, cloud, mist Fav. 'rabboe, clouds

I dilim, large cloud Ka. lamo, clouds

Bik. j
panganoron *

\ dampog, mist

At. yurum

Tang. shin lock, bieu.gdt, clouds

Pan. J
gal-urn

\ dampok, clouded sky
"
Kal. unuem

M. Mag. gabun

Tir. rauen

Bag. sagidapon

Sul. dempok

la. Supplement to word list 7

Ilk.

Philippine 2

' kutunyun, clouded sky Zam. B. rerem, cloud

malem, evening vZam. A. dayim, cloud

lidem, rimer, darkness Aeta. S. F. loom, cloud

rimdty to discern indistinct-
Pamp j dalumdum, obscure

1 hdam, cloudedl ly from afar, etc.
•

lemmeng, hiding place ( lilim,. shade

limed, secret, concealment Tag. < madilim, dark

demdem, disobedience from I lUimot, to forget

laziness, etc. Bik. doloniy dark night

J
limlim, heavy prolonged

\ storm.
Pan. j dirtum, dark

\ lum-an, to become clouded

r erem, to become night Sul. dom, night

\ ermum, sadness

ingdrem, evening

Bont. J.

Pang.

Note.—The sound-change from e in certain dialects

Tag. i, Pan. and Bik. o («) is typical.

of northern Luzon to Pamp. a,

1 For the root in this and similar- forms of the other dialects compare the following

supplemental list.

2 For the Formosan cf. WL 4, night ; WL 5, evening ; WL 7, cloud.
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8. anin; tempestad; storm

9. sabansay; viento; wind. Rev.: salausdu1

Philippine Formosan

Ibn.
[ paddad-k, 2 wind

1 paring, fresh fair breeze

Von. heuhen, wand

Tso. porepe, wind

Ilk. angin, wind Tsar. vare, wind

Gin. S. ball,
3 wind Pai. D. ?^are, wind

Bont. S. soysoy, wind Pu. vare, wind

/ cha-Mm, wind Am. D. #are, wind

Bont. J. < llm-lim, heavy prolonged Pep. Paz. vare, wind

I storm Pep. Ku. i;ar£, wind

Lep. tan-nin, wind Pep. Bak. 6aZi, wrind

Ban. angin, wind
Fav.

j
6am, wind

1 bayns, bajus, a stormKan. dagem, wind

InbV chagoem, wTind Ka. raaK, wind

Pang. dagem, wind At. i

; vaihai,* wTind

Pamp. . angin, wind Tang. £u Zon<7, wind

Tag. hangin, wind

Bik. doros, wind

Pan. hangin, wind -

Kal. delet, wind

M. Mag. en<M, wind

Tir. J
refnrru, wind

1 tundus, soft wind

Bag. karamag, wind — — ._'. ..."""

Sul. ' hangin, wind

1 Tag. salayosay, the soft blowing of the wind. Ilk. salayosoy, wind entering through

chinks ; water passing through cracks. Cf. Bont. S. above!

2 d or k is heard.
3 Note correspondence with Formosan and cf. Negrito of Baler pdris, wind, which

approaches lb. pareng.
4 Cf. the general Philippine word bagyo, storm (from Sanskrit wayu, wind)

.
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10. chivat; 1 relampago; lightning. Kev.: chidat

Fokmosan

Pel. B. armimg

Tsui. harbuk

Sek. malapend

Bu. sassaina

Fav. lalka

Ka. lipalipa

Tang. awe toh pun niek

Philippine

Ibn. kila-t

r kimdt

Ilk. \ kildp, glitter of precious

^

I stones

Gin. S. idul

Bont. S. kumetap 2

Bont. J. tjup-ytip

Lep. ad-em

Ban. kilot

Kan. bagilat

Ink
{ bagidat

\ kerul, thunder

Pang. kirmat

Pamp. kildqp

Tag. kidlat

Bik. kildt

Pah. kilat

Kal. kodlnp

M. Mag. kilab

Tir. sila

Bag. kirong

Sul. kilat

3

1 The v in this word may be a misprint.

2 Kumetap .evidently = stem ketap + infix um.

3 Meaning god or devil of fire.
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11. apui; fuego; fire

Philippine

Ibn. afuy

Ilk. apuy

Gin. S. apoy

Gin. M. apui

Bont. S. apuy

Bont. J. a-pu'-i

Lep. apuy

Ban. apoy

Ting. apui

Kan. apuy

Inb. apui

Pang. apuy

Pamp. j api

\ tauo 1

Tag. apuy

Bik. kalayo

Pan. kalayo

Kal. apuy

M. Mag. apuy

Tir.
(afey

Xfrayag

Bag. apoy

Sul. kayu

*

FORMOSAN

Von. sapos

Tso. pujju

Tsar. sapui

Pai. D. sapoi

Pai. T. sapoe

Pu. apoi

Am. D. ramal

Am. F. namaro

Am. T. namar

Pep. Paz. hapoi

Pep. Ku. ramah

Pep. Ko. apui

Pep. B. apui

Pep. Bak. apoi

Li. sappoi

Tarn. sappoi

Pil. F. apoe

Pil. Th. apui

Pel. B. apui

Tsui. apui

Sek. hapu-i

Bu. hapunek

Fav. chau

Tip.' apoe

Ka. apu

Pach. apooth

Sib. sapooth

Tib. pooju

Bang. apoolu

Bant. apooy

At. ponnyak 2

Tang. pun niek 2

1 Cf. with Formosan Fav
2 Cf . Sek. and Bu.

. chau. Fav. ch (guttural) stands most often for Philippine t.
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12. danum (catechism: ranum) ; agua; water

Philippine

Ibn. dan&m
Ilk. danum
Gin. S. danum
Gin. M. sanum

Bont. S.

.

danum
Bont. J. che-num

Lep.

Ban.

danum
danum

Ting.

Kan.

tanum

danum
Inb. chanum

Pang.

Pamp.

Tag.

Bik.

Pan.

Kal.

danum
danum
tubig

tubig

tubig

vai

M. Mag. W
Tir.

Bag.

Sul.

[ uayeg

\ reguas

uaig l

tubig

1 Ilk. uaig, brook ; Ibn. ueg, brook, creek.
2 Nahang, Suk. (Mon. Khmer) do, water.

tubig.

FORMOSAN

Bot. T. ranum

Von. {

." ranum

Tso. tsomo

Tsar. zarum

Pai. D. zayon

Pai.JT. lalium

Pu.~ nnai

Am. D. nanom

Am. F. nanun

Am. T. nanum

Pep. Paz. darum

Pep. Ku. rcirum
"-" • —

_

Pep. Ko. dalum

Pep. B. datum

Pep. Bak. jalum

Li. jiaru

Tam. jiarum

Pil. F. nai

Pil. Th. a-tuei :

Pel. B. ane
i

Tsui. tsarnin \

Sek. dalom \

Bu. kasia

Fav. to
2

Tip. ranu

Ka. lalin

Pach.

.

satloom

Sib. manum
Tib. choomai

Bang. achilai

Bant. achilai

At. kitsiya

Tang. kiit sid, Wtiid

Bersisi do, doh, etc., water. Cf. also Tag
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13. tana," tierra; earth

Philippine FORMOSAN

Ibn. dabbun Von. darak

Ilk. dagd ; Tso. tsoroa

Gin. M. ludd-a
,

Tsar. kadunarigan
j

-Bont. S. luta Pai. D. ppepo rfr:f

Lep. tanap 1 Pai. T. keipo
i-r

Ban. lato Pu. ddl

Ting. bida Am. D. sra

Kan. luta Am. T. sira

Inb. budai Pep. Paz. rejik-ddahhu

Pang. ddlin Pep. Ku. wanan

Pamp. j
gabi'in

\ labuad

Pep. Bak. ni

Pil. Th. darak

Tag. ^ lupa
Fav j ta, land, territory, ground

\ ta-os ata, the earthBik. dagd
IdiV.

Pan. dutd Tip. zareik

M. Mag. lupa Ka. ivumut

Tir. - j fantad

I tuna

* At. heyal

Tang. urao

Bag. tana ,

'•

' Sul. burni

14. aoan; ano; year

Philippine

\

Ibn.

Ilk.

dagdn

tauen
Pamp.

{ bantia, year,- sky __

1 baliktaon

Gin. M. dagun Tag. taon

Bont. S. taoen Bik. taon

Bont. J. ta'-win Pan. tu-ig

( taoen

\ teoen

Kal. takon
Lep. M, Mag. ragum

( taoen Tir. belintud
±*an.

\ toon nana
Bag.

[ bia-an, year, age 2

\ hom-me, year, rice 3
Ting. magadauin

Kan. taoen -Sul. tahun

Inb. taon

j taoen, sky

1 taon

-a>

Pang.
'•>. -- .-*<!

FORMOSAN

Fav. baas

- -

50896-

1 Ilk. tanap, level ground, especially on mountain tops.

2 Ilk. l)iag} life.

3 Bis. liomay, rice (on the stalk).

-3

".M—
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15.

lbn.

Ilk.

Bont. J.

Kan.

Inb.

Pang.

Pamp.

Tag.

Bik.

Pan.

Kal.

M. Mag.

Tir.

Bag.

Sul.

dada; oriente; orient. Rev.: dadaan; niaya

dumada; salir el sol; rising of the sun

Philippine

j lalasscvngdri, orient

1 baga, 1 aurora

daya,
3 orient'

fa-la'-an si a'qu', east

tongdo, orient

chaya, east

bukig, east

f aslagan, east

I alaya, aurora

silangav,* east

j sobangan, east

[sirangan, east

sidlangan, east

tetbatan, east

sebangan,- orient

sebangan, orient

kasilatan, orient

tkasubangan, 5 orient

\ timor, orient

Pep. Ko.

Pil. Th.

Pel. B.

Sek.

Bu.

Fav.

FORMOSAN

tagaja, 2
eastr^\

f ameh, east

1 daiah, south

ami, east

daia, north

daia, east

daia, east

, bayan, east

j

16. sabongj flor; flower

. Philippine FORMOSAN

Ibnr lappau Pai. T. tsalingiu

Ilk. sabiing Am. F. waro

Bont. J. fmg-a Am, T. iris

Kan. bunga 6 Pep. Ko. isib

Inb. bunga Pep. B. isib*

Pang. sampaga Pep. Bak. eseeb

Panip.
-j mmpaga

1 bulaklak

Li. bujiangan

Tarn. chapoi

Tag. bulaklak Pil. F. apott

Bik. bitrak Pel. B. sasar

Pan. bulak Tsui. bokai

Kal. talay Sek. • tulala

M. Mag. j ulak (arak) a kayo

\ abar-ubar

Fav. tullala

Tip. rangdaran

Tir.
j ulak

\ onok kayeu, 1 flower, fruit
Ka. " j isi

\ tulala.

Bag. kabokad Tang. _ pa pa
Sul. siunping

1 Tag. and Bis. baga, glowing coals.

- Pep. Ko. shows the prefix taya- in the terms for the four cardinal points.
:{ Gin. M. daydj Bont. S. chaya, Lep. daya — sky. _.....-
4 Tag. silang, rising of stars etc. ; Bis. sobdng.
5 Sul. kasubangen, new moon.
$ Tag., Bik., and Pan. bunga — fruit. ~ ----.
'Onok = anak. The term onok kayeu seems to confirm Codrington's supposition that

the primary meaning of anak is not "child" but "appendage," or "belonging"; onok
kayeu }= appendage of tree.
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17. yamot; raiz; root

35

Philippine FORMOSAN

Ibn. gdmu-t :- , Pai. T. kapas

Ilk. ramut 1 Am. T. kakein

Bont. J. la-mot', root of plant Pel. B. ourat

Kan. lamot Tsui. fila

Inb. damot Sek. hameus

Pang. sengeg Bu. raparap

Pamp. j
yamot

\ iiakad Tsar. damo, blood

Tag. 2 ugat, root, vein Pai. D. yamok, blood

Bik. gamot Pai. T. diamok, blood

Pan. gamut Pep. Paz. damo, Hood
Kal. lamot Pep. B. gama, blood •

M. Mag. bekau, root, sprout Pel. B. damok, blood

Tir. darrir 3 Sek. damuh, blood

Bag. ramot Tip. rani, blood

Sul. akag At. rammo, blood

Note.—-This list is to be considered in connection with the following.

18. uyat; venas; veins

Philippine

Ibn. kallo-k, vein Pang. ulat, vein

Ilk. nrdt, vein Pamp. uyat, vein

Gin. S. uyat, vein, shank Tag. ugat, vein, root

Bont. S. sup-sup, vein Bik. ogat, vein

Bont. J. tvath, vein Pan. ugat, vein

Lep. uat, vein M. Mag. ugat, vein

Ban. ulot, vein Tir. urrat, vein

Kan. * uoat, vein Bag. ogat, vein

Inb. ulat, vein Sul. urat, vein

7 7,_ FORMOSAN

Fav. oggoch, sl vein, a sinew

1 Ilk. gamut/ vegetal poison; Ilk. gamo, bark or fruit added to bdsi (wine, of sugar
cane). ,

2 Tag. gamot, medicine ; damo, herb.
3 M. Mag. dalug,. dalig, a certain tuber.



/
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19. tao; hoinbre; man (homo)

Philippine - FORMOSAN

Ibn. tolay Pai. T. tsoutsou, mankind

Ilk. tao Pu. utu _.^

Gin. S. tao Ami T. tamdliao, mankind

Bont. S. tago Pel. B. atou

Bont. J. ta'-ku, one person
Fav.

{ cho

\ babosaBan. tago

Kan. ipugao 1 Tip. mantaowan, mankind

Inb. t-66 , Bant. aoolav

Pang.

Parap.

! Tag.

Bik.

too

tao

tao

tao

Tang. kaiv t&h hei, one man

Pan. tao ~

— Kal.

M. Mag.

tao

tan

Tir. eteu ~l-__.--=-

Bag. manobo

Sul. tan

1 ipugao as equivalent for tao (homo) in Kankanaey resembles the use given the

same term in another locality. Prof. Worcester (The Non-Christian Tribes of North-

ern Luzon, p. 832) states: "Some of the Bontoc Igorots call themselves Ipukaos, or

Ifugaos, but no special significance attaches to this fact, as the name Ipukaos, or Ifugaos,

means simply 'people.' " My Kankanaey source does not mention if ipugao is to such an

-extent-equivalent of tao-that it applies also to-WHiTE people. Regarding- its- etymology

Dr. Pardo de Tavera (Etimologia de los Nombres de Razas de Filipinas) says: "This

name is explained by Ibanag where we find ifugaw to signify 'islander.'
"
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20. gac^yTT^agacay [gakay, magakay] ; varan:

majakay

male person. Rev.: jakay.

Philippine FORMOSAN 1

Ibn. lalaM Bot. T magakai, man
Ilk. laldki 2 Von. vananak, man
Gin. S. laldki

~
Tso. haJiutsan, man

Gin. M. laldki Tsar. avai, man
Bont. S. laki Pai. D. ohayai, man
Bont. J. la-la'-ki, man Pai. T. okadilai, male

Lep. lalaki Pu. utu, man
Ban. laloy Am. D. vainai, man
Ting. laldki Am. T? vainaian % male

Kan. lalaki Pep. Paz. mamarun, man
Inb. ddxi'6 Pep. Ka. riunanai, man
Pang. laki, male person, grand- Pep. Ko. amama, man

father Pep. B. amama, man
Pamp.
Tag^

lalaM

laldki *

Pep. Bak. j kaguling-ma, man
\ ama, male

Bik. lalaki •

Pil. Th. j mainaen, male

\ atinbe, manPan. lalaki

Kal. lalii Tsui. spnt, man
M. Mag. laki-laki* Sek. sanh, man
Tir. lagey Shek. Th. mamalung, man
Bag.

.
mama Bu. ediii, man

Sul. issak, male Fav. 67mtt2, a man
Tip. marinai, male

Pach. lalusa, man
"*

Sib.
'

*lamoosa, man
°

Bang. sarellai, man

-.. Z.-.^S'

'

*
At. murekoi, man

Am. T. vavakei, husband

Pep. Paz: rakehal, son

.

Sek. rakihal, son

Shek. Th. lakehan, child*

Bu. Z«£ai, son

At. raker, chile , son

Tang. w# M £/, bV
1 1 am not sure but that some of the forms here given signify*

2 Ilk. lakay, old man.
2 x = ch in German "ach."
4 M. Mag. Zafci, husband ; M. Mag. mama, male.

'person.
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21. ama; padre y padrino; father, godfather. Rev.: amd

Philippine - FORMOSAN

Ibn. ama, father Bot. T. ama, father

Ilk".

"

amd, father Von. tama, father .

Giiw-S. ama, father Tso. ammu, father

Bont. S. J. ama, father Tsar. kamma, father

Lep. ama, father , Pai. D. ama, father

Ban. ama, father Pai. T. ama, father

Kan. amd, father" Pu. ama, iather

Inb. ama, father Am. D.- ama, father

Pang. amd, father Am, F. ama, father N

Pamp. ibpa, father Am. T. ina, father .

Tag. amd, father Pep. Paz. ava, father

Bik. amd, father-— Pep. Ku. tama, father

Pan. amg,yr iather ^

ama, father "^
Pep. Ko. dama, father

Kal. Pep. B. dama, father

M. Mag. ama, father Pep. Bak. ima, father

Tir. J
abay, father

1 eboj, father

Li. kamma, father

Tarn. amma, father

r am-ma, father Pil. F. ama, father

Bag. < ame, father Pil.Th. amoko, father

\ tugol, father Pel. B. ama, father

Sal. ama, father Tsui. , ama, father

Sek. aba, father

Shek. Th. aba, father

Bu. taina, father

Fav. mau, father

Tip. ama, father

Ka. ehma, father

At. yava, father

Tang. yd hd, father
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22. baques, mabaques [bakes, mabakes]; hembra ; female

Philippine FbRMOSAN

Ibn. babay, woman Bot. T. bakush, woman
Ilk. 1

'baba-4, woman Yon." vennoa, woman
Gin. S. babay, woman Tso. mamespinge, woman
Bont. S. babay, bafay, woman Tsar. vavayan, woman
Bont. J. fa-fay-i, woman Pai. D. vavayan, woman
Lep. babay, woman Pai. T. vavaien, woman

Ban.
*

j babay, woman Pu. . omos, woman
[mafayal, woman Am. D. vavayan, woman

Ting. babdi, woman -
" Am. F. babayan, woman

Kan. babq-y, woman Am. T. vavaheian, woman
Inb. Mi, woman Pep. Paz. mamaym, woman
Pang. 2 biy, woman Pep. Eu. turuugan, woman
Pamp. babay, woman r -Pep. Ko. htfina, woman
Tag. babai, babayi, woman Pep.B. inina, woman
Bik. babaye, woman Pep. Bak. enina, woman
Pan. babaye, woman Li. majian, woman
Kal. s babay, woman " Tarn. babayan, woman
M. Mag. babay, woman Pil. F. babayan, woman
Tir. libun, woman Pil. Th. babaian, woman
Bag. bay, baye, woman Tsui. minyawat, woman^
Sul. babai, woman Sek. yiamais, woman *

—

Shek. Th. mam eoss, woman
°

Bu. makaidil, woman
Fav. sini, woman
Tip. vavaien, woman

•»,>.•. Pach. attain, woman
Sib. maou-spingth, woman
Bang. abaia, woman
Bant. abaia, woman

_ __ At. kunairin,- woman

Tang. j kd ni di in, woman
1 kd ni di it, woman

1 Ilk. baket, old woman, spouse.
2 Pang, bdi, grandmother.
3 Ka-l. abinian, sister.

": vi
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23. ina; madre, madrastra; mother', stepmother

Philippine Formosan

Ibn.
j ind, mother

( yena, mother

Bot. T. inana, mother
Von. tena, mother

Ilk. ind, mother Tso. ennu, mother

Gin. S. ina, mother Tsar. kinna, mother

Bont. S. J., ina, mother Pai. D kina, mother

Lep. ina, mother Pai. T. kina, mother

Ban. ina, mother Pu. ina, mother

Kan. ind, mother Am. D. ina, mother

Inb. ina, mother Am. F. ina, mother

Pang. ina, mother Am. T. ina, mother

Pamp. indu, 1 mother Pep. Paz. ina, mother

Tag. ind, 2 mother

-ina, mother

Pep. Ku.

Pep. Ko.

tena, mother

Bik. jena, mother

Pan. J
inang, mother

[Hoy, mother

Pep. B. jena, mother
—

Pep. Bak. ina, mother

- Kal. ina, mother Li. kinna, mother

1VI. Mag. ina, mother Tarn. inna, mother

Tir. ideng,'6 mother Pil. F. ina, mother

Bag. ine,* mother, ascendants, Pil. Th.~ abu, mother
- grandparents Pel. B. ina, mother

Sul. ina, mother Tsui. ina, mother
'

Sek. ina, mother

Shek. Th. inn a, mother

Bu. bubu, mother
•'

Fav. nai, mother

Tip. ina, mother
' Ka. ila, mother

At. yaya, mother

.Tang. yd yd, mother

1 Dayak indu, mother.
2 Tag. inda, term of endearment for mother.
3 Tir. ina, aunt, stepmother, etc.

4 Bag. ina ina, godmother.

i
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24. anac; [anak] ; hijo; child (issue)

41

. Philippine Formosan

Ibn. and-k Von. uwafa, child, son

Ilk. anak Tso. okku, child, son

Bont, S. J.

Lep^

anak

anak
Tsar.

f unu-unu, child

1 arra, son

Kan. anak
Pai. D. J

k&kryan, child

( aryak, sonInb. anak 1

Pang. anak Pai. T. kakadian, child

Pamp. anak
Pu.

f rarak, child

1 ward, sonTag. 2 anak

Bik.

Kal.

dki's — -

vata, infant child

Am. D. j kama
ngai, child

J wawa, son

^ kammangae, sonM. Mag. Am. F. r
Am. T.

^C
v

Tir. onok, child kamangai, child

;
-

T
1B%. lata, child, infant Pep. Paz. rovarovan, child

/
!

Sul. anak,, child Pep. Ku.

-Pep. Ko.

sunis, child

alak, son

Pep. B.

Pep. Bak.

Li.

alak, son

alak, son

kadolian, son
,'

Tam.
Pil. F.

Pil. Th.

kakunoan, son

marsu, son

alak, son
-

Pel. B. makik, son !

!
•

Tsui.

Sek.

Shek. Th.

Bu.

alalak, son, boy
rakihal, son

lakehan, child

Zaiai, son

-

*

Fav. J
t9/n>m badda, son, boy

( s/«e?m mammalia^daughter,. gii

rip.

Ka.

Hialak, child

afar, son

At. rakei, £on, child

Tang. w& Id ki, boy

4~

1 Inb. aanalc, infant.

2 Tag. bata, infant.
3 Bik. anak, the unborn young of the buffalo cow. Bik. kagahalc, parents, father,

mother.

-J
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25. cactec; [kaktek] ; hermano; brother. Kev. : kaktej

-Formosan-

Ibn.

Ilk.

Gin. S.

Bont. S.

Bont. J.

Lep.

Ban.

Kan.

Inb.

Pang.

Pamp.

Tag.

Bik.

Pan.

M. Mag.

Tir.

Bag.

Note —
are others

nigaha

nigaha

namah
nakial

Philtppine

uagi, brother, sister, relative Pep. Ko.

kabsdty brother, sister Pep. B.

suniit, brother, sister Sek.

ptad Bu.

u'-na..

besat, brother, sister
;--~_i_

ibano, 1 brother, sister

kabsdt, brother, sister

dgi, brother, sister

dgi, brother, sister

kapatad, brother, sister

kapatid, brother, sister

tugang, brother, sister

utud, brother, sister

lumd sa tlan, brother, sister -— _
j Idgey, brother, man
I libun, sister, woman
adiy younger brother, friend

-Where I had the choice I give only the general term for "brother.'

which distinguish the elder from the younger, etc.

There

26. uyud 2 a malquem [malkem]; anciano; old man

Ibn.

Ilk.

Gin. S.

Bont. J.

j lakalakay

\ kakai, grandfather

lakdy

malakey, old

am-a'-ma

Philippine

Tag.

Bik.

Pan.

M. Mag.

Kan.

Inb.

Pang.

Pamp.

ndkay

asixen'6

j masiken

\ laki, grandfather

tua

Tir

Bag.

Sul.

Formosan

{*

matandd

matandd

nagurang

tig&lang

hikes

--luk.es

f tapay, old

I togol, old

mads, old

r
{ masltam, an old man

'

1 mababosa, ari old man

1 Tag. iba, another, kaiba, different ; Bik. iba, different, kaiba, companion ; Bis. iba,

companion, remainder.
2 Uyud is used in Batan to emphasize a quality ; here therefore probably "a truly old,"

"a very old man."
:i x~ch in German "ach."



Ibn. ngagan

Ilk. nagan

Bont. S. nagan

Lep. ngaran

Ban. nagan

Kan. ngadan

Inb. ngaran

Pang. nganly
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27. pat ul," rey; king

Philippine

Ibn. patnl '" Pan. hari

Ilk. 1 drl „ M. Mag. jadi 2

Pamp. ari Tir. adi

Tag. hari Bag. hadi

Bik. hddi Sul. rdjdh

28. ngaran; nombre, name

Philippine

Pamp. lagiu

Tag. ngalan

Bik. ngaran

Pan. ngalan

M. Mag. ngalan

Tir. dauet

Bag. . ngadan

Sul. ngan

FoRMOSAN

Fav. naan

1 Ilk. agturay, he who governs, chief.

2
j — Span. j.

-

3 Ibn. nydralj voice. Two other phonologically interesting word forms for "name" are:

Gaddan ngalian and Isinay ngaron.
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29. ogo; cabeza; head. Rev.: ojo

Philippine

Ibn. ulu

Ilk. olo

Gin. §, ulu

Gin. M.
'

ulu

Boiit. S. J. olo

Lep. olo

Ban. tok-kol

Ting. bagang

Kan. toktok

Inb. toktok

Pang olo

Pamp. buntub

Tag. ulo

Bik : .pay6

Pan. olo

Kal. kolp

M. Mag. ulu

Tir. uleu

Bag., olo

Sul. holt

FOKMOSAN

- Bot. T. voboya

Von. vongo

Tso. poango
x
Tsar. uru

Pai. D. karu

Pai. T. kuro

Pu. tangal

Am. D. wongoho

Am. F. umngo

Am. T. vungoe

Pep. Paz. pond

Pap. Ku. nho
Pep. Ko. bmigu

,_ Pep. B. -bung-u
:

Pep. fiak. mongoug

Tarn. koro

Pil. F. tagoro

Pil. Th. tungroiv

Pel. B. tangaro

Tsui. puno

Sek. punu
Shek. Th. poonat

Bu. tunuch

Fav. oeno
y
head, handle.

Tip. tanguru

Ka.
( wulu

\ meng-o

Pach. bangoo

Sib. bangoo

Tib. sapchi

Bang. kapallu

Bant. kapallu

At. tonnohu

Tang. toh nodi

hilt

For comparison with Formosan dialects: Ilk. poon

stem, trunk ; Tag. puno, stem, trunk, chief.

., stem, trunk, origin ; Pamp. pun,

°€
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30.

mo in,"
1 frente; forehead

[
m u i n g ; rostro ; face

31. dangoy; rostro, cara; face

Philippine Formosan

Ibn.
'

/ uming, beard Pep. Paz. mujin, nose
I mutung, face Tsui. mulin, nose

Ilk. f
muging, forehead

I motlng, clitoris

' Sek. mujing, nose

. Shek. Th." mooding, nose

Pang. moling, forehead Bu. moiling, nose

Lep. gmeng, chin Tsar. avgat, mouth
Lep. angas,-*face Pai. D. angai, mouth
Pan. agtang, forehead Tarn. agayl, mouth
Bik.

Sul.

angog, face, forehead

dagbus, face

Ka. ~

Bant.

Ranges,fnose

mngoliv, nose

\4FACE_ FOREHEAD
Pai. D, budingan, face

Ibn. mutung muka-t -AnfcJJL louai, face

Ilk. rupa ^^^to6 {antiq
.

)

Pil. Th. tungur, face

Gin. S. lopa tizey Tip. budingan, face

Bont. S. karnos ff'itang Ka. sami, face

Bont. J. . kV-tong

Lep. angas napedsa

Ban. tamil tatok

Kan. lupa kitong

Inb. dupa tamo'-k

Pang. lupa moling
-

Pamp. lupa kanuan

Tag. muk-ha nod

Bik. lalaugon angog

Pan.
[guya agtang

\ naumng

Kal. emet, totoan

j bias benang

1 paras
M. Mag.

Tir.
j rang I rangt

\ falas
*

4

Bag. bonnong (?) bokod

Sul. dagbus toktok

Note--Cf. also WL 32, Formosan.

1 Sakaya S. Kerbou, Sbmang, moin, tooth.

- Bulud Opie angas, face.

fc
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32. mumutdan; nariz; nose. Rev.: mumudcm

Philippine

TV^ i simii-t %
mouth

I myiung, face —ion.

Bik. ngimot, upper lip

"-*
/ chimuet, beard (?), chin (?)

1 emeU face

I emuet, cheeks

Kal.

Sul. simut, mouth

Ibn. igung_

Ilk. agong .

Gin. S. ongol

- Gin. M. ongol

Bont. S. eleng

Bont. J. i-ttng'

Lep. eng

Ban. along

Ting. on6l

Kan. eleng

Inb. idong

Pang. eleng

Pamp. arung

Tag. Hong

Bik. dongo

Pan. Hong

Kal. orong

M. Mag. ngirung

Tir. irung

Bag. idong

Sul. Hong

FoRMOSAN

Bot. T. momosa
Von. -

ngutos

Tsp.
; ugutm

Tsar. ngodos

Pai. D. ngurus

Pai. T. niudios

Pu. atenguran

Am. D. ngoso

Am. F. musso

Am. T. uuse

Pep. Paz. jnyjin

Pep. Ku. unom
Pep. Ko. gang-us

Pep. B. gung-iix

Pep. Bak. togunut

Tarn. vdushi

Pil. F. teguran

Pil. Th. at ingran

Pel. B. a ting-rat i

Tsui. niulin

Sek. mujing

Shek, Th. mooding-]

Bu. mohing

Fav. not

Tip. nutan

Ka.
I lut

\ angos

Pach. ngoon-goro

Sib. muttns

Tib. nguchn

Bang. coomonu

Bant. ongoho

At. ngaho

Tang. ngd hdh
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33. ngoso; boca; mouth

Philippine FORMOSAN

Ibn. simu-t Bot. D. bebe

Ilk. ngioat Von. - ngurus

Gin. S. boti Tso. ngafu '

Gin. M. dubok Tsar. angat ~~

Bont. S. tupei Pai. D. angai

Bont. J. to-puk' _i, Pai. T. hamgeild

Lep. tipu Pu. imdan
Ban. bobaba Am. D. ngoyos 1

Ting. dubok Am. F. manyusu
Kan. tepek Am. T. moeuss i . .

Inb. bungot Pep. Paz. rahhal

Pang. sangi Pep. Ku. ngoyok

Pamp.
f asbuk

[bunganga 2

Pep. Ko. mutut l

Pep. B. mulut

i bibig Pep. Bak. mutut l

Tag. I bungdngd Tarn. agayi

1 bunga Pil. F. indan

Bik. ngoso 3
Pil. Th. indan

Pan. -babd Pel. B. indent

Kal: ngvnga Tsui. lulit

M. Mag. ngcdi Sek. vahal

Tir. ebd . Shek. Th. lahar

Bag. j bab-ba

\ bibig

Bu.

Fav.

ko-ak

f r'aniedy mouth, conversation

( sabbacha*Sul. simut

Tip
f ..^utong

Ka. ulimot

Pach. mussoo

Sib. nipoon 5

-
^~ Bang. didisi

Bant. muto-mytoo

At.
*

nokoak

Tang. J
Id qudck*

{ Id qudss

1 Cf. these and similar forms with WL 32.
2 Meaning perhaps the round concavity of the mouth.
3 Ilk. ngosab, the snapping of a pig in' eating; Ilk. ngotngot, to crunch, bite; Ilk.

o?igsdp, to cut off slantingly ; Tag. nguso, upper lip, snout : Tag. ongos, to cut off at
the extreme end ; upper lip, snout.

4 Tag. sdbak, notch ; Samang sabak, lips.

5 Cf. WL 36.
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34. bibi; labio; lip. Rev.: bibig

7^~

Philippine Formosan

Ibn. bibig, lip, rim Bot. D. bebe, mouth
Ilk. bibig Pep. B, babibit, lips

Gin. S. supil Pep. Ko. " babibit, lips

Bont. S. lupil Pel. B. birbir, lips

Bont. J. so'-Jil, upper lip Tsui. bipi, lips

Lep. label Sek. ruli, lips

Ban. limit Bu. padahnng, lips

Kan. song song Fav. dorren, lips

Inb. subil Ka. wufert, lips

Pang. bibil ~ Tang. pdrdhum, lips

Pamp. labi, lip spout of a vessel

bibig, mouth
>

;

-Tag.
labi, 1 under lip, rim

nguso, upper lip

ongos, upper lip

Bik. <

ngabil, upper lip -—--—
I

ngimot, under lip

Pan. bibig, lips

Kal. bibil, lips

M. Mag."
j

bibil, lips

mudul, upper lip

-

Tir. beuer, 2
lip, snout, rim

Bag. bibig, lips, mouth -

Sul. higat simut, lips (
urim

mouth")
of

35. rida; lengua; tongue

Philippine FORMOSAN

Ibn. jila'6 Pai. T. vgisongiss

Ilk. dila Am. T. n'gmngiss

Gin. M. cfpla Pep~ Ko. dadila

Bont. J. chi'-la Pep. B, dalilah

Ting. dila Pel. B. ash-ma

Kan. dila Tsui.
'

ama
Inb. chila Sek. yo-hama

Pang. dila Bu. hema

Pamp.

Tag.

dila

dila
Fav.

j tazirra

\ tatsira

Bik. dila Tip. lidan

Pan. dila Ka. lalila

Kal. dila v Tang. md le

M. Mag;
^

dila *
"

Tir. dila

Bag. dila

Sul. dilrth

1 Tag. labi, ex(:ess7~\vhaFls~m^r.
- c is used by R_Bennasar to denote tlici clear Spanish c.

li In derivatives rila.

O
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36. nipuen; diente, tooth. Rev.: iiipuen

Philippine FORMOSAN

Ibn. ngipan rrVOIl. niepon

Ilk. ngipen Tso. lilsi

Gin. S. nepon Tsar. harisi

Gin. M. fiafid Pai. D. avis

Bont. S. Jcabay Pai. T. aliss

Bont. J. fob-a' Pu. — ware
i

Lep. baba Am. D. wares

Ban. bab-a Am. T, valiss

Ting. nebing Pep. Paz. rupun

Kan. bab-a Pep. Ku. wangan

Inb. sangi 1 Pep. Ko. ivalU, teeth

Pang. .
ngipuen Pep. B. walit

9
teeth

Pamp. ipan Pep, Bak. wali

Tag. ngipin Pel. B. wali, teeth

Bik. ngipon Tsui. nipin, teeth

Pan. ngipon Sek. - lipeung, teeth

Kal. ngichi Bu. rupun, teeth

M. Mag. ngipen
Fav. J

zien, teeth

( sjien, teethTir. kifen

Bag. ngipon Tip. vali

Snl
jipoen, tooth (front)

I tango, tooth (eye)

Ka. lipen, teeth
kjlll.

Sib. nipoon, mouth
Tib. nganon

At. gennohu

Tang. gtin noch, tooth, teeth

1 Ilk. sangi, molar, jaw.

56896-
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37. mata; ojo; eye

Philippine FORMOSAN

Ibn. 1 mata Bot. D. mata
Ilk. mata Von. mata
Gin. S. mata ~ Tso. mutso

Gin. M. add 7
Tsar. matsa

Bont. S. J. mata Pai. D. matsa
Lep. mata Pai. T. matsa
Ban. mata Pu. mata
Ting. add Am. D. mata
Kan. mata Am. F. mata
Inb. mata Am. T. mata,

Pang. mata Pep. Paz. daorek

Pamp. mata — Pep. Ku. mata'
Tag. mata Pep. Ko,__ _ mata^eyes - -

Bit. mata Pep. B. mafa, eyes

Pan. mata Pep. Bak. mata
Kal. mata Tarn. macha
M. Mag. mata PH. F. nata

Tir. moto Pil. Th. mata
Bag. mata Pel. B. mata , eyes

Sul. mata Tsui.-™ nasa, eyes

Sek. dourik, eyes

Shek. Th, darik

Bu. dovruk, eyes

Fav.
# Tip.

magcha, eyes

mata

Ka. masa

Pach. ooraitla

Sib. mata

Tib. much e?i

Bang. macha
Bant. macha
At. raoydk

Tang. lao yeek
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38. tadina; oreja; ear

Philippine FOKMOSAN

Ibn. talinga Bot. D. - taregan
Ilk. talinga Von. tainga
Gin. S. inga Tso. koru
Gin. M. inga Tsar. tsaringa
Bont. S. kooeng Pai. D. tsaringa
Bont. J. ko-wfrng' Pai. T. tsalinga

Lep. inginga Pu.=- rangera
Ban. tapoya Am. D. tainga
Ting. ina Am. F. tariga

Kan. keoeng Am. T. tangila

Inb. tangida Pep. Paz. sangera
Pang laydg r

—
Pep. Ku. kayal

r balttgbug Pep. Ko. tangira

^Pamp. < talinga, (special term for Pep. B. ".
_*. tang-ira, ears

I ear; also ears of pots, etc.

)

Pep. Bak. tangela

Tag. tainga, ear (also of pots, etc.) Tarn. hariga
Bik. talinga Pil. F. tagira

Pan. dalungan Pil. Th. tungila

Kal. talenga Pel. B. tang-ira

M. Mag. tangila Tsui. sarina
Tir. gelingo Sek. sangira, ears
Bag. talinga Bu. bir&t, ears
Sul. taignftr- Fav.

Tip.

Ka.

Pach.

chamna, ears

tangera

salila

charunga

Bang.

Bant.

At.

Tang.

charinga, ears

charinga, ears

papdk

pd pdck

-f
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Ibn.

Ilk.

Bont. S.

Bont. J.

Lep.

Ban.

Kan.

Inb.

Pang.

Pamp.
Tag.

Bik.

Pan.

Kal.

M. Mag.

Tir.

Bag.

Sul.

39. susu; stem of sumusu; mamar; to suck at the breast

Philippine Formosan

i gata-t, 1 breast of female

1 -massussu-p, to suck

susu, breast of female

susu, breast of female

so'-so, breast, nipple

susu, breast of female

sum, breast of female

susu, breast of female

sum, breast of female

soso, breast of female

su-so, breast of female

suso, breast of female

siim, breast of female

susu, breast of female

toto, breast of female

susu, breast of female

tutu, breast of female

soso, breast of female

duduk, bosom, breast

Bok~D. soso, nipple

Aron. tsitsi, nipple

Tso. mum, nipple

Tsar. tutu, nipple

Pai. D. tutu, nipple

Pu. susu, nipple J

Am. D. tsutsu, nipple

Pep. Paz. nunoho nipple

Pep.. Ku. sim, nipple

Fav. zido, breast, nipples, milk

Ka. dudu] breast

At.
.'"

coco, nipple

Tang. mo bu, teats

40. batabat; 2 pecho; breast.

i

'

t

Philippine

Rev.: as meaning "shoulder"

Ibn. gdJcau

Ilk. barukong

Gin. S. bedokong, chest

Gin. M. ferugung

Bont. S. takeb, chest

Bont. J. to/-klb, chest

Lep. bokuug, chest

Ban. .pologpug, chest

Ting. barugun

Kan pageo
'

6

Inb. pageu

Pang. pageo

Pamp. scdo

Tag. dibdib

Bik. daghau

Pan. duglian

Kal. depdep

M. Mag. laleb, rareb

Tir. kumetig

Bag. kagpa

Sul. ddglid, chest, breast

Pep. Ko.

Pep. B.

Pel. B.

Pil. F.

Tsui.

Sek. B.

Fav.

Bu.

Tarn.

Am. F.

FORMOSAN

abu

abu

tag-ran

daguran

paku

yeubmzeub

afrabis

turung

baric

baruhau

Note.—Cf. Am. F. with Philippine Ting., Pil.

F. with Philippine Bik., and Pep. Ko. and Pep.

B. with WL 45, Formosan.

1 Tag. and other dialects galas, milk.
2 Ilk., Pamp.. and Tag. batdbat, to obstruct the way.
3 Pamp. pagao, pago, shoulder.
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41. lagao," cuello; neck

42. tetegnan, tetegnar; garganta; throat, gorge. Rev.: tetejnan

Philippine Formosan

THROAT NECK

Ibn. bul-lao, neck, throat Tarn. like

Ilk. buklao; glutton Am. F. buongo
Inb. bukdon, neck Pep. Ko. kudunk
Pang. bekleo, neck Pep. B. kudu-ak
Ibn. tangngad-k, nape (back of neck) Pep. Bak. luak

Ilk.
r tengnged, neck

~7_l tengnges, neck
Pil. F. aniun
Pel. B. ni-in tangdo

Bont. S. tenged, neck Tsui. holaho i
. ukan

Bont. J. tting-ed', back of neck Sek. haho 1 bakung
Lep. tinged, neck Bu. uduthing
Inb. 4

tadinnan, throat

ibokkir }arriborribonPang. tenger, nape
Fav.

Pamp. 'tuiidun, nape Ka. chokai

Pan. tuiunlan, throat ' Pach. guon-gorath
Kal. doroklan, throat Bang. oorohu
M. Mag. tengu, nape Bant. oorohu
Tir. tengel nape Tang.

Philippine

md tdk kdn kao lu kao lu

NECK NAPE, BACK OF NECK THROAT

Ibn. Rff bul-lao

Ilk. tengnged, lengnges teltel, pitangkok karabukob (larynx)
Gin. S. bagang 2

kalsagas lokoog

Gin. M. siakidng*

Bont. J. fuk-kcmg' tungkl a-lo-go-og

Lep. tinged iynat ayokuok
Ban. toltol bakgong ogoyo
Ting. siakian —
Kan. bagang kalosokos (larynx?)
Inb. bukdou — ...... kalongokong (larynx?)
Pang. bekleo "

Pamp. batal twidun akmulan *-

Tag. lug batok 4

Bik. Hog, Joong Hog, loong

Pan. li-og \ tankogo tutunlan

Kal. dikel
ti

doroklan
M. Mag.

.
%

;

' tengu bakarenganr

— bekerrengan; linuonTir. veer tekuk, tengel,^

Bag. «tig _ .%. .- . .

™~"
bakarangan

Sul. Uug-liuk
g

goengoen

NOTE.--This list especially is given with all reserve as to the exactness of the translations.

1 Note the recurrence of lao in Philippine dialects.
2 Tag. bagang, molars.

•"•Pamp. sikmig^Tng...siha?ig
J jaw.
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Ibn.

Ilk.

Bont. J.

—Kan.

Inb.

Pang.

Pamp. 2

THE BATAN DIALECT

43. dichor; espalda; back. Rev.: dichod

Philippine

j bullug

\likud v

|
likud, backside

Vbukot

{ beneg

1 edeg

bunneg

bueneg

gidut

*

Tag.

Bik.

Pan.

Kal.

M. Mag.

Tir.

Bag.

Sul.

ORMOSAN

likod

likod

likod

bokoboko

likud.

{ digar, behind, backside

I segang

j bok-koQ

1 taiyok, backside

taikut

Fav;. sies

Tan£. idru

44. queguedean [lcegedean] ; sofoaco, armpit. Rev.: IcejMian

Philippine

Ibn. kilikili

Ilk. kilikili

Bont. J. yek-yek

Kan. yay-iek

Inb. dyai-yceg

Pang. kilikili

Pamp. kUikili

Tag. kilikili

Bik.

Pan.

M. Mag.

Tir.

Bag.

SuJ.

kilikili, side of the body
yokyok

( kilid, side of the body

I ilok

irek, ilek

imd

pol-la

elok

Foemosan

Fav. magagidsi, to tickle

Note.—Ibn. kikilag, tickling; Ilk. MM, tickling; tag. kilUi, tickling, and ether dialects similar.

1 Bis. and Bik. ikog, tail of animal.
2 Pamp. liko, turn, turning.
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45. tau I," corazon; heart

Philippine FORMOSAN

Ibn. puto, jutu, futu Pep. Ko. abu

Ilk. * puso Pep. B. abu

Gin. S. puzo HPel. B. nirangran

Bont. S. puso '

Pil. Th. ne-rung-arung

Bont. J. po'-so Tsui. risi

Lep. poso Sek. babuh

Ban. poso Bu. tama bahak

Kan.

Inb.

puso

puso
Fav. j totto, tutta

I mamas
Pang. poso Ka. abok

Pamp. pusu Pach. takaru

Tag. puso Sib. kanum
Bik. puso Bang. kasso

Pan. iagiposoon Bant. tookuho

Kal. popotokon —

}

M. Mag. pusung
,

Tir. fusmig l - j

Bag. posong posong

Sul. hdui*

Note.—With Batan taul compare ; Ilk. taul, barking of dog ; Pamp. taut, loud

calling; Tag. tahol, barking of dog; Tag. holhol, barking of dog.

1 Tir. fedeu, gall, will, reason, heart (as moral quality).
2 Cf. WL 54.
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46. budec [budelc]; vientre; belly

/

Philippine FORMOSAN

Ibn. mabbuddu, big-bellied Von. tteyan

Ilk.
r buttiug, big-bellied person

I butiktik, glutted
Tso. ruro

Pamp. buttit, calf Tsar. tteyai

Bik. botog, big belly Pai. D. tteyai
— -

Pai. T. chaeild

Ibn. san Pu. tteyai

Ilk. tian Am. D. teyas

Gin. S. buang Am. F. riko

Gin. M. buang Am. T. chaeild

r^put..JSL poto -JPep. PazT" tyal

*Bont.' J. fo'-to Pep. Ku. tteyan

Lep* posting Pep. Bak. ebuk

Ban. tolbo Tarn. Iinkin

Tiiigr^"buang Pil. F. teari

Kan. eges Tip. taeild

Inb. aJces Fav. choan, chaan 1

Pang. eges ' - At. ruvoas

Pamp.
.

aticm-

Tag. tian

Bik. toldk

Pan. tiyan

Kal. clrian

M. Mag. tian — ....

Tir. esur

Bag. got-tek

Sal. tian

Note.—With Batan budek compare also Kian Dayak butit, belly ; Punan Dayak
buret, belly ; Bukutan Dayak bulit, belly.

47. tut, tur; rodilla; knee. Rev.: tud

Philippine Formosa n

Ibn.
j tuad

\ dulling

Pep. Ko. dudu

Pep. B. dudu
Ilk. tumeng Pel. B. sliung-ar

Gin. S. puan Tsui. kahi

Bont. J. gung-gung-o Sek. ilass

Kan. peoeg Bu. pung-ah

Pang. pueg Fav. po-o

Pamp. tud Ka. pulusiiu

Tag. tuhod Pach. anasatoo

Bik.
( tud

\tohod

Sib. khap

Bang. pooknro

Pan. tohod Bant. sakaho

Kal. tood

M. Mag. leh

Tir. etv.r

Bag. abol

Sul. tuhud

1 Quedah Semang chcong (cecm), belly, but in Fav. choan ch is the Dutch guttural
= Philippine t or, less often, k.
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'48.

J

alteng; pierna; leg

altec [altekl; pantorrilla; calf

Ibn.

Ilk.

Gin. S.

Gin. M.

Bont. S.

Bont. J.

Lep.

Ban.

Ting;
'

Kan.

Inb.

Pang.

Pamp.

Tag.

Bik

Pan.

M. Mag.

Tir.

Bag.

Sul.

Philippine

LEG l

I takke (foot)

Ujfii(thigh)

j luppo (thigh)

\ saka

oypo

ulbd

olpo

{ u'-po thigh

i si-k\'

opo

CALF
r

but&k

butdd

\ botoy

ugud

upo

\lpo (thigh)

vlpo (thigh)

puad (thigh)

|
hltd (thigh)

( pad
* tab&y—

(pact (thigh)

I tiil

bubun (thigh)

( sekey

\foo (thigh)

bobon

(pah (calf)

[sigi 2

poze

\fit'-kin

posuk

, jood

j tagalong

\ yaod

butit

binti

4ab&y-

Pep. P.

Pep. Ko.

Pel. B.

Tsui.

Sek.

Shek. Th.

Bu.

Fav.

Bang.

Tang.

Pach.

Sib.

Tib.

Bant.

>puso pasoan

liseng

yfeninting

bagtak

>b)tis
2

FORMOSAN

paa, leg

paa, thigh

para, leg

baritat, leg

karao, leg

karan, leg

pap ilk, leg

r asiel, leg, thigh

bonnao, leg, thigh

I chad, calf

[ tiboo-sabossa, leg

{ danoosa, thigh

f kah kai, leg

mar riu, calf

I mil yi, thigh

barmen, thigh

pinassan, thigh *

tangigya, thigh

laloohe, thigh

Ilk.

Batan

Ilk.

Bis.

Batan

idteg, testicles

altek, calf

botoy, calf

< botoy, blister

I kiting, blister

alteng, leg (calf?)

1 In the case of words- without explanation in parentheses, under this subheading, the

exact meaning remains undecided.
2 See the same word in the following word list.

*'>
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49. cocor [kokor]; pi6; foot. Rev.: kokod

Philippine _^ FORMOSAN

Ibn. takki 1 Von. . vantas

Ilk. s&ka, foot, leg Tso. tta-ango -

Gin. S. zapan 2
/ Tsar. kura

Gin. Mr dschaban Pai. D. kura

Bont. S. tschapan Pai. T. karupiipan

Bont. J. cha-pan' Pu. dapal

Lep. dapan , Am. D. saripa

Ban. dapan Am. F. 0-0

Ting. daban Am/T. saripat

Kan. siki Pep. Paz. kdrao

Inb.
( chapan

\sadi (?)

Pep. Ku. rapal

Pep. Ko. tint in

Pang. .
. ,

,

soli Pep. B. tintin

Pamp. bitis Pep. Bak. lapan

Tag. pad Tarn. Ufa

Bik. bids 3 Pil. F. kokoru*

Pan.
j till

\ kahig

Pil. Th. lapar

Pel.'B. dapal

Kal. kakay Tsui. kakai

M. Mag. ae, ay 6 Sek. dadapal

Tir. sekey, foot, leg Bu. kapal papuk

Bag. pda Fay. asiel

Sul. sigiy siki, foot, leg Tip.

Ka.

kid

{ asa

\ tingling
<

-L
Pach. sapatl

Sib. ktlapa

Tip. : sapchi

Bang. tsapku

Bant.

At.

Tang.

amoo

kdkai

kdhpdhl

NOTE.-—With Batan kokor compare also the following list, and WL 43 (dichor) and
WL 52 (sicho).

1 Batan tachay, hand (WL 51).
2 Ibn. dapang, Ilk. dapan, Bik. dapan, sole.

3 Punan Dayak biti, foot.

4 Note correspondence with Batan ; the final u may have been added by a Japanese

interpreter.
G Zambal of Iba and Bolinao ay'e, foot; Negrito, west coast _.Q.f JBataan, ahil, loot^.

Cf. Formosan Fav.
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50. cucu [JcuJcu]; unas; 1 nails

Philippine FoRMOSAN —
Ibn. kuku, nail, hoof, claw * Pai T. kolitskusang, finger nail

Ilk. ~ koko, nail, hoof, claw Pep. Ko. kalunkung, finger nail

Gin. S. koko Pep. B. kalunkung, finger nail

Bont. S. tudkek Pep. Bak. ku-rung-kung, finger nail

Bont. F. koko, finger nails Pel. B. ske, finger nail

Lep. koko Tsui. kuku, finger nail

Ban. uoling Sek. kalikuh, finger nail

Kan. koko Bu. kukuh, finger nail

Inb. koxo 2 Fav. mo, finger nail

Pang. koko Tip. hamai, 3 finger nail

Pamp. kuku Tang. kdh m?7, 3 nail *

Tag. kuko

Bik. koko

Pan. koko
—

Kal. ongo

M. Mag. kanuku „

Tir. kenugeu

Bag. solo
r

Sul. kuku, finger nails

Pamp. knkul, hoof

Bik. kokod, claws

Ilk.
r kokot, bending together forming a ball

I agkokut, to bend the fingers in closing the fist

Wahai* kukur, finger

Kajeli & limam kokon, finger

Bali chokor, foot

1 Span, uiias, nails, claws, hoofs, etc.

2 x = ch in German "ach."
3 Cf. Jcamay in the following list.

4 Ceram.
5 Bum.
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51. camay [kamay]; dedo; finger

Philippine FORMOS.\N

HAND FINGER HAND FINGER

Batdn tachay Bot, D. tarere

Ibn. livid
j kdmmaiig

\ kuramang

Von. ima

Tso. mutsu

Ilk. ima rdmay Tsar. rima

Gin. 8. apal -----
' gayamot Pai. D. rima

Gin. M. agbdi bagaiamdt Pai. T. lima galioguvan

Bont. S. lima ^ ledeng Pu. rima

Bont. J.
j ad-pa

\ li'-ma.
\ li-cheng'

Am. D.

Am. F.

kayam

kayamu

Lep.
j ima

\ ledag
> lamog

Am. T.

Pep. Paz.

kayam
? ima

tarului

Ban. polot gamot Pep. Kn. rima

Ting. - lagbang Iqmdi Pep. Ko. dadukam kagamus

Kan. takkay gumot ;__ Pep. B. dadu kam kagamus

Inb. dima kalumot Pep. Bak lima

Pang. limd tamoro l Tarn. lime

Pamp. J
gamat

\ kamauo
> taliri

Pil. F.

Pil. Th.

assnru

a-lima

Tag. kamay daliri Pel. B. rima timush

Bik. kamot moro l Tsui. lima rima

Pan. kamot tudlo Sek. rima kakamua
Kal. kalima toldo Bu. ahatha tuludivg

M. Mag. lima tinduru l Fav. rima aj/illo

Tir. kemer daun kernel^
2 Tip. lima atim/alia)i__

Bag. lima tintudo l

Ka. j lima

\ milasiSul. limdh gulamei

Pach. ramncho

Sib. tarima

Tib. ramucha

Bang. arema

At. kava

• Tang. kdb-bdh t' hi lieng

1 Tag* liintuturo, forefinger, index ; Tag. turn, pointing out.

^nldun kemer; apparently leaf, or leaves, of hand ; "leaf 1

for daun is, however,
secondary, according to Codrington, who found for daun a primary meaning represented

by such words as "bunches" or "flakes."
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52.

^ Philippine

Ibn. „ siku

Ilk. siko

Gin. S. ceko

Bont. S. sigo

Bont. J. si-ko

Lep. ^-siko
"

Ban. cino (?)

Kan. siko

Inb. sixo

Pang. siko

Pamp. siku

Tag. siko

Bik. siko

Pan. siko

— Kal. chin

M. Mag. siku

Tir. sigeu

Bag. siko l

Sul. sikut

!

Ibn. aggii

Ilk. apro

Bont. J. a-ki'i

Kan. (
apg°

\ pidis

Inb. apko

Pang. apgo

ilbow. Eev.: sicho

FORMOSAN

Pep. B. pa-uk

Pep. Ko. pauk

Pel. B. shi-ku

Tsui. poko

Sek. jiku

Bu. pung-uh

Fav. chimotor

Tang. heku

53. apdo; Mel; gall

Philippine

Pamp.

Tag.

Bik.

Pan.

M. Mag.

Tir.

Bag.

54. atay; liigado; liver

atdil

apdo

abdo

apdo

peddu

fedeu

paddo

Ibn.

Ilk.

Bont.

Bont.

Lep.

Ban.

Kan.

Inb.

Pang.

S.

J.

f agdl

\ dttay

ddlem

aley

a-tu'-i

atey

altay

atey

altei

alley

Philippine

Pamp.

Tag.

Bik.

Pan.

M. Mag.

Tir.

Bag.

Sul.

ate

atay_

i atay

\ katoy

atay

hatay

tagd

atay

hdti

Formosan

Fav. amorra

Bag. siko siko, to wind, to meander.
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55. calangangan [kalangangan] ; estomago; stomach

Philippine

Ilk.

Tag.

Pamp.
-Pan.

r ngalng&U mastication

t nganga, opening of the mouth
ngalangala, palate, jaw
ngalangcda, palate

langangag, palate

Inb.

Pang.

Pamp.

Tag.

Bik.

bituka 2

losok 3

dungus

sikmura

tikdh

Ibn. gutd-k Pan. sorok-sorok

Ilk. rusok Kal. chiro-chiroan

Gin. S. luzolc M. Mag. kadadn

Bont. S. luslusitan l Tir. tabeg

Bont. J.

Lep.

Ban.

Kan.

fa-sag

eges

lalosep

lushmp

Bag.

Sul,

{ tdbok

\ koto-koto ~

tidn, tiaun, belly

Formosan
®r

"
Fav. galan

stomach

56. tipa; saliva; saliva

Philippine Formosan

SALIVA SPIT

Ibn. laid (slaver) lufab Pai. T. gilai

Ilk. kdtay (slaver) tuprd* Am. T. supa

Gin. S. topd Tip. tamak

Bont. S. muel erab, spittle

Bont. J. tuv'-fa
Fav. <

ropa, to spit anything out of

Lep. tobba the mouth, but not the
Ban. toppo spittle

Kan. togpd

Inb. tupcha

Pang. ilol lupdd

Pamp. uaua (slaver) lura

Tag. laway (slaver) lurd

Bik.
f uoloy, uiloy

\ (slaver)

i lutab

\ topga

(
dupla

•:
A ^

Pan. laway (slaver) I lura

I pil-an

M. Mag. ayug (slaver) dudd -

Tir. ibeg (slaver) durrd

Bag. gilob

Sul. lurat

Note.—Under "spit" I give words in so far distinct from "saliva" as they ; mean
either the object or the action of ejection, or both. Where my sources give only one
term it is given under "saliva/' the distinction between "saliva" and "spit" remaining
undecided ; the words beginning with top-,tuv-etc. refer, however, evidently to "spit."
By "slaver" I translate Span, baba, the involuntary salivation of children, also the secre-
tion of snails, etc.

^\

1 Bont. J. los-lus-W, sternum. ; _
2 See under WL 57.
3 Bik. gosok, ribs.

4 Properly speaking, the ejection after having left the mouth (Lopez).
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57. tinay," 1 tripas; bowels, entrails, intestines. Kev.: tinay%

Ibn.

Ilk.

Gin. S.

Bont. S.

Bont. J.

Lep.

Ban.

Kan.

Inb.

Pang.

Pamp.

Tag.

Bik.

Pan.

M. Mag.

Tir.

Bag.

Philippine

[ sinay, intestines

I bagi-t, intestines

bagis, intestines

bagis, intestines

ekes, intestines

fu-ang', intestines

eges, intestines

bages, intestines

susut, intestines

swil3;?pintestineSj guts

pait, z intestines

Lhituka, intestines (large)

1 isao, intestines (small)

bituka, intestines

pait, large intestines of

animals

isaw, large intestines
r

binobong, large intestines

bituka, intestines

tina-i,
1 intestines

tinay, intestines

teneek, tenek, 1 intestines

( bitokaf intestines

\ got-tekf intestines

Fav.

FORMOSAN "

Ina-ies, the bowels

nais, the bowels

oda, 2 the intestines

58. tachi; excrementos, estiercol; excreta

Philippine

Ibn.
f attay

\ dakku-t

Pang. tCtri __
Pamp. takla

Ilk. takki Tag. tae

Gin. S. matai, b to excrete
Bik.

f odd

\ sirnangBont. S. ez tumak, 5 to excrete

Bont. J. tay-i Pan. tae

Lep. tomakke, 5 to excrete M. Mag. tae, tahi, tay

Ban. tumag, to excrete Tir.
. teek

Kan. ta-i Bag. tae

Inb. td-i

FORMOSAN

Fav. che, 6 dung, refuse

1 Cf. tai and teek in the following list with infix -in- give tinai and teneek.

also Codrington, Mel. Lang., p. 261.
2 Cf. Bik. in following list.

3 In Pang., Tag., etc., pait — bitter.

4 Cf. WL 55.
5 ma-, -am-, -om- are affixes leaving as stems, tai, tak, takke.
G Root of Philippine takke, etc., with ta- as prefix?

See
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59. chito; perro; dog

Philippine FORMOSAN

Ibn. itu, kitu Von. atso

Ilk. aso Tso. avou

Gin. S. aso Tsar. vat it

Gin. M. dsud Pai. D. vatu

Bont. S. aso Pai. T. vatu

Bont. J. a'-su Pu. soan
"T.

Lep. azo Am. D. ivatso

Ban. kazo Am. F. go-aso

Ting. dso Am._T._ _._ __ atsu

Kan. asu Pep. Paz. wazzo

Inb. asu Pep. Ku. wasu

r Pang. aso Pep. Ko. asu

Parnp. asu Pep. B. asu

Tag. aso Li. batu

Bik. ayam l Tarn. batu

Pan.
f ido, iro, dog, little dog

\ ayam
Pil. F. soivan

Pel. B. shuan

Kal. kiro/ dog, little dog Tsui. - atu

M. Mag. rdsu Sek. ivadzu

Tir. till :
Bu. hulln

Bag.

Sul.

aso

( edu, edok

\ ero, trok

Fav.

Tip.

{ mado
\ zito, a little dog

suan

Ka. atu

At. hoyel

Tang. hit yin

60. manuc [manuk]; gallina (la especie) ; fowl (the species).

Philippine Formosan

Ibn. manu-k, fowl
Bot. T. J

kokock,

\ mxntock.

fowl

Ilk. manuk, fowl ,
fowl

Gin. M. manok, fowl Pai. T. girikuku, fowl
>••

Bont. J. mo-nokJ
'
, chicken Am. T. aiam,'6 ifowl

Ting. biok, fowl Tip. buioh, fowl

Kan. manok, fowl _J2ach. turhook , fowl

Inb. manuk, fowl Bang. turkook,
,
fowl

Pang. manok, fowl Bant. turkook,
,
fowl

Pamp.
Tag.

Bik.

manok, fowl

manok, fowl

manok, 4
" fowl

Tang. yeng a i\ah, hen, fowl

Pan. manok, fowl .

...-

-M. Mag- manuk, fowl and other

Tir.

Bag.

. Sul.

domestic birds

manuk, fowl

manok, birds in general

mdnuk, fowl

1 Tag. ayam, dog unfit for chase. See also under. Formosan in following list.

2 Bik. kirokiro, wagging of tail (dog, cat) ; Tag. tiro, call for dogs.
3 Ilk. ayam, any creeping insect ; Bont. ayayani, bird ; Ibn. ayam, animal ; Tag., Pan.

ayam, dog ; Kal. yam, fish.

4 Bik. kokok, clucking of hens.
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61. sasabungan; gallo; cock

Philippine

Ibn\ (manii-k) lalong 1

Pamp.
{ manuk a tandang

\ tatio 3Ilk. \ kauitan 2

Gin. S. kauitan Tag. manok na lalaki 4

Bont. S. kavitan Bik. lalong 5

Bont. J. kao-wV tan Pan. manok
Lep.

'

kahuitan Kal. balang kavilan

Ban. kavit M. Mag. . lumesed

Kan.

.

kauitan - Tir. . sulug

Inb. kauitan" Bag. manok lomansad

Pang. lalong Sul. manuk issak

=r Formosan

Fav. kokko badda, a cock

62. upa; gallina; hen

*

Philippine FoRMOSAN

Ibn. upa, 6 hen, layer Pep. Ko. tahuka

Ilk.
j upa, hen (layer or not)

[pamusian, layer

Pep. B. tahuka

Pel. B. turko

Bont. J. mang-a'-lak Tsui. lanao

Gin. S. manalak Sek. pataro

Kan. pamusangen 1 Bu. roudouch

Inb. pamalamngen
Fav.

i kokko sini

\ poa 8Pang. nganak

Pamp. manuk a gaindu Ka. cho

Ta£_ j
(manok na) inahin

- [maningalan pugar, layer

Tang. yeng a tdh, hen, fowl

Bik. (igjfiak

Pan. munga

Kal. kopa _ —
M. Mag. upa -

4

Tir. ino manuk
Bag. manok maron

Sul. manok, hen, fowl

- 1 Ibn. kauitan, cock with large spurs.
2 Ibn. Ilk., Pam., Tag., Bik., Pan. Jcawit, hook.
3 Pamp. sabungan, fighting cock.

~

4 Tag. sasabungin, cock with already large spurs.
5 Bik. sinasabongan, cock put against another for fighting; Pamp. .Tag., Bik., sabong,

sabung, the fighting of cocks ; Pamp. sabung, confused ; Pamp., Tag. sabungul, to pluck the

hair, to dishevel ; Bik. sabonot, to pluck the hair.

6 Pamp. Tag. upa, pay, wages (Tavera: Sans, utpatti, produce, production ; -Mai. upati

tribute, contribution).
7 Another term is ubiian.
s Fav. poa, to bring forth fruit. ;

56896 5 —
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63. ytioy [itioy] ; huevo; egg

Philippine Formosan

Ibn. il-lug l Pai. T. katchilo

Ilk. it-log Am. T. vitaul

Gin. S. itlog Pep. Ko. popak

Bont. S. itlog Pep. B, popak

Bont. J. It-log' Pel. B. abetnun

Lep. zelok Tsui kalaso-i

Ban. atolong Sek. batu

Kan. iklog Bu, balling

Inb. exduk Fav. rim

Pang. iknol Tip. utinun

Pamp. ebvii,
2 egg, the young of an

animal

Tag. itlog

Bik.
[ boncuj

\ sogok

Pan. itlog

Kal. kilog

M. Mag.
A 1eman

\ itlak

onok manukTir.

Bag. tol-log

Sal. iklog

Note.—The radical of itlog, zelok, etc., is probably telog, kilog, or similarly, and

seems to mean "a round thing." M. Mag. telor, cabbage.

1 Ilk. ibbimg, bad egg.
2 Tag. ioon, bird; ibon dalag, small dalag (fish) ; Ilk. ibon (antiq.), large birds in

general ; the sucking young of—the carabao ; Ibn. ifim, the breed of fishes ; Tir. ebeb, to

crouch down flat on the ground; Tir. ebebon, anything hidden under a person or animal

stooping on the ground, as the chicken or eggs under the hen.
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64.

planir; pluma 6 el ala del ave; feather and the wing of a bird

paniz; 1 ala 6 pluma del ave; wing or feather of a bird. Rev.: panid

Philippine

Ibn. panid, leaf of paper, tobacco, etc

Ilk. pdnid, leaf of a book, flower, etc

wing or fold of a door

Bis. pdnit, skin, bark

Bik. panig, blade of an oar

Bag. pdnid, wing:

Ibn. paya-k, wing

Ilk. payak, wing

Gin. S. payak, wing

Bont. S. payak, wing

Bont. J. pay-yok', wing

Lep. payak, wing

Ban. payak, wing

Kan. payad, wing

Inb. payad, wing

Pang. payak, wing

Pamp. pakpak, wing feather

Tag. pakpak 2 wing feather

Bik. pakpak, wing

Pan. pakpak, wing

M. Mag. papak, wing

Tir. fafak, wing

Bag. panid, wing

Sul. pikpik, wing

Note.—The word most used in the New
also the common name for a hand, is also

probably the article) and panidey in Celebes,

ton, p. 98.)

Pai. T.

Am. T.

Tip.

Fav.

Formosan

valianga, wing

vano, wing

pakpak, wing -
chaar, feather or wing

chabbechab, movement of

birds beating the air with

the wings

Hebrides and Banks' Islands, pane, which is

a wing in the Malay Archipelago ; opani (

o

,
panin in Bourn, fanik in Teor." (Codring-

1 Doubtless a misprint for pafiir.

2 Or : pakpak manok.
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65. bubug; plumas que no son del ala; feathers not from the wing. Rev. bubuj

Formosan

vandiavelan, feather

ope
j

1 feather

ribing, feather

ribing, feather

aguma layam, feather

kopur, feather

bukuss, feather

ubal, feather

'ihaar, feather

vinan, feather

Philippine

Ibn. duddu-t, feather Pai. T.

Ilk. dutdut, feather, down, Am. T.

4 hairy covering of man Pep. Ko.

or animal Pep. B.

Gin. S. dudud, feather Pel. B.

Bont. S. kulitf feather Tsui.

Lep. dutdut, feather Sek.

Ban. kugit, feather Bu.

Kan. bdgo, feather, plumage Fav.

Inb. bdgo, feather, plumage Tip.

Pani. bulbitl, feather, down,

hairy covering

r baguns, feather

Tag. < bidbuC"hairy'-covering, pu-

l bic hair

Bik. laid, feather

Pan. kuyus, feather

Kal. kelar, feather-

M. Mag. bumbul, feather

Tir. _ bubal marmk, 2 feather

Bag. bolbol, feather

Sul. bulbul, feather

* Ilk. opaopa, short feathers at the rump of the hen.
2 Bubul manuk is not "feather of bird," but "that kind of bubul which appears on the

bird;" bubul receives its signification of "feather" by the specializing manuk. Cf. Inb.

belbel, pine tree (pine needles?) See also Codrington, Mel. Lang., p. 72, "hair."
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66*. among; pescado; fish

Philippine Formosan

Ibn. sird l Pai. T. chikao

Ilk. ikan l
; : Am. T. vuting

Gin. S. ikas Pep. Ko. tug

Bont. S. lileng Pep. B. tng

Bont. J. li-Ung, a certain fish Pel. B. kurao

Lep. lean Tsui. lotsao

Ban. likling Sek. alao

Kan. nigay Bii. churuk

Inb. ikan Fav. zi, tsi

Pang. j sird malangsi

\ malangsi

Tip. vuliao

Ka. j sldkan

\ teng
'

Pamp. asan, fish, to eat fish, meat

Tag. isdd Tang. ngo le

Bik. sird, fish, or other addition

to rice
-

Pan. •isdd
-

Kal. yam 2

M. Mag. sedd

Tir. sedo

Bag. sed-da

Sul. tstd

k

Note.—'From a comparison of the Philippine terms for "fish" it appears that both

ikan and isdd have, from an originally wider sense, been specialized to mean "fish
;"

ikan probably = demonstrative prefix i-\-kan, root of words for "eat;" similarly Tag.

isda — i+ sida; cf. Toba-Batta : sira, salt. Pang, specializes sifd by adding the descrip-

tive malangsi = having a fishy taste or smell.

1 Ibn. ikan} anything eaten in addition to rice; Ilk. sidd} something boiled and eaten

in addition to rice, especially fish.

2 The only form approaching the Batan term.
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67. cuis [Jems] ;
pxierco; pig. Rev.:: Jcuis or bago

Philippine Formosan

Ibn. > balmy Bot. T. babul

Ilk. babuy Am. F. rlyon

Gin. S. boyok Pep. Ko. babul

Gin. M. fiaful Pep. B. babul

Bont. S. futok Li. li-li

Bont. J. fu-tug', hog Tarn. kaclnan

Lep. utlg Pil. F. rlyon

Ban. nag Pel. B. alia

Ting. odik Tsui. babu-i

Kan. gede

,

Sek. baruzak

Inb. J
kechil

\ buthutog, small pig

Bu. babul

Fav. b(d)O
y
babor

Pang. babuy Ka. nuwiru

Pamp. babl Bant. babooy, wild hog

Tag. bdboy Tang. bt wdk bad Juli lifti, pig, wild

r bakting hog

Bik. \ orlg

I babuy, wild pig

Pan. babuy

Kal. babuy

M. Mag. j babuy

\ buringen

Tir. babuy

Bag. babuy

Sul. babul

Note.—Batan kuis may be an imitation of the squeal of a pig.

bagpng, Fate wago [H. Kern, Stamland].

With "bago of. Sund.

08. caddin [Jcaddin]; cabra; goat

Philippine Formosan

Ibn. Icajjiug Bot. T. kagivin

Ilk. Jcalding 1 Pach. okin, wild goat

Gin. S. kalding Bant. IceJie, wild goat

Bont. S. k Inciting 2

Fav. J
nauquu, a buck; a he goat

Lep. kalding \ Jcaatax, a buck; a he goat

Ban. leading

Kan. Jzanding

Inb. JzalvJiing

Pang.

Pamp.

Jcanding

Jzambing —~ *

Tag. Jzamblng

Bik. Jcanding

Pan. Jzandiny '

Kal. Jcumbing

Jcamblng ?M. Mag.

Tir. Jcuinbiug

Bag.
f Jcamblng

\ lealrig

1 Compare saladeng in WL 70.

- Doubtless German pronunciation.
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69. buday; - culebra ; smake

Philippine Formosan

Ibn. irau 1 Pai. T. katiuvi

Ilk. uleg Am. T. uner

Gin. S. ulig Pep. Ko. bulae

Bont. S. uoeg Pep. B. bulai

Bont. J. o-ivug Pel. B. ounan

Lep. oeg Tsui, tsolan

Ban. olig Sek. udzeud j._

Kan. eoeg Bu. kuzu

Inb.
( treu, large snake

-
1 uleg

Fav.

Tip.

ibien, a snake

unan

Pang. uleg

Pamp. ubingan

Tag. ahas

Bik. hdlas ' •

t

Pan. man-tig

Kal. trdo >

M. Mag. nipay

Tir. urrar, snake, reptile V
Bag. bakos-san

Sul. hdds

Note.—With Batan buday compare Form. Pep. B., etc., and Ilk. i-bulay, to strew

grains on the ground ; Ilk. maka-buhay, the escaping of a fish from the net or of a wild

animal from the trap ; Inb. "budai, earth ; lbn~ulag, rat; Pamp. ulay, worms in general

;

Tag. olay, belly worm ; Tag. olxk, to move in turns from one place to another ; Tir. ulang,

scorpion ; Malay ular, snake ; Lampong ulai, snake ; Bugi ulalc, snake.

1 Batan irrams tortoise.

f
NT
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70.

agsa; ciervo; stag

agra; venado; deer

THE BATAN DIALECT

Kev. : no such form as agra; agsa only

Philippine Formosan

Ibn. utta, deer Von. kannmran, 1 deer

Ilk. ugsa, deer Tso. viva, deer

Gin. S. uksa, deer Tsar. vim nan, deer

Bont. S. ugsa, deer Pai. D. vunnan, deer

Bont. J. og'-sa, deer Pai. T. vunan, deer

Lep. uosa, deer Am. D. ngavol, deer

Ban. olsa, deer Am. T. gavol, deer

Kan. makaoas, deer Pep. Paz. ruho 1

, deer

Inb. maxaguas, deer Pep. Ku. apol, deer

Pang. nisei, deer Pep. Ko. nan g, deer

Pain p. usa, deer Pep. B. nang, deer

Tag. vsa~x\ver Pel. B. ahiao, .deer

Bik. vsa, deer Tsui. knuan, deer

Pan. vsa, deer Sek. Zt/Vn*/, deer

M. Mag. " saladeng, deer-(^nale) Bu. iamaf, deer

Tir. seladen, deer Fav. hrnnan, a deer

Bag.
f saladong, deer

! osrc, deer

Tip. marin im, deer

Ka. |
menlan, deer

1 >v<o/*, deer
-~— Pach. putooru, deer

v
Bang. 'silappu, deer

Bant. /caliche, deer

At. wokanno/vu deer

(
md <7dn foc£, deer

Tang. < >/uf ?ir/« rtf, deer

I w/t/A //«/>, deer

Note.—Tftig. t*sa, deer ; Sans. ?*g2/a, antelope with white feet ; Mai. ?*«sa, deer, stag
(Tavera).

1 Compare this and similar Formosan terms with yiuang in dialects of northern Luzon
= karabao, water-buffalo, whose call closely resembles tbergroup of sounds, nuang. But
compare also Ilk., Tag., noo, forehead ; Pamp. kanuan, forehead ; Tag. noohan, with, large
forehead; Tsui, kalabas knuan, cow; Sek. balasa noang, cow; Tsar, roan, ox; Pep. Paz.
noan, ox.
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71. pasincan [pasinkan] ; abeja; bee. Rev.: pasinkan1

Philippine FOKMOSAN

Ibn. asukan Am. T. odiach, honey
ilk. oyokan Fav, lappoesan, a, honey bee

Gin. S. yukan

Bont. S. kalaba 2

6
,

Bont. J. yu-kan

Lep. luti

Ban. uyokao

Kan. yokan

Inb. podiokan

Pang. potiokan .

Pamp. pukiutan

Tag. pokyotan, honey bee

Bik. potiokan,

eycoml

bee, honey, hon-

)

Kal. pichivan

M. Mag. batiukdn

Tir. odon r

Bag. putiokan

1 Pasinkan is probably an error; the stem siuk of pasiukan agrees more or less with
suk, yok, diok, tiok, kyot, etc., of other Philippine forms. Cf. Pamp. siuk, the chirping of

birds, the whistling of a rattan switch.
2 Ibn. kalaba, another term for bee.
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72. bagay; casa (cualquiera) ; house (of any kind). Rev.: bajay

Ibn.

Ilk.

Gin. S.

Gin. M.

Bont. S.

Bont. J.

Lep.

Ban.

Ting.

Kan.

Inb.

Pang.

Pamp.

Tag.

Bik.

Pan.

Kal.

M. Mag.

Tir.

Bag.

Sul.

Philippine

balay, house Bot. T.

baldy, house Pai. T.

boi-oy, house Am. F.

fuldy, house Am. T.

apong, house Pep. Ko.

j a-fong, dwelling Pep. B.

l/at/^V dwelling, betterclass Li.

balay, house — Tarn.

abong* house Pil. F.

abung, house Pil. Th.

baey, house Pel. Bf

bdlei, house Tsui.

abung, 4 house Sek.

bale, balay, house Bu.

bahay, house Fav.

haroag, house Tip.

balay, house ^
balay, house

aalay, house Bang.

(
beleyen, house Bant.

[ kua^bouse Tang,

r bale, house

J

kamalig, house

Igod-doan, 5 house

beil, house, nest, form

73. timbam; templo; temple. Rev.: timbaan

Formosan

bagai, dwelling house

fiumak, house

rum a, 1 house

ruma, house

liamadung, house

hamadung, house

nnbak, house

unbak, house

ruma, house

a-ruma, house

aruma, house

taoun, house •

liuma, house

mpah, house

don, 2l house, a great vessel

ruma, house

talv, house

tufen, house

dami, house

dami, house

ngd sdt, house on the ground

Ibn.

Ilk.

Pang.

Pamp.

Tag.

Bik.

sibbati

simbdan, temple, church

simbdan, temple, church

mmba, temple, church

pisamban, temple, church

simbahan, temple, church

simbahan, temple, church

Philippine

Pan.

M. Mag.

Tir.

1 Malay : rum ah, hous.e
2

il as in German "kuhl" (Jenks).
3 Ilk-: Inb. abung, abong, poor hut.
4 Pang, balei, village, pueblo.
6 from god-do to reside.

Bag.

Sul.

simbahan, temple, church

siinban, church

masgit, church

shnbadn, church

simbahan, church

Idngdr, church

Bont. u replaces ay in other dialects.
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74. balatal; barratay," puente*; bridge

Philippine

Ibn.
~

j taletay

\ baldtay

Ilk.
j taytay

\ rangtay

Gin. S. ilatoy

Bont. S. alatey

Lep. apeo

Ban. alatey

Kan. taytay

Inb. taitai

Pang. fayfay

Pamp.

Tag.

Bik.

Pan.

M. Mag.

Tir.

Bag.

j tete, tetay

\ taletay

tulay

[ tulay

\ totoyan

taytay

titay, titayan

titay

j tulay

\ panetayan

Formosan

Fav. I'ittas, a bridge, a ladder

/;). aoang ; oarco; oairge, Doat

Philippine 1 FORMOSAN "

Ilk. bangka, small boat Bot. T. aban, ship, junk

Pan. bangka, small boat Fav. abak, a small boat, sampan

Tag. bangka, small boat Tang. kdh su, boat

M. Mag. auang

Tir. auang, dugout

Sul. gubdvg, dugout

Dayak. Owang, a piece of wood hewn
out of a tree or out of another

timber; being hewn out. (Used

with reference to the construc-

tion of a dugout.)

76. chi ner gueran [chinergeran]; embarcacion batana (la mayor) ; a Batanese

boat (the largest)

Philippine

Note.—With chinergeran compare:

Batan,

Pai. T.

Am. T.

FORMOSAN

chmger, 2 boat

j driver, ship

( cliivaraio. boat

Ilk.

Tag.

chinerker, prisoner (one tied?)

kinerker, a bundle or tied-up

bunch of something

ginergeran, a notched pole or

measure.

gargaran} rowlock or pin for the

oar, axle of a skeining wheel.

Stem of Bat&n chinergeran is

kerger. Similar stems (gerger,

kikir, kirikir, kikil, etc.) denote in

many dialects either rasping,

scratching, sawing, carving, or

tying.

1 In view of the great variety of terms used to designate different kinds of boats only

those apparently related to the Batan word are given.

2 A shortening of the Batan term? Fav. has: kummargar, kdrgarran, kinargarren,

etc., for "when a house is in danger of being blown down by the wind to fasten it to a pole

stuck in the ground; also a vessel lying at anchor" [Happart]

.
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77. iataya," embarcacion batana (la menor) ; a Batanese boat (the smallest)

Formosan -

Bot. T. tatara, boat

78. canen [lancn]; pan de eada dia; daily bread

Philippine Formosan

Ibn. kandn, food Pel. B. amkan, eat

Ilk.
j kaan, food

1 kanen y
food

Tsui. amakan, eat

Sek. kakanai, eat

Gin. S. mangan, food Shek. th. makan., eat

Bont. S. makan, food Bu. manaka-viakan, eat

Bont. J. mak-an, boiled rice Pep. Ko. mahangay, eat

Lep. mangaily food Pep. B. />y.>ttJ, eat

Ban.

Kan.

maan, food

makan
y
food

Fav. J
??*ttH, eat

( inochan, all kinds of food

Inb.

Pang.

( kanm, food

I makan, eatable

kanen, food

Ka. manmkita, eat

Tang. J
man niek, to eat

\ ?ir/im ?/*>£, drink, smoke
Pamp. kanan, food (meal?)

Tag. kanin, boiled rice

Bik. kdkanon, food

Pan. kalan-on, food

Kal. kaladnen

M. Mag.

Tir.

Bag.

J
£en, kenen, food

I panguenen, food

kaama, food

amaen, food

f kan-non food

1 makan, food-

Note.—The Batan catchword is taken from the catechism.
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79. asig; 1 sal; salt. Rev.: asin

77

Philippine FORMOSAN

Ibn. ' asin Pai. T. katia

Ilk. asin Am. F. china

Gin. S. asin Am. T. china

Bont. S. asin Li. kateya

Bont. J. si'-mut Tarn. kateya

Lep. asin Pil. F. ayamu
Ban. asin Pel. B. ai-am

Kan. asin Sek. pahar-

Inb. asin Bu. timii

Pang. asin Fav. sassi

Pamp. asiii Tip. iam (?)

Tag. asin

Bik. asin

Pan. asin

Kal. kachin

M. Mag. j iimus

\ asi, viasi

Tir.
( tirnus

2

I tekeb

Bag. asm

Sul. asin

80. silam; vinagre; vinegar

Ibn. silam

Ilk.^"

;

~"~suka

Kan. sebeng

Inb. suka

Pang. tokd

.

Pamp. aslant

Tag. sukd

Philippine

Bik.

Pan.

M. Mag.

Tir.

Bag.

Sul.

Formosan

Fav. maag, .vinegar

-^
x Very probably a misprint.

'
2 Tir. Tcubor, powdered salt ; Tir. egos, Moro salt.

3 Pan. aslum, acid.
4 Tag. asim, acid.

suka,

sukd'5

assem, masseni 4

sukd

j suka

\ mftlos-som

sukak
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81. ganeng; aceite; oil. Rev.: janing

Philippine

Ibn. denu

Ilk. lana

Gin. S. lana

Bont, S. langis

Lep. lana

Ban. langit

Kan. 1

Inb. dana

Pang. Idrak

Pamp. lard 2

Tag. -lavgh? oil, coconut oil

Bik; lana

Pan. lana

Kal. kmgin
M. Mag. lana

Tir. en or

Bag.
j lava,

\ ibong

Sul. Idndh

Formosan

Pai. T. liaoliao

A.m. T^_ liaoliao

Tip. liaoliao

Note.—See also the following list.

82. taba; grasa; fat

Ibn. tabd

Ilk. Jaba*

Gin. S. lanog

Bont. S. laneb

Lep. banug

Ban. laneb

Kan. nam it

Inb. daneb

Pang. tabd

Philippine

Pamp.

Tag.

Bik.

tabd 5

tabd 6

taba
"

Pan. tambok

M. Mag. J
kasbwf

\ kalambfidn

Tir. tono

Bag.

Sul.

tabd

daging

1 Oil not known.
2 Pamp. lanya, sesame oil ; Pamp langis, plant and seed of sesame.
3 Tag. lana, sesame oil ; Tag. banglis, coconut oil.

4 Ilk. lanab, to oint with fat.
r

°Pami>.-linab, the gloss of a smooth surface; Pamp. Utah, the gloss of something
anointed with fat or oil.

«Tag. linab, fat.

7 Bik. lanab, the fat on soup, etc.
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83. bugaban; oro; gold. Rev.; bujauan

Ibn. bulauan

Ilk. balitok

Gin. S. bulnlan

Gin. M. fuauan

Bont. S. balitok

Lep. balitoh

Ban. bulavan

Ting. balidok

Kan. balitok

Inb. balitok

Pang. balitok

Philippine

Ilk.

UPPINE
*

Pamp. gentu

Tag.
{ ginlo, gold in general

\ balitok, native gold

Bik. bulauan

Pan. bulawan

Kal. bulao-an

M. Mag. bulauan

Tir. bclouon

Bag. bulaoan

Sul. bulawan

"34. apin; petate; mat

apin, leaves placed on the bottom

of the pot to prevent the burn-

ing of the rice

ap-ap, pad for saddle, etc.

Pang. apis na dokulan, sheet I

Pamp. mpin, lining, pad

Tag. sapin, lining, pad

Ibn. dapart #

Ilk. ikamen

Kan. abek

Inb. ixdmen

Pang. ikamuen

Pamp. dase, dasai

Tag. banig

Bik. hamak

M. Mag. ikam

Tir. ikam

Bag. ikam

Sul. bdlui, sleeping mat

FORMOSAN

Pai. Tr^— iskcvm

.AnTTT: sikal

Tip. iskaia

Fav. sam, a mat to sleep on

Tang. • loh pei
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85. ybatan [ibatdn]; batfm de nacion; Batanese by nationality

S(y~~\ da Ida-If--&-china•+Jke^Cbin^e^X^^MglZ _^n ^na '> China

)

Philippine

Ibn. ddddal, Chinaman, Chinese Pamp. dalddl, new clothes having become
Ilk. dalddl, soiling of clothes, etc., by milled or shabby; book ruffled

trailing on the ground. by handling, etc.

FORMOSAN

Fav. pool, a Chinese

racteng;- hambre; hunger. Rev.: uptUuj

1 (mapteng; hambriento ; hungry

Philippine

Ilk. ^ apddy, lassitude (physical or Pamp. (hnwp
y
hunger

moral) Tag. (/((torn, hunger
Inb. inapdci, tired _ .

Sul. habde, hdbdi, hungry Pan
'

W"""> hunger

M. Mag. </nt*7n, hunger

Ibn. bixin,bis8iii, hunger Tir. kehiyaf, hunger _/~

Ilk. bis'm, hunger p f bal-los, hunger

Kan. daycutny, hunger
>c ^'

(/>////, hunger

Inb. «!/<ih<J, hunger Sul. habrfe, Iu'tb<Ii, hungry

Pang. eras'
6 hunger

88. mauau; sediento; thirsty

Philippine

Ibn. jxwydL thirst Rik. pahu, thirst

Ilk. tuiOj thirst Pan. uh<u>, thirst

Kan. okbmy, thirst M. Mag. kahuti, thirst

Inb. nxao, thirst Tir. kelevrinn, thirst

Pang. napyaau R
'

J»

two, oao, thirst

Pamp. cmo, thirst
b-

j <ty<M(h thirst, desire to drink

Tag. i'thao, thirst Sul. yfihau

1 For the use of the demonstrative i- and other affixes to indicate nationality* compare :

ibandg, people from the Banag or Rio Ibn. banag, sarsaparilla.

Grande de Kagayan. .

Uoko, people of the Ilokos provinces Ban. lukong, country ; iloko, man of country.

iraya, people of the east Cf. WL 15.

itetapan, people of the west Ibn. tatalapdn, tclapanivest.

Kal. tetdepan, west,

kaparapcmf/an, the Province Pampanga ; Pamp. pangpang, river bank.

people of the Pampanga.

I

Ilk. alog, land inundate^ in rainy season ;

pool in such land.

Pang, alog, easily inundated low land.

Pamp. Tag. alug, alog, stem of words mean-
ing "to wade." "_

ta.ga.j)an-ay %

le of the i^\anc\ panay Pan. pan-dy, name of a river,
~~~~

panayvnoTL J

bikolnon, people of the Province Camarines J Ibn. bikid, knot.

or from the River Bikol. * Tag. bikdl, tree of hard wood.

2 acteng, probably erroneous for aptcng.

:i Pang, ngirds, laziness.



Pang.

Tag.

Sul.

Ilk.

Pain p.

Tag.
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89. caliyat [kaliyat]; fatiga; fatigue, pain. Rev.: kalidiat

Philippine

81

Ibn. - jigct-t, fatigue ' Tag. .
-

- Jtirap, 1 fatigue

Ilk. rigat, fatigue Pan. kalopyo, fatigue

Kan. ligat, fatigue Kal, lija, work

Inb. digat, fatigue M. Mag. kaerga, pain

Pang. imp, fatigue Tir. kerrasay, pain

Pamp. sakit, difficulty, pain Bag. herayat, pain

90. cadumi [Jcadumi]'

91. dactac [dakiak]
J

I enfermedad ; sickness

Philippine

marumsis, filthy

dumi, dirt

kadumidumi, something distaste-

ful

mumi, dirty
' dakddk, the coming to the bank

of the floatage of a river

taktdk, the holding back, the

stopping

taktdk, exacerbation of a sickness

or of sentiments

dakdctk, agglomeration of people

taktak, graving tool; to shake a

vessel to make it take in more
(also toktok); to agree with an-

other in appointing the day of

departure

The tone-imitative word taktak occurs in

several dialects, as in^Pamp^, Tag.^Bik.,-Bis.,

and generally means "knock, tap." Through
• idiomatic pronunciation or to express a modu-
lation of the sound it changes to: totto-k (Ibn.),

toktok, tiktik (Ilk.), dukduk (Pamp.), dakdak

(Bis.), etc.

Ibn.

Ilk.

Bont. S.

Bont. J.

Lep.

Ban.

Kan.

Inb.

Pang.

Pamp.

Tag. -

Bik.

Pan. .

M. Mag.

Tir.

Bag.

taki-t

sakit

nayko, 2 sick

f nay-yu'

\ in-sa-kW, pain

mensakit, sick

sigab, sick

mansakit, sick

sakit

sakit

sakit

salun

sakit

i helcmg

\ sakit, affliction

saket

sakit

megit, sick

( bogo

k

\ kasakit, pain

1 Tag. bigat, weight ; M. Mag. erga, rega, punishment ; Tir. lega, punishment ; Tir.

mcrgen, difficult ; Bag. hirayat, punishment.
2 Pan. mahiglco, dirty, loathsome.

56896 6 —
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Ilk.

92. managuebneb [managuebneb']; 1 fria (cosa)

manajebneb

Philippine

na-agiieb, pierced, penetrated

(with love, pain, etc.)

maraycpr cold

cold ( something ) . Rev.

Zambal -

Ibn.

Ilk.

Bont. S.

Lep.

Ban.

Kan.

Inb.

Pang.

Pamp.

Tag.

Bik.

Pan.

Kal.

M. Mag.

Tir.

Bag.

Sul.

malummin, cold

na-lam-ek, cold (wind)

lateng, cold

mantidek, cold

f nabao, cold

( tongnin, cold

tongnin, cold

tag- in, cold

buetel, cold

marimla, cold

j maginatc, cold (air)

I malamig, cold

malipot, cold

I

malamig, cold

mabugnatr, cold (food)

mayame, cold (food)

malamig, cold

matengau, cold

f meleyenpy, cold

\jnerrengu "cold

mayon-nao, cold

mahagut, cold

Formosan

Pai. T. lialakat, cold

Am. T. sinao, cold

Pep. Ko. mahao-mung, cold

Pep. B. maha-umung, cold

Pep. Bak. ma-hunmoon, cold

Pel. Mm£, cold

Tsui. masun-lao, cold

Sek. lamik, cold

Bu. - maseka-lch, cold

Fav.
( ma-asumak, cold (wind)

| maaru, cold (wind)

Tip. arteir, cold

Ka. mahalasi, cold

Pach. matilkn, cold

Bang. matilkn, cold

Bant. malilku, cold

Tang. //«/*. >/rfc£, cold

1 See footnote to a#ep, night (WL 4).
2 Of Bolinao.
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93. cugat [kugat]; calor; heat. Rev.: kujat

Philippine

Parnp.
;

suga, vivid color

Tag. suga, red color

Pan. sugd, light

Tir. sugci, color

Tagakaolo 1 suga, heat

Ibn. patu

Ilk. pudot

Gin. S. nagtop, hot

Bont. S. mamatong, hot

Lep. maatung

Ban. anatong, hot

Kan. manatong, hot

Inb. ampetang, hot

Pang. pnetdng

Pamp. pall

Tag. init

Bik. init

Pan. init

Kal. niakinit, hot

M. Mag. kagau

Tir. , ie'duf

Bag. init

Sul. bdssoh

Pai. T.

-—Am. T.

Pep. Ko.

Pep. B.

Pel. B.

Tsui.

Sek.

Bu.

Fav.

Tip.

Ka.

Pach.

Bang.

Bant.

Tang.

FORMOSAN

salangsang, hot

sinut, hot

f madcdat, warm
1 madzalat, hot

f madalat, warm
\ mazalat, hot

biash, hot

matala, warm

(
midalap, warm

1 madalass, hot

matatiluch, warm
mcttatihich tidao, hot

tadach
' viass, hot

mala/a, warm
macliechu, warm
niechechi, warm
mechechi, warm
ki lock, hot

94. uan&r; derec]lia; right, (hand)

.

Rev. : uanan

Philippine
-

Ibn. jiuanan, right side Tag. kanan, right side

Ilk. kanaoan, right side Bik. too,'
6 right side

JJont. S. maaoan, right side Pan. too,
3 right side

Lep. aoan, 2 right side M. Mag. kauanan, right side

Ban. aoan, right side Tir. "v kuonon, right side

Kan. ao-uan, right side Bag. kaoanan, right side

Inb. auanan, right side sui: patch** right, starboard

Pamp. uana)i, right side

FORMOSAN

Fav. kallamas, the right

1 Of-Mindanao.
- Ilk. audn, there is none, not extant.
3 Tag. tutoo, true. real.
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Ibn.

Ilk.

Bont. S.

Lep.

Ban.

Kan.

95. guli; 1
]izquierda ; left ( side )

.

Rev.: juli

Philippine

igidjimigi, left side Inb.

katigid, left side Pamp. , kaili

kanigid, left side Tag. kuliwd

mat kid, left side .Bik. wald 2

cmkid, left side Pan. wala 2

katiked, left side M. Mag. blueing*-

ikid, left side Tir. biuong'6

ikid, left side Bag. ibavg 3

igid Sul.

Formosan

Fav. kairi. the left

paldtra, 2
left, port sidfr

96. ragos, marragos; limpio, aseado; clean, neat. Rev.: marrajos

Phi[LIPPINE

Ibn.
j
marahitf clean (bodily) Pamp. ; )n<di)Wf, clean

I metrenu, clean Tag. Ntftlinis, clean

Ilk. nadal/tfi, 4 clean Bik. maliiiig, clean

Gin. S. dadalos, 4 clean Pan. inettiido, clean

Bont. S. qiwim, clean M. Mag. kupangmias, clean

Lep." datosam, cleans.
Tir.

~~

j meakayds, clean

) mentilak, cleanBan. naidewmtf-ele&n ._

Kan. maptengf clean Bag. nudoos, polished

Inb. siged, 5 clean Sul. ,_. meldno, to clean

Pang. malinis, clean

FOKMOSAN

Pep. Bak. makupti, clean

1 Formosan (Sideia) -it pi, left [Brandes, Klankleer, p. 65J.

% 2 Tag. xcald, there is not (but Pang; oala, there is).

3 Tag. bayawanp, bewang, waist.
4 The stems rahit, daliis come nearest to Batan ragos.
5 Meaning "good."

j
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97. marrodit (stem rodit) ; sucio; dirty

Philippine Formosan

j
maritta, mujjitta Pep. Bak. ma-luksung

.

...

Jbn. I mallullnt

\ mumping
Fav. miavaVy dirty, fo

Ilk. narugit 1

Gin.S. naisao
1

Bont S. singot, tsclt ingot 2

Lep. j hingao

] luget l

Ban. J
Icongot

1 naoialon

Kan. dag is .

• r-

Pang. mamma is
*

Pamp. mar in at '

Tag. marami
Bik. maramog
Pan. mahigl'o

M. Mag. maburing
Tir. -

Bag.

Sul.

.menlned

maripa

mumi

-

98. mabaya," Colorado; red

Philippine

Ibn. maojjin

Ilk. lahdga

Gin. S. natscliokot

Gin. M. ladalrd

Bont. J. lang-at/

Lep. malnuang

Ban. kagtinal

Ting. ladalaak

Kan. mandada
—Int> 41 >1>]mY 1/fil n/i-Llrfc/.

Pang.

f f-i/f f /l< I Li II (/'

«

hulanga

Pamp. maluta

Tag. mapuld

Bik. mapu Id

Pan. mapula

Kal. macliingi 3

M. Mag. maviga

Tir. ^-fiivvo —

-

Bag. maloto *-

Sul. poldlt

Formosa n

Pai. T. pavnon

Am. T. pangangai

Pep. Ko. maipang

Pep. Bak. ma-eponjjr~

Pel. B. mitavan

Tsui. makuthla

Sek. lubahena

Bu. matanach

Fav.

Tip.

makakan, to be red

dingdaran

*Note'^-—Stem baya of Batan mabaya corresponds with stem baga in Ilk. labdga,. the
change from Batan jy to Ilk. g being frequent. Compare also: Tag. baga, glowing coals;
Sul. malcigd, to blaze ; Fav. bagga, blood. Kan. mandada compare with dada of WL 15 ;

the common meaning is probably "to glare, to radiate."

1 The stems rugit, .luget come nearest to Batan rodit., Ilk. root, dirt.

- Bis. singot, perspiration.

~*~4riachingi — Span, encarnado = red, carnation.
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99.

Ibn. arayiu, addayiu

Ilk. adddyo

Gin. S. adein

Bont. S. addo-saoi

Lep. adaoy

Ban. adaoc 1

Kan. adaoi

Inb. aragiri

Pang. araoi

marrayi (
rayi'>%; (listante; distant

Philippine

yw Pamp. marayo

Tag. mala t/u

Bik. Intrayo

Pan. mala 1/6

Kal. alarid

M. Mag. mauatdn

Tir. merrayn

Bag. modi6

Sul. meto

Formosan

Fav. maro, far, deep

100. may; venir; to come. Rev.: maibedi

. Philippine

Ibrf. umay, to go, come
Pamp.

( ame, to go, to come

Ilk. umay, to go, come 1 mai, to go,-to come

Gin. S.

Bont. S.

umali

rneyi to go
Tag. /

[parito

\ parini

Bont. J. um-i, to go Pan. kara, kari

Lep.

Ban.

j enmay, to go

\ omale .

| imay, to go

Kal.

M. Mag.

angay, to go

J
sain hi

\ marim

\ umole Tir. may, to go

Kan. umali Bag. migmro, to go

Inb. iindao-aU Sul.

FORMOSAN

Fav. mai

madi

Note.—In view of the manifold terms which Philippine dialects in general have for

"to go, to come" I have admitted into this list, as far as my sources left me the choice,

only those coming nearest the Batan term, or, in absence of such, only the most common
ones. It must be noted that the radical ay, which, with the help of a prefix, forms the

frequently occurring may, umay, etc., denotes evidently only the movement of going, the

sense of going towards the speaker (to come) being probably secondary. The terms

listed are mostly used in calling a person. The radical all is, in Inibaloi at all events, an

animating interjection: "here, hither!"

1 Very probably a misprint for adaoe.
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101. cumaru [kumaru] ; to go away.1 Rev.: maipangay, to go

Philippine

/ kdro, the strength or efficacy of

< something, etc. - .
Pamp.

1 umkdro, to produce effect

J
Za&ao

1 mako
Ilk.

Parap. karo, the taking effect of poison ^pacr j
panao

\ yumao( kari, to come here, to bring
& "

Pan. (

1 something Bi^ lakao
j
kara, to go, to come to where p mapanao

-
—

1 some one is _ ,

Kal. daoale, 1 go!

Ibn.

Ilk.

manau, to go, to go away M Ma
pumanau '

®"
j lakau

\ maua
Kan. umey Tir. esut

Inb. undao Bag. pano
Pang. onla, to go ~ Sul. manau

Note.—-As in the preceding list only a selection out of a great variety of terms has
found place here. The predominating radical element is ao-f-a preceding consonant.

1 In the expression kumaru ka dia (get away here!) the stem is evidently karu,
resembling the Pan. terms for "to come" in the preceding list.

2 Probably dao all.



Table I. The numerals 1 to 11, 20> and 100

PHILIPPINE

Word list ! Numeral

102

Ha tan

asa

ion

104

105

km;

107

108

109

no

in

m
113

2 . rua
j '">iif.i -

' " :

jftatlo

Itatdo
3

4
I

»ip*it.

5 dima

6 ar;ein

7 pi to

8 <»ag<»

9 siam

10 asa a pogo

11 asa si ehan
a pogo

20 run a: pogo

100

Ibn.

itte

dua

tal-lu

appa-t

lima

annum

pitu

ualu

siam

mafulu

k a rati tad*

dusi fulu

magatu-t

I
Ilk.

I

!

|

. ... -

I

maisa

i dua

|

|
tai-lo

l

j
uppAt

lima

in iirin

pit6

oh16

siam

i
sang>ipulo

(.Jin. M.

dsehua 1

tulu

upat

lirna

onom

fic!6

ualo

siam

sim pulo

;

Bout. .!.

i-sa

ehu'-wa

tolo'

ipat'

j lima'

i-ntm'

pi-to'

j.wa-lo'

\ si-am'

[
sim pa'-o.

Ting.

in a fsa

dua

tulu

.upat

lima

anam

hido

uao

siam

simpo

sangrapulo ket
j
masatralan

maisa
;

I dim' pulo

}
saDgagasut

I
<jlsohnam pulo

sinkasut

si'iii po'-o yaisa' si inpud isang

ehu-wan po'-o dua pulu

la-sot' sinkasut

1 German spelling.

Kan.

esa

dua

tol6

epat

lima

eneiii

pit6

uao

siam

sinp6

saoas esa

duan p6

sin-gasut

iDl).

saxei

ehua

tad (\o

appat

(lima

amiim

pit to

gualo

dsiyam

sampulo

Pang.

isa

dua

tai6

apat

lima

a Drill

pit6

oalo

siam

sain pi

6

sain pii lo- 1 saxei- la hid sake

y

"
I

ehua pulo , | duamplo

sail dasus !
sanlasus

FOKMOSAN

Pamp.

metung

adua

atlu

apat

lima

ana in

pi til

.ualu*

siam

apulu

la bin metungi

aduang pulu

diualan

Tag. Bik.

sar6

Pan.

isa

Kal.

[eta

Itata

M. Mag. Tir. Bag. Sul.

isa >isa sebaan sab-bad isa 1

dalawa * dua duha dorod dua ruo dud dfta

ta«6 tolo tolo tolo telu tetleu tat-lo JO

apat apat apat epat apat efot ap-pat opat

lima- lima lima lima lima
^

limo lima "lima

anim anom aiium eiiem anem enem an-nam anam

pit6 pito / pito pito pitil fiteu pit-to pitu

wal6 ualo walo valo ualu ualeu ualo wfilu

siyam siam siam siam siau sieu sio siam

sampuo sampol6 napul6 tampolok sapulu folo sapolo hangp6

Jabing isa - sampol6 may-
sard ,

napul6 kag is& tampolok may
tata

sapulu isa folobrabsebaau sapolo sab-bad hangp6 tag isa

dalauang pul6 duang polo duha ka pulo doroangpolok dua pulu rtiofolo dua polo kauhan

risangdaan

(sang daan
>san gatos isa kagatus magatiis , merratus sab-bad gatos 6ng-katus

'Orsawal ne saxei.

Word list Numeral ] Hot. V«n. Tso. Tsar : Pai, 1>.
|

Pai. T. Pu. j
Am. I) Am. F. Am. TV Pep. Paz; ^Pep. Ku. Pep. Ko.

,

Pep. B. Li.
j

Tarn. Pil. F.

102

103

104

105

lUti

rT. n>m

ill), asa

j
T. dua

li>:VroH
:

> tii si -a

rusva

I

T.aturu ]

(D.atoro J

tsune

ru.su

torn

ita

rusa

torn

ita ita sa tsutsai ehitsusai ehitsai ida

rusa niisa' rua tusa tosa

tsru ru(ti tero tc»ro toro

UWi dusa

tolu tufu

isa sasaat ! sasa-ab ; itta
J

itta sasaya

rusa duha < duha I rusa rusa roraya

Pil. Th.

tusu turn tiiru

jT. apat

ll). up-pat J

iT. lima |

} >hima
I I>. riiua )

pfrat ''

)
siputo sipat ss\mt.' sipat spat

j
spat spatsu sipat supat

I

supat t hat tahat

riuio riiua . runa una riiua rinia rima lima Iuimiv rim a

1.07 6 ahum noiirn
a rtomu' iifum

108 - 7 pito pitu pitu pitu

109 8 WHO vao* worn waru

110 9
rT.shiam'

ll). Hhiem
isiva ; siyo .'

,
"siwa

111 10

: |T. pou
/inassan -ma.vsok j>uru

tinum unum

pitu pita

aru valu

.uduid unum umum

pitu pitu pito

wan* waro '.waro

unum liasuv da unum

pito hastive-dusa j
pitu

varo hasuve duro waru

turima i turima
j

.

tunum j
tunum

pitu j pitu

pipa | pipa

j

juru ;
juru titoro-a

sippa | sippa papa ta

lima lima ' rorata

itu

lusa

taloh

sepat

lima

oluD j oluii
j
ruiftHffla. *

-j. onam

jiitslF^^fTpi'tsu-
|

petOr|K»to-a
j
pitu

liaru. ; aru i warowarona i'aloo

siva siva iwa siwa shina siwa hasuve supat snva kuda "| kuda
j
siwa siwa yuwayuwaya

|

siva

p'urrok-. puhi purru puro
\

poro pulo is'iit tahai ketong |
ketrng ' toporo I poro j

mokutap
j

pelapsang

ID. po

Pel. B.

sha

lua

tilu

pat

rima

num

pitu

waro

iwa

pulu

Tsui.

tana

tusha

turu

spat

hrima

sturu

pitu

kaspat

tamaso

maksin

Sek.

ada-dumat

dusa

turn

supat

hasub

hasubuda

hasubidusa

hasubituru

hasubisupat

issit

shid

Shek. Th.

ida

doosah

tooro

supat

hassub

boodah

bi-doosut

bi-tooro

bi-supat

visid

Bu.

kial

daha

teru

silpilt

rima

mataru

pitu

milssupat

(?)

nahal

Fav.

natta

roa

torroa

naspaat

achab

(achp

nataap

naito

maaspat

tannaeho

tschiet

Tip.

ita

nusa

tulu

sipat

lima

unum

pita

valu

siva

pulo

Ka.

ata

Jisa

tilu

ipa

linia
j

ilin

pitu

talu

asM

maosish

At.

koto

sajin

tungal

paiyat

mangal

teyu

pitu

sipat

fcairo

niappo

Tang.

kaw tdh

!sa dling

sa ying

chiu g&n

pai ydt

mto gto

tai yiu

pi-tu

si pat

tai s6

rmon pdh

pong

' \t,





Chapter II

- RESULTS OF THE LEXICAL COMPARISON

BATAN DIALECT BELONGING TO THE PHILIPPINE GROUP

The comparison was destined to clear up the following points

:

Firstly, the general relationship of the Batan dialect to the Philip-

pine group of languages;

Secondly, its phonetic and lexical particularity;

Thirdly, a possible special affinity to one of the dialects compared.

The said group of languages was assumed as represented by the file

of nineteen dialects presented for_coniparison. The result of the com-

parison may now be deduced from the word lists as follows

:

The lists comprise in all one hundred and thirteen Batan catehwords.

Of these four properly have to be left out of the reckoning ; namely, "NTos.

85 and 86^ as serving chiefly for the examination of^he use of a prefix, and

Kos. 112 and 113, as-being repetitions of previously compared numerals.

This' leaves a total of one hundred and nine words. Of these the com-

parison shows ifor eighty-five—that is, for 78 per cent

—

repetitions in

one or more of the other dialects, repetitions which either are literally

true ones or show a greater or lesser phonetic variation, the ' signification

at the same time deviating only in a few cases and even then only

slightly.

Now, apart from this simple fact of repetition, which, to be sure, is

in itself significant enough, we are interested also in the frequency with

which cases of repetition occur for each Batan word in its respective

column of comparison, since it must reflect the cohesion, not only of

Batan with the group, but of all dialects with each other. The exact

determination of this factor would presuppose that the nineteen dialects

are constantly represented in all word lists to their full number. This

coefficient, in truth, is unstable, not, however, to such an extent as to

render impossible a satisfactory conclusion. An examination of the

eighty-five words in this respect shows them divisible into two groups

:

Fifty-eight words repeat themselves in eacJL instance either in the

whole or very nearly the whole line, the latter being represented all the

time by an average of seventeen of the .nineteen dialects set up as a

standard. These words are: Nos. 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 17, 18, 19,

20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 28, 29, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 43, 44, 47, 49, 50, 52,

89
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53, 54, 58, 60, 63, 68, .70, 71 Rev., 72, 73, 74, 75, 78, "79, 89, 94,

99, 100, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111;

Twenty-seven words repeat themselves either in about half of the line

or only sporadically, average of -dialects represented being sixteen—ISios.

13, 15, 16, 27, 30, 31, 33, 34, 42, 46, 51, 56, 57, 59, 61, 62, 64,

65, 80, 82, 83, 84, 87, 88, 96, 97, 98.

The result is, then, of the one hundred and nine words compared there

are to be found for eighty-five (78 per cent) repetitions in the other

dialects, and for fifty-eight of the one hundred and nine words—that is.

for 53 per cent—the frequency of the repetition is so considerable that it

comes very near a community of words for the whole line set up in

representation of the group of languages.

The lexical comparison shows the Batan dlilect tn close

relationship writh the philippine group of languages inside the

lines encompassing all its members.

PHONETIC AND LEXICAL PARTICULARITY OF THE
BATAN DIALECT

Let us now test the dialect upon the existence—as a general feature—

of phonetic peculiarities of the common words. To give the dialect the

widest possible margin for showing off either its similarity or dissimilarity

in sounds with respect to the other dialects we can not do better than take

for this test the group of fifty-eight words above mentioned, since these

represeiit~the^ cases of most frequent repetition and consequently afford

the possibility of the most comprehensive review.

Of this group there appear in Batan

—

Twenty-eight words in a specific form of phonetic modification : jSTos.

1, 3, 6, 10, 14, 17- 20, 22, 29, So, 38, 43, 44, 52, 58, 63, 68, 70, 72, 73,

79, 89, 94, 99, 102, 103, 109, 111;

Twenty-one words are equal in sound with a predominating form or

with one that occurs repeatedly in the lists: Nos. 8, 11, 12, 19, 21, 23,

24, 36, 37, 39, 49, 50, 53, 54, 60, 78, 100, 105, 107, 108, 110; and for

Nine words there are to be found sporadic cases of phonetic corre-

spondency, which, by the way, are not limited to geographical neighbor-

hood: Nos. 2, 18, 28, 47, 71 Eev., 74, 75, 104, 106.

Since a discussion .of the details of Batan phonology is intended in

a later section of this study I refrain from entering upon them at this

place and only formulate the general fact so far ascertained as follows

:

The comparison demonstrates for the Batan dialect a phonetic

PARTICULARITY EXPRESSING ITSELF IN 50 PER CENT OF THE FIFTY-EIGHT

WORDS EXAMINED FOR THIS PURPOSE. -

Another point to be investigated was the lexical particularity of the

Batan dialect, in other words the employment of words not to be found
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in. use for the same signification in the other dialects; that is, of course,

as far as my sources permit a judgment in this respect. Strictly speaking,

the stipulation "for the same signification" would bring under this inves-

tigation already that small number of words mentioned above as showing

repetitions of slightly deviating meaning in the other dialects. (Cf. WL
8, anin, storm; 4.2, tetegnan, throat, gorge.) Since, however, the kind

of significant change presented by these cases can not be called peculiar,

of the one or the other dialect, but represents rather a certain unstableness

of meaning in general characterizing the whole group of dialects (cf. WL
30, 31, 32, 33, 42, 48, 49, 50, 51) they may safely be overlooked in the

present instance. Of more interest here are those Batan words which,

standing entirely isolated in the immediate comparison, make at first

sight the impression of being genuine "Batanisms." I refer to that

number of words which in the discussion of the relationship of Batan

to the group were left unconsidered as showing no repetition in the com-

parative lists they are heading. Their number is then one hundred and

nine minus eighty-five leaving twenty-four. For these words it is neces-

sary to remember, before all, the limited nature of many of my sources, as

also the limited representation given to the whole group of dialects, since

a more exhaustive comparison might not fail to match these words, or a

number of them, with proper correspondencies. Be that, however, as it

may, the sole fact of their current employment in Batan to designate

certain commonplace ideas- in distinction from the different terms used

in nineteen other dialects, including the seven principal languages of the

Islands, seems to warrant our regarding them for the present as Batan
idioms. I present them together in the following list

:

4. agep, night 66. among, fish

5. makuyab, evening 67. kuis, pig

7. demdem, cloud • 69. buday, snake

9. Rev.: salausau, wind 76. chinergeran, a boat

25. kaktek, brother 77. tataya, a boat

26. malkem, old man 81. ganeng, oil

32. mumutdan, nose 90. kadumi, sickness

40. batabat, breast (Rev.: shoulder) 91. daktak, sickness

41. lagao, neck 92. managebneb, cold

45. taul, heart 93. kugat, heat

48. alteng, altek, leg, calf 95. guli, left side

55. kalangangan, stomach 101. kamaru, go away

What then is the nature of these words which our comparison, after

showing up the existence of a phonetic particularity, now presents as the

second distinctive feature oi the diaject under review?— ____

I wall examine them one by one in their etymology, knowing very well

on what Vrrantry I am setting out in so doing. In this investigation

I have occasion to bring into play those words contained in the lists
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which, as not belonging to the immediate comparison, have found their

place either at the top or at the bottom of the word list proper.

7. demdern, cloud; a contemplation of WL. 7 and 7a makes it evident that

demdern is the reduplication of a root dem occurring in the same form in Sul.

dempok and as ijem, rem, lem, Urn, etc., in the other dialects as part of words

signifying cloud, evening, shadow, dark, etc., and -embodying, perhaps by sym-

bolization through sound, the sense of "somber/' Formosan dialects show: Tso.

tsum-tsum, cloud, arid Fav. ma-udum, dark. Ilk. has the identical form demdem,

but with a more remote sense. Other correspondencies see in WL 5 and 8.

45. taul, heart; a notable word heading a list nearly unanimous in giving the

same meaning by puso and similar forms. The footnote shows, however, the

occurrence of taul in at least three other dialects where it expresses a certain

emission of the human or. animal voice. Composition: prefix ta + tone-imitative

stem ul; compare Tag. holhol, .barking of a dog; Batan taul refers perhaps to

the dull sound produced by the pulsation of the heart.

90. kadumi, sickness; prefix ka + stem dumi. In other dialects this stem

means generally "dirt," which is easily to be reconciled with the sense it lias

in Batan. __

,91. daktak, sickness; a 'tone-imitative word occurring in several dialects, as

in Pamp., Tag., Bik. ? Bis., with the general sense of knock, tap. "Through idiomatic

pronunciation, or to express a modification^ of the sound it changes to totto-k (in

Ibn), toktok, tiktik (in Ilk,)', dukduk (in Pamp), etc. By association of ideas

not to be traced back its meaning has been specialized differently in various

dialects as shown at the top of the word list.

These four words, which in the comparison of their equivalents in the

word lists proper remained without correspondencies and thus appeared

to be idiomatic .property of the Batan dialect, reveal themselves here upon

further investigation as words occurring also elsewhere in the
s

group,,

though with a different meaning. This phenomenon is explained by

conceiving the dictionaries of all the dialects of the group as representing

a general Philippine stock of words to which also the present four belong.

It then results that these words as such are not idiomatic for the dialect

under review but only their employment for certain concrete ideas and,

to a certain extent, their pronunciation. I formulate this as follows:

the Batan dialect selects from a common Philippine stock of words of

general meaning certain expressions and, specializing their sense and

pronouncing them in a special manner, assigns to them places occupied

in other dialects by different expressions.

To proceed with the examination

:

5. mdkuyab, evening, afternoon; prefix ma + stem kuyab ; this stem comes

very near Ibn. fi'tgab for the same meaning; the second part of the stem, yah,

characterizes words for "night," WL 4, in the dialectically varied forms gab, rub,

lab, daw, etc., followed by i; correct pronunciation of Tag. gabi is gab-% not ga-bi.

The change from g to Batan y is frequent.

32. mumiitdan, nose; incompletely reduplicated root mut + suffix -an. For

root mut compare words quoted at top of word list, also Formosan: Sib., Fav.,

Tip. etc., where apparently the same root takes the form not, nut.
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41. lagao; neck; the change from I to Bat&n g being typical, this word agrees

with the component element lao, leo, dou of its synonyms quoted "at the top of

the word list.

48. alteng, leg, alteh, calf; inorganic initial a produces syncopation of a stem

lateng, latek. The concatenation of equal forms and equal meanings noted at

foot of list shows both words related to one another and to other Philippine

\Vx>rds of alliable sense. The common primary sense both of lateng and botoy may
be "swerlmg" or "bulging." Compare for this sense words beginning with hot,

but in WL 46 and 48.

55. italangangan, stomach; probably built on a radical element nga, ngan
(lean) occurring in all Philippine dialects in words for "eat/ 5 "masticate/ 5 and
others standing for parts or movements of the mouth; compare the forms quoted

at top of list; ka-, la-, and -an are affixes.

76. chinergeran, a boat; by elimination of infix -in- and suffix -an this deriv-

ative is reduced—regarding the initial sound according to a law to be explained

hereafter—to a stem kerger, in its turn a reduplicated root ker or ger, imitative

of the noise produced by sawing, filing, scratching, etc. (See notes on the

etymology of this word in the list.)

92. managebneb, cold; prefix man- before a stem ageb containing a root geb.

which is reduplicated with different initial sound. The same radical element

exists in the words with, similar meaning_quoted at the top of the list. (Cf. WL
4: agep, night.)

The preceding seven words, which as. well in the word lists proper as

among the words of reference, remain without immediate correspondency,

and therefore may be set down in the form they present, as being peculiar

to the Batan dialect, reveal themselves^ upon~ heing broken npr as

genuinely Philippine in components and structure. Their radical ele-

ments find correspondencies in form and sense in other dialects. Their

peculiarity then appears to consist in that they have been buil^ and are

used, only by this dialect, though the material employed and the type of

building* are common to the whole group. In other wonds the dialect

creates for itself expressions on a general Philippine basis and assigns to

them places occupied in other dialects by different terms; their pronuncia-

tion, too, is idiomatic and indicates in the initial of the word chinergeran,

above examined, a sound change for which there has not yet been recorded,

as far as its origin is concerned, any correspondency in. the group. This

latter point will be fully discussed under "Phonology."

The dialect would appear to show itself thus not merely in a selective

activity, as in the previous list of words, but as directly creative of new

"forms, a"Wpaclt^^ of~~

Philippine speech, would constitute its best title to dialect independency.

I now come to the following vocables

:

9. Rev. salausau, wind; perhaps related to Eont. S. soysoy, wind; in form it

corresponds most nearly with* Ilk. salayosoy and Tag. salayosay of a similar

meaning as noted at foot of list.

26. malkem, old man; prefix ma + syncopized stem Vkem; assuming the vowel

dropped to have been a there results a stem lakem which may be related to

Ilk. lakdy and similar forms of identical meaning to be seen in the word list.
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69. buday, snake, finds its nearest correspondency, both in sound and meaning,

in Lampong t*7ai,*snake, and thus is easily connected with its Philippine synonyms

uleg, ocg, urrar, etc. At the foot of the word list are shown different specializa-

tions of the general primary sense underlying all these words which was perhaps

'"creeping" or "winding." -

81. gancng, oil; substituting the elsewhere^typical Philippine I for Batan g

I get for this word the form *laneng which is a metathesis of Kal. langin and

makes a connection with several other similar forms in the same list, as also with

Sul. daging, fat, of WL 82.

93. kugat, heat; perhaps a variation of suga appearing with different related

meanings in several dialects quoted at top of list.

95. gull, left (side), may be taken as a local variation of the forms pre-

dominating for the same meaning in northern Luzon and showing a radical

element igid, igi, or ill (Formosan: Fav. iri, Sid. ug-i)

.

As will be seen the six words here considered can be confronted, either

from the word lists proper.or from among the words of reference with

similar forms of likg.or reldted meaning. JThis leads to the supposition

that they are dialectic variations of terms current also elsewhere in the

group ; that is, of common property of the latter. Excepting the change

from I to g in ganeng and the common one from / to d in buday, the

variation would not be due to sound changes more or less typical of Batan,

but would have been obtained by means which transform the configuration

or the volume of the word and are made use of by Philippine dialects in

general; contraction, agglutination accompanied by syncopation, decapi-

tation, metathesis, dropping of final sound, etc.

v Of the total of twenty-five idiomatic expressions there remain seven

words concerning which I am either unable to establish any connection

with other dialects- of the group or unwilling to attempt this as too

uncertain. - These words are

:

4. agep, night G7. kuis, pig

25. kaktek, brother . 77. tataya, a boat

40. batdbat, breast 101. kumaru, go, go away

(j(y. among, fish

There is, however, no doubt that these words are, like all others truly

Philippine in character; batdbat occurs in identical form, though with

different meaning, in three other dialects of the group, while the remain-

der attest that character by the structure of jfcheir^syllables or by that of

the whole word form : kaktek shows prefix ka- before a syncopated stem

^hiclrTjriay^

presents clearly a case of incomplete reduplication of a stem taya.

To sum up : I do noCTchow If"1 have established the one true etymology

of every word I have tried to account for. I believe, however, that I have

adduced sufficient testimony to allow it to be recognized

—

1. That the twenty-four Batan vocables examined are of genuine Philippine

nature and in this respect not essentially distinct from the bulk of eighty-five

words first considered that went to establish the relationship of Batan to the

group.
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2. That the idiomatic appearance of these twenty-four words finds its explana-

tion in the following causes acting singly or in combinatioh

:

(a) Idiomatic specialization ofL^he sense of"words common to the group;

(b) Use of forms created by the dialect on a common Philippine basis;

(<?)- Idiomatic transformation of the shape of common words by means typical

for the whole group; —
(d) Idiomatic pronunciation.

[ These words then root in a substratum which underlies, for all we

know, all^dialects alike and which, remaining occult at the first view, can

be recognized and studied only by a comparison of one with another. 1

To meet the foregoing point in the present comparison I record the

facts here obtained briefly as follows

:

The Batan dialect manifests in the lexical comparison its

idiomatic property by the employment of a number of peculiar

words which constitute about 20 per cent of the total of one

hundred and nine words compared. a closer examination of these

words reveals them as genuinely philippine in nature.

In connection with the foregoing! will point out in the comparative

lists a trait characteristic as much of Philippine as of Indonesian dialects

in general which should make us very cautious in setting down definitely

a word--ag^fche :exelusive property of one of them. I refer to ' the capri-

ciousnes£ often encoimtered when one looks in vain for a correspondency

in the neighborhood of a certain dialect only to find the corresponding

word in a remote member of the family. Of this curious trait the follow-

ing are a few examples taken from the word lists:

13. Bat. tana, earth, agrees best with Malay tanah, as compared with Philip-

pine tanap, dagd, lupa, etc.

30, 31. Lep. angas, face, findsMts closest correspondency in Bulud Opie angas

and in similar forms on Formosa, though with slightly different meaning.

51. Bat. tachay, hand, has an isolated correspondency in Kan. takkay, hand.

57. Bat. tinai and Ibn. &inai, bowels, conform with Pan. tina-i as compared

with intervening bagis, bituka, etc.

59. Bat. chito and Ibn. kitu, dog, correspond with southern Philippine ido,

kiro, etc., and Fav. zito as compared with predominating aso, etc.

64. Bat. panid, wing, reappears for this meaning only in Bagobo of southern

Mindanao.

This phenomenon is a proof of the existence in a former time of a

common fountain from which all these dialects derived their stock

-of-

w

Tm*ds7-a--fcuirtm^^ I have
-

alread}^ - referred to on several occasions by such a term as "general

1 Substituting for our elaborate compilation and analysis of vocables the quick sense

for Philippine speech of a non-Batanes'e native^ of the islands, we may presume that, once

his ears were accustomed to the peculiar pronunciation, the Batan dialect, bewildering

and unintelligible to him in the beginning, would "burst" upon him, so to say, by degrees,

revealing more and more matter and forms already familiar to him from his own dialect.

In saying this I have in mind also what I know of Batan grammar.
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Philippine speech." At the present time we have the prodigious mul-

tiplicity of dialects caused by the splitting up of tlie people that pos-

sessed the archaic stock language when they spread over the innumerable

fractions that constitute the Austronesian world, and by the ensuing

separate development of the speech of each division. If, therefore, in

the comparison of vocabularies one meets with peculiar terms in one

tongue which are not readily to be matched from near-by dialect^, . one

may just as well have to do with words, the old heirlooms of the

language, which have survived only here and there, as with words of

more recent formation, developed within, and known only to, a particular

division. An unexpected correspondency in a distant dialect loses,

moreover, in its sporadic aspect if the possible removal from the im-

mediate range of
1

observation of the same term in several other dialects

through significant change-is duly considered. A good illustration of

this is offered by the word paiiid of list 64.

-STATUS OF THE BATAN DIALECT IN THE PHILIPPINE GROUP

Having now settled the first two points that were to be cleared up by

the lexical comparison, there remains as third the question of a possible

nearer relationship between the dialect under review and one of the

others put up for comparison. Among these the two neighboring lan-

guages Ilokano and Ibanag would be those most likely to present indica-

tions of a closer connection.

The lists show, indeed, some instances of special correspondency of the

Batan dialect with Ilokano words : Nos. 16, 46, and p'erhaps also Nos. 76,

96, 97; some cases' of similar harmony occur also in Ibanag; Nos. 27,, 59,

74, 80; to some degree alsaNos. 5 and 57.

A comparison of the whole large remainder of vocables, however, reveals

no special closer relation of Batan either with these two or with any other

of the remaining dialects. What a consideration of the lists from this

point of view indeed discloses is a not infrequent occurrence of a predom-

inating form for a certain idea in the northern dialects contrasted

occasionally by a similarly predominating characteristic form in the

southern half of the Archipelago. Instances of this are:

12. danum, water, compared with words compounded with ig.

69. uleg, snake, compared with alias and others.

83. balitok, gold, compared with bulauan.

95. igidy etc., left, compared with wald, etc.

04. payak, wing, compared with pal:pale.

68. .kaiding, goat, compared witli lambing.

70. ttgsa, etc., deer, compared with usa, etc.

Before the question respecting the existence of a near ally of Batan

—

which has so far been denied—can be brought to a conclusion, it is neces-

sary to consider the dialect spoken by the natives of Botel Tobago,

whose ethnical relation with the old inhabitants of the northernmost island
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in the Batan group, Ibayat,4brings them into a close neighborly connec-

tion with the Batanese, though this connection is to-day severed by the

Bashi Channel and finds its occasional expression only in mutual ill-will.
1

Of the words from the dialect of Botel Tobago which my sources contain

only a very small number would fit into the frame of the present com-

:

parison. Efforts made by me to obtain further material from that out-

jlof-the-way and seldom-visited island proved fruitless. Among twenty-

eight words, tiieoiily ones I could ^impanel, there are ten which do not, or

at least do not completely, conform with their Ba-tan equivalents—Nos. 6,

29, 32, 38, 67, 68, 104, 109, 110, 111—their divergence being often due

to a considerable modification of the form of what may be after all one

and the same word, as for instance in—

-

29. Batan ogo, head, as compared with Bot Tob. voboya.

68. Batan kaddin, goat, as' compared with Bot. Tob. kagirin.

On the other hand there are six other words which show a pronounced

„ concordance with Batan—N"os. 20, 22, 34, 72, 75, 102.

The remaining words do correspond with Batan, but are irrelevant for

the "point in question because they belong to that number of terms which

are almost universally alike in Indonesian^ dialects or predominate in

large sections of them in very much the same form : ama, father ; mata,

- eye ; susu, teats ; manok, fowl, etc.

If, then, the investigation of the relation between the Batan dialect

and that of Botel Tobago must be kept in abeyance 2
it may be said that

the data obtained with respect to Ilokano and Ibanag merely suggested

.either simply a common derivation of the words in question, or that a

limited number of vocables from these neighboring tongues had found

their way, purely or in a modified form, into the Batan dictionary, the

converse not being of equal probability. The result is then—
The Batan dialect shows, beyond, its general affinity to the

whole group, no special closer connection with any of the
Philippine dialects compared.

Reviewing all the points made I may recapitulate them by saying that

the lexical comparison presents the dialect under review as of pure Philip-

pine type and as possessing a distinct dialectic individuality, a genuine

and. coordinate member of the group.

CONSIDERATION OF CERTAIN FORMOSAN DIALECTS

It remains to cast a glance at the Formosan dialects which have found

a place in the word lists incidentally.

In spite of the great ipieitest attaching to it, philological research on

Formosa, has made considerably less progress than the study of the dialects

1 Cf. my paper, Zur Ethnologie der Inselkette zwischen Luzon und Formosa, in Mitteil.

d. D. Ges. f. N. u. V.-Kuhde Ostasiens Bd. XI, Teil 1. Tokyo, 1906.
2 The reports, of Spanish missionaries are that the people of the Batanes and those of

Botel Tobago do not understand each other.

56896 7 "
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spoken in the mountains of the Philippines. When two and half centuries

ago the Dutch had a settlement on the island a few of the native idioms

spoken by that part of the population which came uhder the immediate

influence of the colonists were studied by Dutch missionaries^ who edited

in them a number of religious writings. From that time also dates a

vocabulary, written by G. Happart, of what is generally called the Favor-

lang-Forcnosan. This furnished me the vocables marked "Fav." in the

word lists. From the year the Dutch were driven out by Koxinga, 1662,

till our days hardly any fresh studies have been made in the field/ the

exploration of Formosan languages being allowed to rest so long that

the dialects learned by the Dutch had time to pass out of existence, or to

make at least their present survival a matter of uncertainty. We have a

few philological treatises written on the basis of old Dutch or Chinese

texts,
1 as also a number of stray notes and considerations. Our knowl-

edge of the actual forms of speech of the barbarian hill tribes and of their

kinsmen in the foothills and plains, who under the generic name of

"Pepohoan" have become assimilated to the Chinese colonists, rests how--

ever on nothing better than a number of scanty word lists collected by

residents and occasional travelers. It may be presumed that -at least those

of the latter include many an incorrectly heard or incorrectly interpreted

word. From such of these vocabularies as I could reach I have compiled

the bulk of the Formosan column of the wSrdlists.

In looking at the series of dialects given by me and comparing tEeriP

with the Philippine column it is necessary, in order to obtain a proper

point of view, to realize the incongruity of the representation of both.

For several word lists my Formosan sources yielded more idioms than I

have selected to stand for the Philippine group ; in such cases the former,

though they represent a much smaller territory, outnumber the latter.

The whole area of the Island of Formosa would find place about two times

in that part alone of Luzon which lies north of Manila; it would cover

here about that section which harbors the non-Christian mountain tribes,

a population whose degree of culture resembles that of the Formdsans very

much. If, therefore, one wished to compare such points as the number
and diversification of dialects within equal areas, or the phonetic peculiar-

ities of the mountain dialects on both islands, it would be necessary to

give the Philippine column quite a different composition, confronting

the Formosan with a selection of dialects taken, say, from just that region

on Luzon which I have alluded to above.

1 Of interest to students of Philippine philology is : Gabelentz, tiber die formosanische
Sprache und ihre Stellung in dem malayisehen Sprachstamm in Zeitschrift d. D. Morgenl.
Ges. XIII. Bd. Heft. 1 und 2 (1859), where Favorlang - is shown as sharing the
characteristic traits of the Philippine group of languages. I mention also: Florenz,
Formosanische Volkslieder nach chinesischen Quellen in Mittheil. d. D. Ges. f. Nat. u.

Volkerkunde Ostasiens, Tokyo, VII. Bd. T. 1 (1898), which contains the texts of thirty-

three popular songs of about the same number of different Pepohoan and Sekhoan tribes

or clans, transcribed and translated from Chinese texts published in 1746.

m
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Of the hill tribes on Formosa we know, or believe, that they are to

be counted for the greater part as Malayans settled since olden times on

the island and continuously added to and diversified by subsequent

arrivals of more or less cognate people, adventurers, castaways, and the

like from ihe borders of the China Sea and the islands of the Pacific.

Besides, authors writing on the subject generally allow for, if they do not

assert, stiir older immigration from the northeast and north, naming

especially the Liu ,Kiu Islands and also the mainland of China, the latter

-as point of departure of non-Mongolian settlers. What with mixtures

and local development of speech continued—to name only a figure

—

since the sixth century l in a population cut up into innumerable clans

living independently of one another the island must indeed present in

its aboriginal dialects a very variegated picture. And that is precisely

the impression we receive in looking* over the word lists.

I will confine myself to the question in what degree an Indonesian

character—as represented by the Philippine column—manifests itself in

the Formosan tongues as a body. There are about sixty word lists to

be taken into account, besides ten numerals. I divide the former roughly

into two equal parts : in one half a strong and unmistakable Indonesian

(Philippine) element is conspicuous at first sight: WL 3, 6, 11, 12, 15,

21, 22, 23, 24, 30, 31, 34, 35, 37, 38, 39, 46, 51, 52, 56, 59, 60, 67,72, 78,

84. To this the ten numerals must be added as showing the same

character; in the other half Philippine correspondencies are not so plenti-

ful, or require some scrutiny to be recognized-: WL 1, 2, 4, 7,^8, 9, 19,

20, 29, 32, 33, 36, 40, 41, 44, 47, 48, 49, 50, 64, 68, 69, 70, 79, or appear

nearly absent: WL 10, 13, 63.

For especially notable Pormosan words I would point out among others

WL 1, 2, 3, 6, 10, 11, 12, 20, 22, 37. These words refer to very common

ideas designated on * the Philippine side with marked uniformity, while

Formosan dialects have for them a disproportionate nuriiber of fundamen-

tally different expressions.

The difference in form of the Formosan w^ords is often due to a more

or less considerable accretion of sounds, for example

:

6, Philippine butuin as compared with Formosan mintokan, etc.

11. Philippine apui as compared with Formosan sapui, apoolu, etc.

21. Philippine am a as compared with Formosan kamma, tama.

23. Philippine ina as compared with Formosan kina, kinna.

29. Philippine tdo as compared with Formosan koru, ivo^goho.

34. Philippine bibig as compared with Formosan babibit.

35. Philippine dila as compared with Formosan dalilah.

59. Philippine aso as compared with Formosan vatu.

1 I quote from Davidson's monumental work "Formosa, Past and Present," page 3

:

"A learned authority [Prof. Ludw. Riess] speaks of the arrival in Formosa of emigrants

from the northeast at a period several een-turies before Christ. These people, known as

Longkius, held sway in the island and were visited by the Chinese up to the second ,

—half- of the sixth century, when bands of uncivilized Malays swept up from the south and

brought the whole west coast of the island under their control and the Longkius who

survived the conquest retreated into the mountains/'
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In the case of sapid, kamma, kina (kinna), koru the accretion may be

due to the coalescence with the stem—as represented by the Philippine

form—of a preceding particle. Compare a similar accretion in the

Philippine column of WL 2, 29, 51, 59, 62, :79, especially in Kalamian.

As regards mintokan it may be taken into consideration whether here

the fuller Formosan word does not represent the older form. A com-

parison of WL 6—
Formosan mintokan "^ ,." .,. . ,. ,

j
Philippine bitun

> with X Philippine bituin
Philippine bitogen

Philippine fattakakan f . __ ...™ .,. . , . Philippine bitoon
Philippine bitonken j

^

and again of-
2

22. Formosan bakush, Philippine bakes with Philippine: babayi

58. Philippine tachi, takki, takla with Philippine tae, ta-i

seems to suggest a priority of the harder forms.

As has been said before .the extension of the word lists to the Formosan

dialects had for an immediate object only to afford a cursory glance at

the relation between the latter and the tongues of the southern Archi-

pelago. It is, however, to be hoped that the many interesting variants

which the,Formosan columns contain of well-known Philippine forms will

render their present compilation also useful for future reference.

">



Chapter III

STRUCTURE OF WORDS

Upon examining the stock of w;ords contained in the texts as to the

structure of the several forms it is found—by analysis where necessary

—

that radical substance-word^ are mostly DISSYLLABIC, FORM-WORDS

mostly MONOSYLLABIC. 1 V

Compound substance-words (or derivatives) are formed by attach-

ment "(agglutination, affixation) to the fundamental word (stem)

of one or more particles (affixes) ; also by doubling that fundamental

word wholly or in part (complete or incomplete reduplication).

Compound form-words result principally from a contraction or fusion

of homogeneous elements.

Before illustrating by examples these fundamental features of the

structure of Batan words, which will be recognized at once as those

common to Philippine dialects in general, it should be said that the

distinction made between monosjdlabic form- and dissyllabic substance-

words answers a trait which it is impossible to mistake and which serves

well for a general survey, yet does not constitute a sharp division to be

carried through systematically without qualification, as will' presently

become apparent.

As examples of monosyllabic form-words in Batan may be quoted:

it (an article), y, ci (copulative particles), ta (since, that), am (but),

as (and, also), pa (still, yet), da, na (already).

Compound forms of such elements are nu, du (relative forms of w),

kanu (and), dinu (where?), sinu (who?), dana (already), daua (there-

fore, thereto), dipa (not yet) y etc.

In- the case of nu and du we have evidently a fusion of the article u

with the two formative elements n- and d-, which are with identical or

similar employment common to the whole group. Dana and dipa reveal

themselves at once as contractions, the first of da and na, both meaning

-'already," and the second...of_dJL negative particle,.and j;a (yet), four

monosyllabic particles -used extensively also in other Philippine dialects.

The form-words here enumerated belong ^doubtless to the very oldest of their

class. The dialect uses, besides others of much more recent date, the original

1 By substance-words are meant those which, naming the substance of our thoughts,

designate the percepts and concepts which we connect to form judgments ; by form-

words, those which indicate the relation in which the former stand to each other.

101
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character of which as substance-words is still easily discerned by a reference to

their employment as such either in Batan itself or in one of the other dialects.

Examples of such are: yapu (33), for, because of=Ilk. gapo, cause, origin,

beginning. From this is derived makayapu (19), from- (French: a partir de.... )
;*

ya'mot (11), by, on account of= ya?not, root, in WL 17; a derivative of this

is makayamot (20), by, in virtue of, on account of.

Jn proof of the preponderance of dissyllabic forms among the radical

substance-words it may suffice to refer to the word lists; of one hundred

and eleven words (JSTos. 1-111) there are ninety-three which either are

directly diss}ilabic or }deld a dissyllabic stem upon disintegration of an

existing composition. The only monosyllable to be found is WL 47 tud,

knee, and even this is probably a contraction of the fuller form tohod.

tood, etc., occurring in several other dialects.

It is true that the etymology, which in breaking up a given word

form is not concerned with the question whether the resulting stem

—is still aKve-imdrn^trrrent-iir present speech or not, will not eonre-to- a

halt before the dissyllabic stems (or radical words) distinguished above.

The ninety-three words mentioned include several which upon dissolution

of an existing reduplication give monossyllabic components. Such are

:

7. demdemf cloud (dem) ^65. bubug, Sown {bug, bid)

34. bibi,%tc, lip (bi, bit, bil) 70. stem kerger in chinergeran, a boat

39. susu, teats (su) (ger or ker)

(49. kokor, foot (kor, kod) 80. stem daldal in idaldal, Chinaman

50. kuku,^ nails (ku) — (dal)

Among these words there are certainly some of which it must be pre-

sumed that, as imitations of continuative nature sounds, they sprang into

existence at once in dissyllabic form. This is, however, not necessarily

the case with all of them, since also words without reduplication give, when

divested of formative elements, frequently a monosyllabic stem. To cite

only a few instances: hanen, food (WL 78) and ikan, fish (WL 66) leave

upon segregation of suffix -en in the former and prefix i- in the latter the

stem ban, which, for all that is known, is not further divisible. As at

present the smallest significant residuum it is the root of both words,

expressing vaguely the idea oL-eating." It is a monosyllable not now

independently in use in Philippine speech, though this may be supposed

to have been the case at an earlier stage of development of the language.

Another example is the Batan term for dead, ' madiman, in which I

believe there may be recognized the same root clem of demdem, cloud,

above enumerated, that has been pointed out already in the discussion of

lexical comparison as signif}ring probably "dark, - somber."

This monosyllable Ayhich contains two sounds well known for their changeable-

ness, is characteristic of the phonetic unstableness of many roots if compared

interdialectically. To show this clearly there is added to WL 7 a supplement,

1 Numbers in parentheses suffixed to Bat&n words indicate the page, or one of the

pages, of the catechism where such words occur. An added P refers to the prologue in

Retana containing the vocabulary.
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7a, and in these two lists (including the Formosan dialects) the root in question

will be found with the meaning of "dark" and "cloud"—which I consider related

—

under the following forms

:

dam, dem, di(m), dom, dum, turn, tsum \ .

lam, lem, Urn, lorn, him, lung *, '.

%

rem, rim, ron, rum
yem,yim

The supplement takes in a few words of different meaning in order to give

an idea how such rnonosyllabic roots may be suspected of having given rise to

series of words more or less related in real or metaphorical- sense. Granted that-

these additional words are built upon the identical root above referred to, they

bear witness to a structure to be explained neither by reduplication nor by

composition with affixes now in current use. I refer to such words as II. rimat,

to discern indistinctly from afar, which shows the root rim followed by an

element of as yet unknown nature.

Other instances of monosyllabic roots nve found in th'e discussion of

-the-w^i4&-of-^LL-5y-^41^ 45, o5, 91, 92, under "Result of the lexical

comparison." All larger vocabularies of Philippine dialects furnish,

moreover, ample occasion to collect into groups without great effort words

of two or more syllables, more or less related in sense, in all of which one

ever-recurring, though interdialectically variable, monosyllable may be

discerned as bearer of one fundamental, albeit not very definite,, sense.

.COMPOUND SUBSTANCE-WORDS (DERIVATIVES)

REDUPLICATION.

This is either complete, when the whole word is repeated, or incomplete,

when only a part of it is doubled. To the - examples already given of

reduplicated monosyllables a few instances are here added showing the

same process in dissyllabic, words :

_

Complete reduplication: angu-angu (7), goods; raua-raua (38), wounds;

Reduplication of stem with change of initial labial: miru-piru-an (12),

repetition;

Reduplication of initial consonant and following yowel: ka-kamay

(P 44), fingers; te-tegnan (P 45), throat; sa-santos (4), saints;

Reduplication with omission of final consonant: pidi-pidit (5), com-

mands; paga-pagar (10), souls;

— The same, with change of initial labial: ipd-make-bakel (26) repentant;

Reduplication of second syllable wtth omission of final consonant of

stem: tuma-dicho-kor (30), one who turns his back (dichor, back) as one who is

offended.

In these examples reduplication has, generally speaking, the effect of

pluralizing or emphasizing the meaning expressed by the stem.

affixation

The most fruitful means of building words is found in Batan as in

all its sister dialects in affixation. By origin this is the drawing together .

in speaking of a formal element, characterized through slight quantity-
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and accessory meaning (presumably interactional or demonstrative)

and a substantial part of the speech, whereby both become more of less

firmly attached to each other and form ultimately a significant and

grammatical complex, in which the formal element acquires a new

character under the name of "affix" while the other, the substantial part

of the combination, is called "stem" or "radical word." In Philippine

dialects some affixes have preserved a simultaneous existence as separate

particles, others have lost all independent character. The signification

of all has been variously developed ; influenced by the significance of the

various classes of radical words with which the formerly loose particles

came to be connected as affixes, their own original signification became

modified and branched out into different shades more or less remote from

the primitive sense; this latter, probably never very definite, can be ap-

proached by deduction for some, for others only guessed at. At all events

in order to form an estimatedof the original value of a given affix, it is

necessary to take into account the role it plays not only in Philippine

dialects but in the whole territory of the family of languages to which

these belong.

The significant character of affixes in general, together with that of

certain classes of derivatives formed with the help of t^iree affixes in par-

ticular, will be dwelt on and illustrated more fully hereafter. Considering

for the first only the mechanism of affixation it must be remarked that

the junction of stem and affix is not in all cases of equal solidity. Where

the component parts influence each other phonetically, be it only to the

extent of a shifting of the accent of the radical word, or where a. particle

has penetrated into the very body of the stem, or where stem or affixed

particle have no existence outside the composition as independent vehicles

of -meaning, there no doubt can exist that the combination represents a

verbal unit, to be given as such also in writing. Where, however, such

conditions do not obtain, especially where a particle is in current use both

as an affix and as an independent part of speech, there a strict distinction

between loose and affixed particles can not be made, and cases of uncer-

tainty must arise the more easily the less a dialect has the character of a

written language.

In the old Batan catechism I find for instance the ordinal numerals. -

written ichasana, first; icharuana, second; ichatdona, third, etc. (from

asa, one, rua, two, tatdo, three -f- icha + \ia)
:

In a modern prayer book

they appear as manuma, icharua na, ichatdo na, etc.; that is, with na

separated from the rest of the composition.

affixes ^

i.

Affixation may extend to one or to .several particles. In this respect

the following distinctions can be made

:

Single monosyllabic affixes: %-, ma-, na-, pa-, -in-, -um-, -en, -an,

etc.; constant groups of such (compound AFFrxKs) : maka, paka, ha





Table III.

—

Comparison of fifteen of the commonest Batdn affixes

Prefixes

Dialect

Batan : ka-

Ibn. |ka-

Ilk. i ka.

Pang. 1 ka-

Pamp.
j
ka-

Tag: !ka-

Bik. j ka-

Pan. ka-

ma-

ma-

-ma-

ma-

ma-
,

ma-

ma-

ma-

j
mang-

i mang-

;
mang-

\
mang-

mang-

; manf

! niang-

j
mang-

may-

mag-

ag-

mag-

mag-

mag-

mag-

mag-

pa-

pa-

pa-

pa-

pa-

' pa-

!
pa-

|

pa-

1. ka- has chiefly an individualizing and collective char-

acter

2. ma- pronounces existence.

3. many- forms nomina agentis.

4. mag- forms nomina agentis.

5. pa- denotes transition, causation.

^

mi-

ni i-

8

maka-

maka-

maka-

maka-

maka-

maka-

maka-

maka-

9

paka-

pakka-

paka-

paka-

paka-

paka-

paka-

paka-

10

maki-

! maki-
i

maki-

maki-maiki

maki-

maki-

maki-

niaki-

r

11

paki-

paki-

paki-

paki-

paki-

paki-

paki-

Prefixes or infixes

12

um

urn, u-, im

um

um, on

um

um

um

um

13

in -

in

in

in, ni

in

in

in

in

Suffixes

14

-en

-an

-en

-en

-an

-in

-on

-on, -un

Comprehensive Notes on Signification
a

~

6. mi- denotes often reflexive action and participation.

7. /- is demonstrative and refers to an object as an in-

strument, real or metaphorical.

8. maka- denotes capacity, potentiality, etc.

9. paka- is the causative of maka-.

10. maki- expresses desire, participation.

15

-an

-an

-an

-an

-an

-an

-an

-an

11. paki- is the causative of maki-.

12. um- denotes evolution and forms nomina agentis.

13. in- denotes completedness of action or state.

14. -en is demonstrative and refers to the direct object of

action.

15. -an denotes extension; the real or metaphorical place

of an action, etc.
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(+stem+) an> e*c-; through concurrence arise accumulations

like: minaka (m-in-aka) , m,inaipaka (m-in-ai-paka), etc.

According to the position the affixes take with reference to the body

of the stem, they are distinguished as prefixes, infixes, and suffixes ;

that is, affixes in front, in the interior, and at the end of the stem. An
infix is often found inserted into a prefix, as may be seen for instance in

minaha and minaipdka above quoted, .where the syllable in- is an infix in

'

rauha. and maipaka, respectively. Tagalog puts even infix into infix

when^with stem sulat, idea of writing, it forms first s-vm-ulat and there--

from the perfect s-u-ng-m-ulat, a form, by the way, not favored by all

Tagalog writers and repudiated by Eizal, but demanded by analogy and

the necessity of preserving the grammatical distinction which it makes.

Batan forms the perfect of the same class of derivatives by placing infix

beside infix : stem tao man -J- infix -urn-, t-um-ao, become man -f- infix

_-in-, t-um-in-ao, what has become man.
^

To give an idea of the degree of uniformity with which these important

word-building elements repeat themselves throughout the whole group I

present here a comparative table of fifteen of the commonest Batan

affixes with their equivalents in the seven principal dialects. "Taking-

into account that these affixes impart to the derivatives formed with them

very much the same meaning in all dialects it becomes evident that they

are a principal factor among those that make up the unity of Philippine

speech.

Phonetic modifications of derivatives.—As mentioned before, the

cohesion ofjtem and affix is frequently insured by phonetic modifications

which both composite elements, or one_ of them, undergo in the union.

These modifications must arise from the desire to give to the whole

complex of sounds a flow agreeable to the speakers and they vary to

some extent in different dialects. Through them the composition is

rounded off and lifted out from the sentence as a verbal whole. Besides

change of accent, such modifications are syncopations of the stem and

alterations at the point of contact of stem and affix.

Syncopation consists in a retrenchment of the stem by ejection of a

sound from the middle

:

Bat. stem *pasak+ suffix -en = pas'kan, what is crucified

Ilk. stem lenneb + suffix -en = lem'buen, what is distributed, etc.

Pang, stem labds + suffix -anan = lab'sandn, what is passed . _

Pamp. stem takam -+-' suffix -an = tak'man, to taste food

Tag. stem masid + suffix -an = mas'ddn, what is observed

Pan. stem pasok + suffix -an = pas'lean, what is fastened with_plug&-
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Modifications at point of contact.—Examples occur among the

derivatives formed of stem with prefix mang-. The following is an as-

sortment of such derivatives collected from the texts :

Prefix mang- +
stem ari;

stem abang:

stem *iguang.

stem *utap:

stem balajf:

stem kugat

:

stem sagap:

stem *tuba:

stem *diman:

mangari (P42), to abandon

mangbang (P43), to navigate ^
maniguang (P42), to open (door, window)

mangutap (P25), deceiver

mamalabalay %P44 )
, one who caresses

mangugat (P44), to warm, to heat

(but mankenkem (P42), to grasp, from kemkem)

managap (P47), to fish with a net

manubatuba (34), medical man
mandim an (5), one who kills

For comparison of the phonetic modifications to be observed in these,

examples ffonTBatan with similar ones in some other dialects I give the

following tabular view:

The 'final sound of prefix mang- in contact ivith the initial sound of stem

mang-
before

—

In Batdn—
1

In Ilokano— ! In Pangasinan—

|

In Tagalog—

a

i

u

m

b

P

k

s

t

d

remains unaltered

and may displace

a

becomes man- 1

remains unaltered

remains unaltered

---

-mav become man--
*

becomes man-

[may become man- or

< form with these

[ mam-

may displace this, or

may become man-

becomes man and

may displace these

fremains mostly un-

\ altered

1 forms with these

J

mam-

displaces this

becomes man and

displaces these -

becomes man and

displaces d fre-

quently

remains unaltered

forms with these

maw-

displaces this

'<

becom efe.?.man and

displaces these

lforms with these

j mam-

displaces this

|becomes man and

1 displaces these

becomes man-
; i

1 According to a rule to'be established in the section on phonology.

Regarding the alternative -forms which this table allows for Pangasinan it

must be remarked that they are not used indiscriminately but that with them

go differences in meaning: for instance man-sombrero and man-kambilan mean

"he who wears a sombrero (hat), a kampilan (saber)/' while manombrero, man-

gampilan mean "he who equips somebody else with a hat, a saber."

To illustrate ultimately the variety of forms which the elements of

word building demonstrated are capable of producing and" fo give at

the same time an idea of the richness in forms which the Batan dialect

with all its- ethnological insignificance can boast of, I present in the
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following lists a selection of derivative forms taken from the texts.

Their structure is explained by ciphers for which this is the key

:

St. "stem
.

S. part of stem or modified stem

Pr. prefix

I. infix

PIr. infix in prefix.

Sit. stem with infix

Sub, suffix

A. accretion of sound
' merged or ejected sound

The stems are in bold type. The components of each form are separated by

hyphens; dissyllabic ( compound ) affixes are, however, not dissolved. In some

cases the translation may not be quite exact being founded only on the meaning

of the "same stem or root in other dialects.

A selection of derivative forms used in word building

AFFIXATION

Cipher Form English equivalent

[ma-May (4) alive

fca-tanoy (8) patience

Pr. St. <racm#-anak (4) son, child

.
— i-turug C3) gift, grant, assignation

l^w-unot (3) follower, to follow

( machi-j>'cha.g (30)
Pr. S. hcha-Vkel (34)

[icha-ng*dit (34)

object of repentance (stem bakel)

PIr. St. jm-in-i-rua. (4)

Im-m-at-badiu (19)

arisen (from death)

converted

[b-m-obun (4) buried
Sit. <b-m-ata (5) what has been promised

U-im-anis (5) one who weeps, to weep

Silt. t-wm-m-ao (4)
one who has become man, has

taken flesh

sirt. g-um-in-'tin (4) one who has descended (stem

i-
gatinl)

sirt. Sub. s-um-in-it'n-an (
(

6
)"~

~J commenced

St. Sub.*
jlaung-cm (3) object of saving, freeing

lunut-ew (3) object of following, obeying
St. A. Sub. anib-M-en (3) object of venerating

S. Sub. anug'd-e?i (4) object of believing* (stem anugid)

Pr. St. Sub. (pa-si&it-en (34)

I 7cd-busoy-ar& ( 3

)

object of directing

( totality of) enemies

Pr. S. Sub. jmaka-'s'g-en (33)

lfca-bak'1-cm (18) stem bakel
-

i ka-pacM'SLg&j) (4) communion (of saints)

Pr. Pr. St.
1 77iaka-pachi-&&axn ( 5

)

one whorthy of being granted^

something

* fcd-fca-pogo (6) tithes

Pr. Pr. S. ka-pachi-v'sok (29)

Pr. Pr. Pr. S. A. maka-pa-ma-'vi-ng (4) potent (stem ari)

Pr. Pr. St. Sub. i ka-mang-8Lnakz a?i (5)

\ ka-ka-unuhg-an (13)

children, offspring

memory, commemoration

Pr. Pr. Pr. St. Sub. pachi-pa-i-pBLtul-an (37)

Pr. S. Sub. A. Sub. pa-sek'd-an-g-en (31) stem sekad

Pr^Pr. S. Sub. Sub. pi-pa- 's'g- en- en (33)

( ch-in-a-mang-dJia.'k (4)

I m-in-ai-pafca-yapo (4)

born

PIr. Pr. St. (approximately) the cause hav-

ing been ... j

PIr. St. Sub. p-in-aka-ysij)U-an (13) (approximately) origin |

PIr. S. Sub. p-in-a-'s'k-an (4) what has been nailed, crucified
\
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A selection of derivative forms used in word building—Continued

AFFIXATION AND REDUPLICATION

Cipher

Pr. St. St.

Pr. S. St.

Pr. S. S.

Pr. Pr. S. St.

Pr. Pr. Pr. St. St.

Pr. Pr. Pr. S. St.

SI. St.

SII. St.

SI. XT. St. Sub.

St. St. Sub.

St. St. A. Sub.

S. St. Sub.

S. S. A. Sub.

Pr. S. St. Sub.

PIr. S. St.

Pr. Pr. S. Pr. St. A. Sub.

Form

fca-sul-sul (33)

f^a-ha-bakes (3)

fca-'r-arao (3)

[maw-'uba-tuba (34)

fca-p'no-p'no (35)

k ma-m'no-p'no (37)

[
mt-c7ia-loko'-lokoi ( P42)

l7ca-pac7ii-agu' -aguk (32)

mafca-pa-£-tuba-tuba (38)

ma-pa-i-seka'-sekar (4)

j
m-m-'age-'bagey ( 23)

U-m-i-biay (21)

r-wm-i?i-a-rayao (15)

m-in-ek-ke-buek-en (32)

puen-puen-e?i (9)

tuba-tuba-gr-en (38)
j

da-dabung-<m (P42)
|

nak-nak'm-tt-en, (30) !

i

ma-- si-asi-en (5)
|

l/ca-'dd-addao-en (37)

ra-m-afca-rragi-rragit (36) \

pa-pi-TTU-pi-TTUSL-g-en (18)
j

English equivalent

women ^

every day

physician

stem : lb. pa?mu, II. punno, Tag.

puno, full

to droop the head on the breast

prayer

sanative

to judge

(contracted from : minabacicba-

:gey?)

one preserved in life

object of correcting

object of healing

humble bee, wasp

object of remembering (stem

nakem)

merciful

stem adddo, love

having sinned

what is repeated ( radical stem

rua)

—This list gives an idea of the store of affixes which the dialect has at

its command and of the mechanism of their employment. There is not

one among these affixes which does not occur also in other dialects ; all

are taken from a treasure owned in common by the whole group, though

the use of one or the other may have been neglected in certain dialects

and thus been forgotten by them in course of time. Compare in this

respect the occurrence of prefix mi- in the table given previously.

I dedicate the next section to a closer examination of three of these

affixes which are singularly^characteristic of Philippine speech. For the

present it remains to make~1a few general remarks on the significant

import which affixes have for the word forms created with their help.

COMPLEX SIGNIFICANCE OF DERIVATIVES

The stem furnishes the fundamental idea. This may be something

concrete—e. g., Batan bagay, house—or something abstract and vaguely

alluded to—e. g., Tag. losing, idea of intoxication—interpretable as

referring to the state, the action, the person, or the habit; or the stem

may be a tone-imitative word such as 1^ take to be, for instance, Tag.

birbir, reel, which pictures the whirring of that instrument. To render

such ideas more definite, or to extend pr otherwise modify them is the
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office of the affixes. Speaking generally, these predicate a being, state,

or action, designate an agent, a place, indicate a temporal relation or
a modality of an action, refer the idea of the stem to an object or a
person, etc. Tims from above stems arise: Jca-bagay-an, group of houses;
l-um-asing, to make another drunk; ka-birbir, a roll. To take an exam-
ple from Batan which, with a variation in the vowel of the suffix,

- repeats itself in a great number of dialects (cf. WL 78) :

Radical stem lean, undefined representation of eating+ suffix -en referring to an
object zzzlcanen, food. Causative prefix pa+ same root+ same suffix = pakanen,
what te fed—pakanen u mapteng (8) object of feeding [be] the hungry.

With the accumulation of affixes attached to a stem the complex of

ideas covered by the ensuing expression increases proportionately. In
attempting to translate such a heavily loaded vehicle of meaning we
may happily find a, word that just covers it, often, however, especially if

one wished to do justice to all its component parts in strict etymology,
the sense could be rendered only by paraphrase. • '

In the concluding passage of the Batan Salve regina (Hail holy queen), tanu
makapachidaam kami du binata ni Jesu Christo (5) (that we may be. worthy
of the promises of Christ), the words tanu makapachidaam kami are translated r

very appropriately, "that worthy [be] we." The analysis of makapachidaam
gives, however

—

Stem *daam, idea of granting favoring (kadadaam (8), munificence; mandaam
(17), to take care of, to protect)

;

Prefix pachi- = causative form of machi-. The primary meaning of machi- is "to
be desirous;" an accepted meaning of it is the same as in Ibanag and Ilokano,
"to participate in something," consequently pachi — to cause or give inducement
to a participation;

Prefix maka- predicates the existence of a capacity.

Connecting these meanings we find makapachidaam to signify capable [to]

cause [a] participation [in
J favors, a somewhat roundabout but logically clear

equivalent of our "worthy." To express this quality as already attained infix -in-

would be added: minakapachidaam.

The character which the words formed by affixation have as parts of

speech is variable.

Prolix ma-, indicating generally existence, gives in Tagalog with stem

init (heat) the derivative mainit.
....

This expression is by itself alone a

complete predication—"there exists heat/' "it is hot/' In mainit ang
tubig (the water is hot) and tubig na mainit (water that is hot; hot

water) the employment given to mainit corresponds with that of an

adjective of ours. Again in llainit (name of a locality with a hot

spring) it is denominative of a place. —



Chapter IV

THE DERIVATIVES WITH i-, -in, -an

NATURE AND EMPLOYMENT

From among the great variety of Batan derivatives presented in the

last section may be selected for a more detailed examination three which

belong to those' most frequently used and which are at the same time

fundamental for a number of other combinations; they are those formed

of a stem with prefix i-,. suffix -en, or suffix -an.

For dialectic variations of suffix -en see the comparative tahle of fifteen common
affixes given in the last section. Whenever spoken of as common Philippine

- property it shall here be referred to in its Tagalog* form -in.

There exist ill Philippine dialects mam' words which show in their

complex of sounds, and in proper position, a syllable corresponding with

and interpretable as one of these affixes, words which, on being broken

up accordingly, give radicals that are unknown to present speech, or

which at least appeal no longer readily to the understanding of the

speakers. With such oldest derivatives I am not here concerned. I wish

to regard the peculiar activity displayed by the affixes mentioned in such

stems as are either current as separate words, or conserve at all events

their significant energy by figuring as ground forms in which affixes of

various kinds may relieve each other to suit the momentary requirements

of the speech.

Among the various affixes taking part in this molding at will of the

-signification of stems it is especially the play of the three affixes men-

tioned that has been perfected by Philippine dialects into a sort of

system very characteristic for the group. II. C. von der Gabelentz, on

recognizing the same feature in Favorlang Formosan, says that the

Philippine dialects are distinguished by it from all other languages of

the same stock with the sole exception of Malagasy.

The derivatives formed with i-, -in, and -an present themselves to our

grammatical conception under a character that varies with the different

translations which certain of them ^re-si^ceptible of being given. Words

like—

ibatfui, man from Batan timbasm, church

ibanag, man from Banag sasabungan, cock

correspond plainly to our category of nouns. Forms like Tagalog

—

hikain, asthmatic magalitin, quarreler, quarrelsome

110 --...-



the derivatives with i-, -in, -an. Ill

may be classed as nouns substantive or adjective according to

translation. Such derivatives I will discard from my immediate ob-

servation. They are mentioned here chiefly in order to indicate the

extension of the bounds which the language itself gives to .the employ-

ment of the three affixes in question. I confine the examination of the

latter to what is their most interesting office—i. e., to that which makes

them enter into the formation of expressions indicative of an action,

expressions "sui generis/" in translating which we generally have re-

course to verbs for want of exactly corresponding grammatical forms.

Needless to say that such translation alone does not yet make them

verbs.

It is to characterize principally this emplojanent of the i-, -in, and -an

derivatives that P. Francisco de San Josef says in his Arte y reglas de

la lengua tagala (1610) : "The whole mechanism of this language turns

principally on these three" passives,- as we call them/ and therefore he

~who is Avell informed and founded in them is practically master of the

language/' a judgment that may be extended to Philippine dialects in

general.

The following is a brief exposition of what I conceive to be the nature

of the derivatives under examination in their specific aspect as quasi

verbs.

To obtain a better survey I distinguish whether the action they ex-

press is indicated in the stem or not.

a. action indicated in the stem

The stem may denote an action openly or by interpretation. Batan

ancjaij, idea "of going, Tag. hanap, idea of searching, seem to have only

an active meaning; Tag. laka-s, force, Bis. buhat, work, may mean, and

are translated in the vocabularies as meaning, both the force, the work

and to force, to work. In theTform of such words there is nothing

making. them either nouns or verbs, quite as little as—for illustration, not

for coordination—in the English words "force/' "work/' if taken by them-

selves alone. Still, if Jakas, buhat, do not give their idea expressly as'

an action, they at all events cover that acceptation. Now, if we take

the English words just -mentioned as verbs, or, for that matter, if we

take any English active verb, it signifies in its purely verbal character

only the particular action by itself ; that is, to the exclusion of all sub-

stantial elements concerned in the action save the agent who is, in

proper cases, marked in the second nird^ third persons singular by

suffixed -est and -s (-ex), respectively. The Philippine radical word,

when developed into a -deri-vative through the attachment of one of the

three affixes i-, -in or -an, has an entirely different expressiveness. It

associates through such affix with the meaning of the stem a reference

1 Note the reluctance in bestowing this designation.
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to one of the objects grouped around the action in the precise manner

shown in the following example. Given the action expressed by English

"to search" (Tag. hanap)—
We say, "Search for your book." 1 The Filipino says—

Ang iyong aklat ang hanapin. mo.

The your book [be] the search-object yours.

We say, "Search with this candle. 5 ' 1 The Filipino says

—

Itong kandila ang ihahdnap' mo.
This candle [be] the searching-instrument yours.

We say, "Search in the chamber.m The Filipino says-

—

Ang silid ang handp&n mo.
The chamber [be] the searching-place yours.

Accordingly the sentence "Search for thy book with the candle in the

chamber" can, theoretically speaking, be turned in a Philippine dialect in

three different ways, according to the emphasis one desires to give to

one or the other of the three things concurring in the action

—

object,

instrument, place—referred to, asrmay be seen in above examples, by

the affixes -in, i-, and" -an, respectively. For instance, in Tagalog:

Ang aklat q/y hanapin mo n itong Tcandila sa

The book is-that-which-be-the search-object yours \yfth-this candle in.

Sllid.

chamber.

saItong Tcandila ay -'ilia-nap mo : nang- aklat

This candle is-that-which-be-the \searehing-instruruent yours for-the book in

silid.

chamber.
,

Ang silid ay hanapin mo nang aklal nilong

The chamber is-that-which-be-the searching-place yours of-the book with -this

Tcandila.

candle.

To give cause for the employment of one of these affixes the topic

referred to must necessarily be determinate or emphasized. In cases

where the weight of the sentence rests on the agent the latter would be

marked at the stem of the predicative word by- an affix ad hoc. In

Tagalog this might be—subject to other considerations—for instance,

urn- or mag- ; as in "I am searching for some book"

:

Ilmnahdnap ako nang hang aklat.

Searcfrer (am) I of _ a book.

- 1 Accentuating "book, ''""ca-ndte^'^'chamberT—respectively. For "laindpan jnif/lianap/in

would perhaps be better. See Tota-ii£s-4-p. 33) and Minguella (p. 10S), from which authors

these examples are taken.
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If one examines the three derivatives in the example first quoted as

to the role they play as. parts of speech, one can not fail to become con-

vinced of their nominalcharacter, a character clearly imparted to their

(in meaning) verbal stem by the affixes i-, -in, -an.

In the derivatives here characterized there can be expressed through
additional affixes -or through reduplication different' modalities of the

action as also a relation to time, which latter will occupy us hereafter.

It mtist further be remarked that not all stems denoting action of some
kind may, like the one above exemplified, take either of the three affixes

in question, many being open to one or two of them only. This depends
upon the nature of the action expressed in the stem being in harmony
with the verbal force of each affix, as it will presently become apparent.

B. ACTION NOT INDICATED IN- THE STEM

Distinguished from the derivatives above described, by the different

—

r

significance of the radical word, are those which express radice not an
action but an object, or which have as stem a pronoun or a form-word.

Here the three affixes reveal themselves as possessing also a verbal force

besides the noun-forming character shown under "A". Examples

:

Ilk. igayang mo ! This imperative by prefix i- points away to some
object understood as being in sight and summons a movement or action

away towards that object to be executed with the instrument gayang,

i. e., spear ; it refers then back to the person spoken to by mo, the relative

form of the pronoun for the second person singular, connecting thus

this person with the object and action previously indicated. In virtue

of the vague comprehensiveness of prefix i- this imperative may be in-

terpreted by any such translation as the following: There is an object,

an aim, a motive, for your spear throwing. Instrument of your action

with regard to the object in sight be the spear. Throw your spear, or

spear be thrown by you, at yonder object. "Spear" that object there,
^ "

etc.

Tag. palaholm mo itong Jcahoy. This imperative by suffix -in points

to a near-by object designated as itong kalioy, this timber, and summons
an action on this subject with the^iiistrument called palaJcolj i. e,, ax.

Both object and action referred to by -in are connected with the person

spoken to by mo as in the previous example. Possible translations:

Here this timber be the object of your hewing with the ax, or of your

"axing/' Belabor this timber with the ax. "Ax" this timber, etc.

Ilk. pagay&k to daiioy talon (pagay&k contracted from pagay&n h (o) ).

This statement refers by suffix -an to a certain field, daitojjAalon, this

field, as a place for the planT called pagay, rice, suggesting at the same

time the action of planting the rice. Object and action are connected

with the speaker by h, the mutilated relative form of the pronoun for the

first person singular ho; futurity of the action is indicated by the particle

to. Possible translations: This field is the place where rice will be

56896 8
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planted by me. This field will be my rice planting place. I shall plant

rice in this field, etc,

A comparison of these exanrpies with those. /given under "A" shows

that, while there the three affixes i-,.^ -in, -an added; a nominal character

to a verbal stem, the present examples, reveal "for : the same affixes a

verbal force in the case of nominal stems. From this may be gathered,

firstly, the peculiar, force of the affixes; secondly, the double nature,

nominal and verbal, of the derivatives. The nominal character of

these is accentuated by the fact that they are in proper cases used with

the same form of the pronoun which serves as the possessive, and with

the article, as shown in the examples. Their verbal character, on the

other hand, is confirmed by the circumstance that a temporal relation

can be expressed by them as will be fiilly
:
41kistrated hereafter.

Turning here once more for illustration, not-fcr exact comparison, to English

verbs, these too combine, as is well known, in their participial forms the verbal

nature with a nominal one, for which reason the derivatives here reviewed, if

put in the perfect, closely resemble English past participles, by which they are in

fact often very exactly rendered.

To instance the force of one of the affixes by a case where, the stem

being a pronoun, the affix furnishes openly both the nominal and verbal

character, I j^ive,. as an example, the sentence "1 take this as my own,"

as follows

:

Pan. akonVin il) ko {2) ini {

'

6) my (2) object-of-mine-making(1) [is] this (3)

Here the stem aJcon, meaning "mine," receives through affix -un

( = Tag. -in) the signification both of "to make mine" and of "the

object of mine-making."

To epitomize what has been said in explaining the significant force

of the three affixes in the examples under A and B, the three examples

given under A

—

iliahanap, lianapm, haudp&n—show the objective or

nominal force of the affixes specialized as follows:

i- the instrument of the action

-in the object of the action

-an the place of the action

,
The three examples under B, igayang, paJakolm, pagay&n show the

active or verbal force of the same affixes qualified to denote

—

i- action toward a place (motion)

-in action upon a contiguous object

-an action at a place

The Spanish grammarians, reviewing long arrays of' examples, bring

them under the following heads : actio ad extra (;L)., actio ad intra (-in),

actio ad locum sive ad personam (-an).

In" the preceding a general idea lias been given by grossly sensuous

examples of the typical significance of the i-, -in, -an derivatives as

imparted to them by those affixes. The language employs the significant
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force of the latter very largely in metaphorical speech of a peculiarly

idiomatic nature whereby the general meaning of each affix above ex-

posed is specialized or impressed with one or more secondary senses.

In this enlarged sphere of employment the distinction between instru-

ment, object, and place of the action is no longer so easily made, or

sometimes becomes obliterated. Ilokano, for instance, makes concern-

ing the act of drinking water, inum, the following distinctions: (1)

mwnan, the vessel from which one drinks; (2) inumen, the water

drunk; (3) iinum, that which, according to Filipino custom, is taken

along with the water, some sweetmeat, as instrument or means to stim-

ulate the desire for drinking. In the same dialect the imperative

"light the candle" may be rendered just as well by gangateri ti candela

as by igangatjti candela, which is due,, according to P. Lopez (Gram.

Ilk., p. 186) to the mode of signifying of the stem.

Schuchardt (Kreolische Studien V, p. 21) has in this connection, the following:

"It is true, however, that the conception of the Tagalogs deviates frequently

from ours "so that something appears to them, for instance, as the place of an

action which to us is its object; or it may also-be that, the original conceptual

distinctions [instrument, objects—place] not being felt any longer with equal

vividness, the reciprocal delimitation of the respective forms became deranged

through influences of various kinds." In alluding here to the conception of

"place" and "object" the author refers doubtless to such examples as Tag. ardlan

mo siya, freely translated "instruct him," where the person to be instructed and

referred to by siya (he) would seem to be looked upon as the place at which
the instruction is performed: "instructing-place yours [be] he." I have looked

upon it myself that way (Nabaloi Dialect, p. 127, footnote 2), but have since

come to doubt if we are justified in imputing to the Filipinos this conception.

I have given above the meaning for -an and for the other two affixes solely as

resulting from the examples produced, which might be multiplied, it is true, by

a great many others, all coinciding in the same three significations, instrument,

object, place. There appear to me, however, to be indications that "place" is

already an interpretation of a more general sense of -an, of something like "exten-

sion, or dilatation+ object" and "superficial nontransforming action," which would

give room for another interpretation, collateral with "place," as applied in above

example of ardlan and many other similar ones.1 I recall here that in singling

out for examination such derivatives with i-, -in, -an, which indicate an action I

make a distinction not made by the language itself which does not formally

separate noun from verb. At liberty, therefore, to turn freely to any other

derivative with -an I find for instance in Ilokano sanga habitG&Ti (from Span.

habit o) , a sacerdotal gown including all paraphernalia as scapulary, etc. \ sanga

asaod&n, a married couple (from asdoa, spouse), and other similar examples, to

which the sense of "place" can not be accommodated but only that of "extension"

of the radical idea produced by -an and to be interpreted here, with P. Lopez

(p. 179), as "unit." In other cases, again, a secondary sense for -an of "embodi-

ment" suggests itself, etc. Similarly for prefix i- the general" sense of "motion"

must be claimed, with "instrument" as a very frequent, through not its exclusive,

interpretation resulting from its application to objects. 2

1 On the use of an as preposition in Malagasy and Melanesian see Codrington, p. 162.

- Cf. Codrington pp. 91, 146; i- largely used as prefix with instruments in Melanesian.
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The idiomatic use of the three classes of derivatives is best illus-

trated by examples and in the impossibility of following each dialect

into all the various shades of their employment there is given in the

following only a selection of typical examples from a representative

number of dialects which will suffice to show the similarity in use of

the ^affixes in real and metaphorical sense. Batan is represented by

examples taken from the texts proving its accord in this respect with

the dialects compared. As may be observed the grouping of the exam-

ples by different meanings of the affixes produces in some cases some-

what arbitrary results, which is but due to the latitude of possible

interpretations. As far as possible I have given the preference to a

word-for-ivord translation in order to illustrate more forcefully the

peculiarity of these expressions.

PREFIX i-

1. The instrument:

Batan. angu para su ipamalichat nu Dios du nakaragirragit a iaof (16), what
then [is] the means-to-cause-suffering (punishment) of God for-the

sinful men ? ' *

Ibn. ibigdm mu sal id* duppil oye, your instrument-for-wounding that [be]

this "spear; stem bigad, wound.

Ilk. ibiag, means of livelihood, nourishment ; stem b*idg,. life.

Pang, ikadkdd moy 2 cuchillo . ed dumsis na lamesadn, scratching-instrument

yours- [be] -the knife wlth-respect-to dirt -on table*
^

Tag. ang kamdy ang ikuha mo niydn, the hand [be] the instrument-of-taking

yours for-that ; take it with the hand. *

Pan. ibuhat, working-instrument; stem buhat, work.

2. The metaphorical instrument:

Batan. ipalao Ico dimo u pariparinen ko (22), object-of-presenting mine to-you

[are] the works mine.

Ibn. igatang, the means of buying; ilcdn, what is eaten, for instance fish, to

help down the staple food which is rice ; stem lean, eating.

Ilk. igdtang, the means of buying; stem gdtang, to buy.

Pang, iatol moy libro ed silid, object-of-guarding yours- [be] -the book in chamber;

guard the book in the chamber.

Tag. ibigay mo sa akin ang aklat, object-of-giving yours to me [be] the book.

Pan. ikari mo yanang libro, object-of-fetching yours [be] the book.

3. The motive: .

Batan. iai mo dia si banibang asi (P42), motive-of-going yours hither [be] the

chisel there.

Ibn. ikaya-t ku (etym. motive-of-affection mine), I desire it; stem kaya-t,

affection.

Ilk. iay, the object motivating the going; stem ay, idea of coming or going.

Pang, ipuesak koy kaocs ed pila, motive of washing mine- [are] -the clothes at-the

basin. I take the clothes to the basin to wash.

1 sa, relative form of ya, he she, it ; occurs in Pang, and Inb. as so.

- The demonstrative particle i in Ibn. is strengthened by the consonant following it ; in

Pang, it leans to the preceding mo.
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Tag. itatybo mo ako niyaong dayap, motive-of-running yours- [be] I witE-

respeet-to-that lemon, run for me for that lemon; stem takbo, to run.

Pan. ikuha mo ako sing saro nga tubig, motive-of-fetching yours [be] I with-

respect-to-a jugof water.1

suffix -in

1. The object: — ~ -

—

Batan. pariparinen, the object of vv:ork, the work.

Ibn. kagersm, the dirt, object of sweeping. Perfect kinaged; 2 stem kaged,

broom.

Ilk. sagadem dayta root, object-of-sweeping-yours [be] this dirt; sagadem,

from stem sagad, broom+ suffix-en -f pronoun mo.

Pang, karkaren moy dumsis ed lamesadn, object-of-scratehing yours- [be] -the

dirt on the table.

Tag. takbohin mo sa akin yaong dayap, object-of-running yours for me [be]

that lemon; stem takbo, to run.

Pan. buJiaton, the object of work, the work; stem buhat, work.

2. What is transformed:

Bat^n. piripiriten nu padre u hostias (20), object-of-dividing-into-sjmall-pieces of-

the priest [are] the hosts.

Ibn. afug&n, what is converted into lime ; stem afug, lime.

Ilk. talikalaem dayta balitok object-for-transforming-into-a-chain yours [be]

this gold; stem talikald, a chain of gold.

Pang, pilaken koy ayep, object-of-conversion-into-silver mine- [will be] -the live-

stock.

Tag. pakoin mo itong bakal, object-of-transforming-into-nails yours [be] this

iron.

Pan. apugon mo ining bato, object-of-converting-into-lime [be] these stones.

3. What is estimated or accepted as having a certain quality :

Bat&n. ta piagen mo aba u kangey da nu tao du infiemos (28) , for desire thine [is]

not the going theirs of-the men to hell; stem pia good+ suffix (g) en,

what is taken for good= what is desired.

Ibn. idduk&n, what is appreciated; stem iddu-k, appreciation.

Ilk. adu ti inted ko ket bassiten na, much-the-was-gift mine but [it is] object-

estimated-as-little his ; I have given him much but Ire" takes it for little

;

stem bassit little.

Pang, buelaten ko tan, object-estirnated-as-heavy mine that ; I take that for

heavy; stem buelat, idea of henvy.

Tag. anakiiLinip ako, festimated-child yours [be] I; take me as your child;

stem anak, child.

Pan. akonun ko ini 6bject-of-mine-making mine [is this]; I take this as mine;

stem akon, mine.

1 Observe how in this and the preceding example the idea of "to oblige or to favor

somebody" comes to associate itself with the form with i~.

3 In Ibn. as in Pamp. the^Tag. suffix -in sounds -an; that is, it equals in sound the

locative -an. The respective derivatives can be distinguished by the specific mode of

employment given these two suffixes in other dialects as above illustrated, and also by
the fact that in the perfect the locative -an remains while the other drops off. The
coincidence of -an, object, and -an, place, seems to have caused P. Fausto de Cuevas, the

author of "Arte nuevo de la lengua Ybanag" (1824) some difficulty; cf. op. cit., pp. 147,

166, 169, etc.
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suffix -an

1. The place:

Batan. u angaysai da nu nangadiman (16), the place-of-going (destiny) theirs

of-the dead.

Ibn. kegei^n, the place swept; 23er^ee^ kinager&n. (Cf. Ibn. under suffix

-in, 1.)

Ilk. sagddSLm dayta silid, place-of-sweeping yours [be] this chamber; sagadkm,

from stem sdgad, broom + suffix -an+ pronoun mo.

Pang, kdrkarkn moy lamesaan na dumsis, place-of-scratching yours- [be] -the

table with respect to the dirt.

Tag. ang tinaponan nang pingan, what-has-been-the-throwing-away-place of

,

the plate; tinaponan = perfect of tapon&n; tapon, to throw away.

Pan. buhat&n, the place of work.

2. The person receiving something, or favored:

Batan. Imingsai mo iamuen du maragit (3), ob^.ects-of-deli veranee thine [be] wn

with respect to the evil.

Ibn. Uiddukn mu si Juan, object-of-instruction yours [be] John.

Ilk. siirsuro&n. ti di makaammo, receivers-of-instruction [be] the not knowing.

Pang, itdkn mo-ak na kdnen, person-to-be-given yours [be] I with-respect-to-the

/ "~" ~ food; give me to eat; stem itcd, to give, to grant.

Tag. takboh&n mo ako niyaong dayap, person-favored-by-running yours [be]

I with-respect-to-that lemon; stem takbo, to run.

Pan. hipus&n mo ako, "person-favored-by-hushing yours [be] I; don't tell on

me; stem hipus, idea of reserved, retired.

3. The object to "which something is applied:

Batan. bendicion&n mo yamuen (23), objeets-of-blessing yours [be] we; stem

Span, bendicion, blessing.

Ibn. silukn, what is caught in a snare; stem silu, noose.

Ilk. asinkn, what is salted; siZoan, what is caught in a snare; stem silo, snare.

Pang, odlsikkn ira na padre, objects-sprinkled-with-holy-water [are] they of the

padre; stem odlsik, aspergillus.

Tag. talian mo siya, object-of-tying yours [be] he; bind him; stem tali,

ligature.

Pan. apo(/an ninyo ang manga pdnit, objects-of-applying-4i4ne yours [be] the

skins.

The rendering of these examples, like that of previous ones, attempts

to bring out the complex signification of the derivatives under review.

The incongruity of English and Philippine word-forms makes this

attempt, if not hopeless, at least very awkward, giving besides a sem-

blance of inflated speech to what, in reality is a very great conciseness

of expression on the side of Philippine speech. Defective as in this

respect the translation I have chosen must necessarily be, it serves the

purpose of showing also the syntactical value of these derivatives.

They are in the nature of predicative nouns linked fcrHhe noun or

pronoun of which they assert something through the relative force of

the affix. It is true that the idea of transitive action involved in the

derivative creates the logical relation of subject and object; grammat-

ically, however, the sentence can not be after the European plan of
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subject, predicate, object, because these derivatives are not, like our

verbs, the abstract expression of action but complicated with something

objective. It is as if we could not say "I buy a book/' but only "my
purchase is a book/' or, in the case of emphasized agent, "I am pur-

chaser of a book." ^
I have given an idea of the character of the three-classes of deriv-

atives and shown their employment in Batan as very much in accord

with that given them in Ibanag, Ilokano, Pangasinan, Tagalog, and
Panayan. To these five dialects might have been added with_exa£tly

the same, result Pampangan and Bikol, thus making up the seven prin-

cipal languages of the Philippines. The interesting question how these

characteristic word-forms present themselves in the \ less cultured dia-

lects I do not feel myself as yet in a position to approach in a compre-

hensive manner, and turn now to a consideration of the mode in which

Batan expresses in the three classes of derivatives a temporal relation.

In using for this the term "tense" it is hardly necessary to recall what
has been said on the difference between our verbs and the word-forms

here under consideration.

TENSE

Reviewing the ways and means by which the temporal relation is

generally expressed in Philippine dialects it will be found that this is

done in three distinct ways, all of which may be found represented in

one and the same dialect

:

First, by the use of the temporally indefinite form, as employed for

the imperative, which is accepted to indicate the present or the future

and is complemented if necessary by a separate word specifying,, the

time. Pan. ano ang ibuhat mo sanaf? wliat the working-instrument

yours for that? with what will you do that? 1 Inb. undao ah ncem

Jcabuasan, go I when to-morrow; I shall go to-morrow.

Second, by using the indefinite form in connection with a particle

having for office to indicate the perfect or the future, and tending-to

become an affix: Ilk. agbuteng ah to (agbutengahto) , be afraid I shall,

I shall be. afraid ; to= particle of futurity; agbuteng to (agbutengto)

be afraid [he] will, he will be afraid.
2

Bag. seh-han mighimo, I do

;

preterit, seh-han mighimo den ; future, seh-han mighimo pa.
3

Third, by indicating the temporal relation by modifying the body

of the predicative word itself through attachment of proper particles,

1 This and the following examples are selected at ramdom to illustrate each case, but
not to typify the dialects they are taken from ; they are typical in general.

'-Modern Ilokano orthography joins the pronoun and the particle to the predicative
word, but only in the case of the third person singular does the particle reach the
stem, since here the person is not expressed.

:i In Tiruray the sign of the future tense is the particle fo which I suspect to be a

dialectic variation of pa though this becomes also fe in Tiruray. Compare "four" Tag.
apat, Tir. efot. A further variation of the same particle might then be Moro-Magindanau
"bu, which likewise indicates the future.
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through reduplication of the first syllable of the stem, or through both

:

Batan n&diman hanu binobun (4), died and was buried. Tag; 1 stem

tulog, sleep; imperative, matulog; future, matatulog; perfect, n&tulog;

present, n&tMtulog.

Of the tense-indicating signs (particles, affixes, reduplication) na and

in of the perfect will probably be found to be extant in all dialects,

which would indicate their use as dating from a time anterior to the

splitting and subsequent separate development of these tongues. Others,

especially those declaring future and present, belong only to one or to

a limited numberdP dialects, and may, therefore, be assumed to be younger

in office. Taking all together they do not serve exclusively to indicate

tense but have besides, like the auxiliary verbs of European eonjuga- <

tions, other significations, reviewing which we may form a judgment

as to the idea underlying the formation of tenses in Philippine speech.

Taking, for instance, the reduplication of the first syllable and the

particle pa, both used for marking the future, and again the particle

or affix na and the infix (or prefix) in, both denoting the past, it could

be shown, by exposing their operation in general through examples and

commentaries too lengthy to be given here, that the first two do not

originally indicate futurity as something detached from the present

but as something developing out of and stretching away from it;

and that likewise the latter two do not immediately look away into a

bygone time but again regard the present as a completion or a

product. 1 Eeduplication in general means originally repetition, con-

tinuance, further development, the particle pa similarly continuance,

extension, transition;2 na, an emphatic demonstrative, covers the sense

of our "already" and infixWn denotes completedness.

1 will now ascertain by which of the ways and means, here outlined

the Batan dialect and some of its sister languages express the temporal

relation in the three derivatives introduced in the preceding section, with

a view to forming a judgment as to their comparative grammatical

development in this precise respect.

:. To this end Batan may be confronted with Ibanag, Ilokano, Panga-

sinan, Tagalog, and Panayan; that is, with the same group of dialects

taken into consideration when examining the mode of employment of the

derivatives. This group, which covers a longitudinal section extending

from the extreme north down to the center of the Archipelago, will serve

to bring out in the comparison some typical traits that may be found

useful in determining the character of the corresponding forms in other

dialects.

X I therefore prefer to speak of a perfect tense, not of a preterit as it is usually

called. Present perfect would in many cases be the most appropriate term.
2 On the same conception of transition or development is founded the German future

tense, "ich werde sehen," I shall see, was originally "ich werde sehend," I become a
seeing one.
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To make the comparison at all practicable and to set forth clearly the

main points at issue the comparison is confined to the three fundamental

tenses, presents-perfect, future, which are in the greater part of the

dialects the only ones succinctly expressed, and in selecting the paradigms

the following criteria are observed: First, derivatives in their simplest

possible form of stem + one affix ; second, stems with a consonant for

initial sound, which means as & rule that affix in of the perfect appears

as an infix and not, as with stems beginning with a vowel, as a prefix
;

third, stems least subject to the modifications which some undergo in

the formation r of .tenses from purely phonetic causes. For the five

dialects to be compared with Batan I take such . paradigms from the

n
WOi:ks of the Spanish grammarians. In the absence of a like source for

Batan itself the following will serve to establish the required forms.

For a general idea of the Batan tenses we have the seven lines of

introduction to the syntax reproduced by Retana from the fragment of

a grammar of that dialect which just cover the point

:

"Before all it must be known that in this language as well the verbs as the

derivatives of verbs, or abstracts, have not more than two tenses—viz, present

and preterit—-both in the active and passive voice, and only from the context

or from some added particle will it be known whether it is the future or the

imperfect."

The Batan catechism furnishes ample opportunity to establish the

tenses of the three derivatives to be compared.

The present is simply the derivative by itself: anugden ho pa si

Jesus Christo (4), object of my believing [is] further Jesus Christ;

imu pachiaguaguhsm namuen (5), thou [art] the one to whom we pray;

ipalao ho dimo u paripariiien ho (22), offering mine to you [are] the

works mine.

The perfect is formed

:

I. In those with -an by putting in before the first yowr
el of the stem

:

angay&n, wrhither one goes (or comes) ; mangayaxi (15), whither one

has gone (or whence come), unut&n. (17)., whom one follows; inunutaii

(28), whom one has followed. *pash&n, what is fixed with plugs;

pinashsai du Cruz (15), crucified.

II and III. In the derivatives with -en and i- as such I find no tense

expressed. There exist, however, forms which have to be regarded as

representing their perfect. These present themselves without distinction

for both classes as a combination- of the bare stem with affix in placed

before its first vowel

:
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Present Perfect

daua tuminnao ta adidien na yatin du inadidi mo yakin, you have saved me;.

minakadiman na (15), therefore he

became man that he might save us

through his death;

batagen na du Dios ta pqpirrupirruagen tanu makapacliidaam kami du binata

na pa aba u machigatos (18), he ni Jesa Christo (5), that we may be

promises God that he will return no worthy of the promises of Christ;

more. to take part in sin (not to sin

again);

pasiditen mo na diakin u mata mo auri a pinasidit mo kaichoa ""di ;8. Pedro

a masisien . . . , direct on me the (26), which you have directed before

eyes thine those compassionate . . . ; on Saint Peter;

ichasi mo na yakin (12), have pity, chinasi ako nu Dios (12), I have been

pray, with me; pitied by God;

ihnbun u 'nadiman(9), to bury the dead nadiman kanu binobun (4), died and

(temporally undefined)
;

was buried;

ipalao Jco dimo u pariparinen ko, my mamagemages kami dimo du atabu d

offering to you are my works; pinalao mo diamuen (23), thanks- -

givers are we to you for all your gifts

to us

;

As will be seen the forms inadidi, binata, pinasidit, chinasi, binobun,

pinalao bear no sign that would connect them-—at least not as specimens

of two distinct classes—the first three with the -en derivatives, the last

three with the i- derivatives. By their structure as wr
ell as by the sense

imparted to them through the infix they are coordinate to such denomina-

tives as Batan biniay, animal (stem biay, life : biayen, object of animating,

invigorating/ tinay, bowels; Tag. sinaimfr bojl'ed rice (stemr^aing^Jfe^-

boiL rice), smulid, thread (stem sulir, to spin),rand- many others best

likened to our past participles.

To show how the future is expressed one example may suffice. I

quote the well-known passage from the Apostles' Creed, "from thence

He shall come to judge the living and the dead, makaiapo anchua dau as

Jcaye na dia a mapaiselcasekar su mangabiay as kann nangadiman (4).

Translating this as closely as possible I get, "sallying forth hereafter from

there and going his hither to judge the living and the dead/' wherein the

futurity of the advent is expressed by the word anchua "hereafter/* and,

perhaps, also by the peculiar breaking up of the action into "to sally

-forth" and "to come." But neither here nor anywhere else Jn the

catechism do I find future tense expressed either by a special form of

the predicative word or by a particle specially set aside for that purpose.

To compare the mode of indicating temporal relation here found in

the Batan dialect with that of the five dialects previously specified, I have

prepared a tabular view, comprising all three, classes of derivatives, which

will be found inserted at the end of the present section and should be

1 The possession by the dialect of such a word as biniay for animal, meaning "what
has become animated," which I have not found in other dialects, speaks well for the

mental development of the people who coined it.
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unfolded at this point. It gives the corresponding tense forms for each

class grouped together so as to afford a picture of their comparative

development in the dialects under review. At the top of each class is

found Batan, representing the northern extremity of the group, at the

bottom, Panayan, the southernmost of the dialects compared, between

them the other dialects in their geographical order with the exception of

Paagasinan which, though situated south of Ilokano must be placed in

this view with Ibanag and Batan.

The salient point of the comparison is discovered at the first glance

—

a development of tense-forms gradually increasing from the north towards

the center of the Archipelago—at one end Batan, representing a relatively

rudimentary stage, at the other Panayan, losing itself, seemingly, in an

abundance of alternative forms. Of the six dialects compared only,

Tagalog and Panayan have developed a distinct present tense, both

uniformly by combining in one form the sign of the perfect (infix in)

with that of the future (reduplication of the first syllable) or, to express

this in other words, by a combination of the already productive action

with the one still developing. But of these two grammatically most-

advanced dialects only Tagalog has to show/a future furnishing a base

for this combination; that is, a form where reduplication is really used

as the distinctive mark of futurity. Panayan, on the contrary, would

seem to remain with this tense on the stage of the northern dialects; i. e.,

future "= imperative = temporally indefinite form, with the sole excep-

tion of ig&buhat (see under i- derivatives), in which, however, I likewise

fail to discover a special sign indicating futurity.
1

This appears ~to be

an inconsequence on the part of this dialect, since, after seeing reduplica-

tion employed inJts present tense in exactly the same manner as in the

Tagalog present, one expects to find the analogy with Tagalog completed

in the Paifayan future, where reduplication is logically postulated. My
authority for this dialect is P. Lozano (Cursos de lengua Panayana, 1876).

Searching elsewhere for the expected reduplicated future forms I have,

indeed, discovered -sucli for at least two of the three classes of derivatives

in P. Mentrida (Arte de la lengua bisaya-hilfgayna, 1818, edition by. P.

Aparicio, 1894, pp. 72, 80) :

\mbukatnn, a future corresponding to imperative buhatun, and

tvLbuhatem, a future corresponding to imperative buhat&n

suffix -un being the same as -on. For the i- class, however, Mentrida has

no other future forms than thosej^iven in the tables. In this connection

I will add that my sources do not say if the alletnute forms in Panayan

—

to which come still others complicated with affix pa and denoting mostly

plurality of action—are current in one and the same locality or if they

represent subdialectic variations. If the former, they would seem to

!The accretion of soundsJ^> prefix i- (ig, iga) and to prefix or infix in (grin, gina)

is peculiar to Panayan and, with some modification, to other Bisayan dialects.
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accuse this dialect of a certain grammatical unrestraint in the precise

point under examination. Without intimate knowledge of this tongue

it would, however, -fee a presumption to pronounce a judgment in this

respect.

In contrast with Tagalog and Panayan, the four northern dialects

represent in the comparison in so far simpler and therefore perhaps more
primitive, forms of speech as they lack a construct present and, with

the exception of Ilokano, also a construct future, using for the former

the indefinite form and depending on adverbs to declare the latter.

The future in Ilokano merits special attention. In one respect

it approaches those more primitive forms of speech inasmuch as it a9$ls

the sense of futurity to the predicative word by means of a sign taken

from outside—i. e., by the particle to—though this is of course superior

to an adverb as a grammatical mark because it has less independent

significance or, perhaps, none at all. On the other hand, the Ilokano

future form accomplishes more with this outside help than does Tagalog
by modifying the body of the stem itself through reduplication of its

first syllable, the greater achievement of Ilokano consisting in that it

embodies in its future form also the pronoun. Where Tagalog", and
correspondingly also Panayan, says, -for"instance

—

Tag. future-object-of-writing mine, susulatin ko
Pan. future-object-of-working mine, bubuhaton ko

and so forth, with the required pronoun loosely postponed, there Ilokano

incorporates the latter into the predicative word and creates by a contrac-

tion characteristic for its energy one compact word form

:

saplitekto from sapliten ko to object-of-striking-mine-in-future

saplitemto from sapliten mo to object-of-s,triking-yours-in-future

saplitendnto from sapliten na+ n to object-of-striking-his-in-future

and so on, the n before to in the last instance being demanded, according

to P. Lopez, by, reasons of euphony since to suffers no vowel before it.

The dialect goes yet farther and admits into the complex of such forms

also the pronoun expressing the object of action, for instance

:

saplitennakdnto from sapliten na ka-\-fo to, object-of-his-striking-you-will-be

saplitennakamto from sapliten na kaini to objeet-of-his-striking-we-shall-be

where ha and hami (shortened to Jcdnti) stand for "you" and "we." Here
the derivative expands to embrace by means of the suffix to subject,

predicate, object in one form.

Another point to be gathered from the comparison is the different

degree of distinction made in the perfect between derivatives of the i- and

the -in class. This is best shown by the formation of a. special synopsis

for the corresponding forms with adoption of a common stem for all

dialects compared. To this end I take the stem sulat as a dummy and,

respecting its dialectic variations, cause it to assume the identical shape

V





Comparative view of tense forms

DERIVATIVES WITH i-

Dialect Stem Temporally
indefinite form Perfect ~" Future Present

Batan

lb.

Pang.

11.

Tag.

Pan. ^,-w >:4

kasi, pity

tura-k, to write 2

kotkot, to dig

kabil, to put

sulat, to write

buhat, to work

ichasi

itura-k

ikotkot

ikabil

isuldt*

ibuhat *

chinasi

initura-k

inkotkot

inkabil

isinulat

j ibinuhat

t iginbuhat

I
1
)

C
1
)

ikabil ... to

isusulat

[ ibuhat 5

I ig&buhat

<*>

0)

0)

(
3
)

isinusulat

f

iginhubuhat

< iginabuhat

I ibinabuhat

DERIVATIVES WITH -in (-en, -an, -on, -un)

Dialect Stem Temporally
indefinite form Perfect Future Present

Bat£n

lb.

Pang.

11.

Tag.

Pan.

kugat, heat

pusi, to cudgel

taoag, to call

saplit, to cudgel

sulat, to write

tuman, to fulfill

kugaten

pisia.n

taoagen

sapliten

sulatin 4

1

!

tumanon 4
j

chinugat

pints*

tinaoag

sinaplit

sinulat

(
gintuman

\ tinuman

C
1
)

C
1
)

C
1
)

sapliten ... to

susulatin

{ (
6
)

C
1
)

C
1
)

C
1
)

.
<
3
>

sinusulat

f gintutuman

I gin&tuman

I tinutwman

DERIVATIVES WITH -an

Dialect Stem
i

1 Temporally
j

indefinite form
Perfect Future Present

Batan *pasak,7 to nail. pask&n pinaska.n C
1
) C

1
)

lb. tura-k, to write turakkn sinuraksin C
1
) (1)V^

Pang. puesak, to slap clothes in

washing

puesak&n
-

pinesak&n (1) (*)

11. buggo, to lave a part of the bliggo-2tfi binoggo&n binoggoa.n ... to (
3
)

._ body ..._ .

Tag. sulat, to write sulat&n 4 sinulat&n susulata.n sinusulata.n

__JPan. sulat, to write sulata,n 4
;

j sinulat&n

\ ginsiilafsin
{ (

8
)

[
sinusulatsal

I ginasulat&n

1 ginsust<Zatan

1 The indefinite form serves for the Imperative, tLe present and the future. The latter is also indicated by adverbs meaning "here-
after" : Batan anchua, lb. noka, Pang, nadni.

2 English infinitive used to render the sense of the stem which has no grammatical form. _-^,

3 The indefinite form serves for the imperative and the present. In proper cases the imperative is also given a future form.
4 Imperative.
5 Equals imperative.
6 Equals imperative according to P. Lozano. P. Mentrida has oubuhaton.
7 Or pasok.
8 Equals imperative according to P. Lozano. P. Mentrida has besides bubuhat&n. -^
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shown by the perfect form of each •dialect in the general view. The

question whether sulat really exists in Batany and ii} what form, as also

whether all assumed forms are current in each dialect, is irrelevant for the

point I wish to bring oujt. The fact that those forms demonstrate

exactly the typical,form taken in the perfect by stems of similar structure

is sufficient. We then get the following scheme:
L .. .

Perfect forms

Dialect - isulat
sulatin (-en, -an,

-on)
sulat&n

Batan sinulat sinulatBM

. lb. -initura-k sinura-k sinurak&n

11. insurat sinurat sinurat&n

Pang. insulat sinulat sinulat&n

Tag. isinulat sinulat sihulat&n

Pan. — ::zimmilai sinulat sinulat&n

To complete the view I have added the perfect forms corresponding

to the -an class which will be seen to show absolutely the same type in all

dialects. A like uniformity is observed in the -in derivatives, only that

here Batan does not stand on a line with the^ other dialects, but has

but one form both for this and for the i- class. This divergence of

Batan might be regarded as another indication of primitiveness, at all

events it is found also in Pampangan as shown in the following summary

of tense forms from this dialect

:

Class and stem Future (imperative) ^Perfect Present

.

i-. sulat, to write

-in. takal, to measure

-an. sulat, to write

isulat

takal&n

sulatB.n

sinulat

tinakal

siZatanan

i&usulat

tatafcaZan

susulatzn

To this must be added that Pampangan has for i- derivatives, besides the

mode of forming the perfect here shown, another one which consists in chang-

ing the first vowel of the stem into i, the same as may be observed in the perfect

of sulatSLJL above given. Example : sulut, to open with a key etc., forms isulut

and therefrom the perfect silut.



Appendix I

THE APOSTLES' CREED IN BATAN

As a coherent specimen of Batan the Apostles' Creed is here given

literally copied from Retana's edition of the catechism. For greater

ease of comparison it is preceded by the English and Spanish texts and
followed by a repetition of the Batan version interlined with English.

THE APOSTLES5 CREED .
.

. EL CREDO

I believe in God, the Father Almighty, Creo en Dios, Padre todopoderoso,

Creator of heaven and earth; and in Creador del cielo y de la tierra; y en

Jesus Christ, His only Son, our Lord; Jesucristo su iinico Hijo nuestro Sefior,

"\vho was conceived by the Holy Ghost, que fue concebido por obra y gracia del

born of the Virgin Mary, suffered under Espiritu Santo, y nacio de la Virgen
Pontius Pilate, was crucified, died, and Maria

;

* padecio debajo del poder de

was buried. He descended into hell; Poncio Pilato, fue crucificado, muerto
the third day He arose again from the _y_ sepultado ; descendio & los infiernos;

dead; He ascended into heaven, sitteth al tercer dia resucito de entre los muer-
at the right hand of God, the Father—tos; subio a los cielos, y est& sentado a

Almighty; from thence He shall come la diestra de Dios Padre todopoderoso

;

to judge the living and the dead. I desde all! ha de venir a juzgar los

believe in the Holy Ghost, the Holy vivos y los muertos. Creo en el Espi-

Catholic Church, the communion of ritu Santo, La Santa Iglesia Catolica,

Saints, the forgiveness of sins, the res- la comunion de los Santos, el perdon de

urrection of the body, and the life los pecados, la resurreccion de la carne y
everlasting. Amen. la vida perdurable. Amen.

EL CREDO .

---

Mtinganuguir aco du Dios Ama a nacapamaring du atabu; a minang-

amaug du Ganit, canu tana; anugden co pa si Jesus Ghristo, a mabwjbug
a manganac na, Aputa atabu; a tuminao a minay pakaiapo du Espiritu

Santo, chinamanganac ni Santa Maria Virgen a minalichalicliat du

capay nulay sia ni Poncio Pilato, pinascan du Cruz, nadiman, canu

binobun, gumintin du infiernos, du icJiatdona ca arao du minacadiman na

minima a mabiay, tuminogos du Ganit, canu are mindisna dau du canan

nu Dios Ama a macapamaring du atabu; macaiapo anch/ua dau as caj/e

na dia a mapaisecasecar su mangabiay as canu nangadinian: manganuguir

aco pa du Espiritu Santo, canu anugden co pa u Santa Iglesia catolica, u

capachiagap da nu Samntos, 11 ipacaabo su raguit, as capirrua na a

niabiay na ynaoan ta aya, as canu cabiay a maabo aba. Amen Jesus.

126
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COMMENTARY

Manganugir ako du Dios _Ama a nakapamaring du atabu;

Believer
—

' I rel.part. 1 God Father who is mighty rel.part. all;

a minangamaug du Ganit 2 kanu tana; anugden* Hco

who is one who has been creator rel,part. heaven and earth object of belief mine

pa
f

si Jesus Christo, a mabuybug a manganak na, Apu
further (Pers.Art.) Jesus Christ, who is only who is son his, Lord

ta atabu a tuminao a minaipakayapo du Espiritu Santo

our all who is become man that is was cause of origin rel.part. Ghost Holy

chinamanganak ni Santa Maria Virgen, a minalichalichat

born (has been child) of the Holy Mary Virgin, who is one who lias suffered

du kapainiday sia ni Poncio Pilato^ pinaskan

rel part. power Pron. 3. Pers Gen. Pers. Art. Pontius Pilate, has been object
of nailing

du Cruz, nadiman kanu binobun, gumintin du infi&rnos,

rel.part. cross, • dead and — buried descended rel.part. hell,

du ichatdona kaarao du minakadiman na minima a mabiay,

rel.part. third day rel.part. death his returned that is alive,

tuminogos du Ganit kanu are mindisna dan du kanan'6 nu

ascended rel.part. ^heaven and there is sitting there rel.part. right side of the

Dios Ama a makapamaring du atabu; makayapo anehua

God Father who is mighty rel.part. all;" sallying forth hereafter

dau as kaye na dia a mapaisekasekar su mangabiay

there and going his hither that is [to] judge the living (plur.)

, as kanu iiangadiman; manganugir ako pa du Espiritu Santo

'""~and dead (plur.) believer I further rel.part, Ghost Holy

kanu anugden ko pa u Santa Iglesia catolica, u kapachiagap

and object of belief mine further the Holy Church catholic, the community

da nu Sasantos u ipakaabo su ragit ' as ' kdpirrua na a

theirs of the Saints the causing to cease the sin and. resurrection its that is

(forgiveness) ^ _
kabiay a maabo aba.

life that is having end not.

mabiay nu'. indoan .ta aya, as kanu

alive of the body ours this, ' and

Amen Jesus.

Amen Jesus.

1 rel. part. = relative form of demonstrative particle (article) u.

2 Ganit in text misprint for Ganit.

3 kanan from kauanan.
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ON THE UNIFORMITY AND EXTENSION OF ILOKANO

In the introduction to the present paper it was said that there exists

abundant material for the study of. the principal Philippine dialects

spoken by the Christian population. With all, there are some points of

a general nature in which the authors alluded to are, as a rule, not very

explicit, if they touch them at all. Such are the delimitation of the

^territorial extension of those dialects and the question to what degree

they are uniform within such territory.

Considering the elucidation of these points as essential for the proper

appreciation of "each dialect and as helpful for the future demarcation

and classification of still unexplored tongues, I give here a few data con-

cerning the uniformity and the dominion of that important dialect which

extends along the west coast of north Luzon and is the dialect upon which

abut the various tongues spoken in the mountains running parallel to

that coast. I mean Ilokano, or Samtoy as it was called in olden times.

Concerning this dialect Padre Andres Carro, who from 1762 till 1805

was a missionary in Jlokos, has in the preface to the Vocabulario iloco-

espaiiol, of which he was the chief editor, a very interesting and im-

portant paragraph. I give it in extenso and as literally as possible.

Whgri the famous Capitan Juan de Salcedo conquered in the year 1572 this

Province of Ilokos,1 among the idioms and peoples that existed in it, as different

as it is seen even to-day in that fountain chain, the most general was the idiom

Samtoy or better^ Sao mi toy. 2 This name comes, as some will have it, from the

two words sad toy, or, as others pretend, from an ancient pueblo thus called and

the most famous of them all; for which reason our first predecessors, who

accompanied the said conquistador Salcedo, applied themselves to this; and

through their application,- and the traffic and commerce of the natives, which

they had not had before, it came about that it was made common and vulgar

in this whole province which inclosed all the pueblos from Bangi to Agoo, in-

clusive, the same*that speak to the present day the Samtoy idiom. 3 The vulgar

call it lengua ilokana, because thus the indios [natives] called it who in greater

number inhabited tbat country, united in rancherias and small pueblos of 20 or

40 families; that is, Ilokos. Notwithstanding the efficacious diligence of our

predecessors there always remained aggregated (not being able to remedy it)

1 Created with undefined eastern limits at the beginning of the conquest of Luzon, the

Province of Ilokos was divided for better administration of its greatly increased population

in 1818 into two pa,7*tidos or alcalclias mayorcs distinguished as Norte and Sur.

2 sad mi toy- "speech ours this," supposedly an answer to a corresponding question put

by the early Spaniards.

. 3 Agoo is given by Buzeta y Bravo as a town in Pangasinan.
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many terms and expressions of the other suppressed idioms, which [idioms]

would be some ten or twelve in this province alone; wherefrom springs the

confusion and various pronunciation of many of these; for instance, aripa,

aripapd, aripdctp, which all mean one and the same thing (i. e., timidity, shyness),

sabuet, sabat, salbdt, sebbdt, sigldt, salabat, rusngi, kardmot, kaydmut,1 and

many others which will be found dispersed in the body of this vocabulary. But

with all this I have observed that said difference and variation does not hinder

the natives in understanding one another and in the transaction of their prin-

cipal interests the same as there is no obstruction in Spain to traffic which

Gallegos and Maragatos have continuously with Asturianos, Portuguese, and Cas-

tilians because, though they have different dialects among themselves, it costs

them little difficulty to understand each other, as they all descend from the- same

mother tongue.

' * The latter part of this paragraph in alluding to Spanish "different

dialects" mist be taken, I believe, more as an illustration than as an

"exact comparison, since otherwise it is not easily reconciled with the

previous statement that Samtoy became "common and vulgar in the

whole provmceT* At all events the whole description, including the

examples, conveys the idea of a speech diversified only by localisms and

not by different dialects, among which we class, for instance, Pangasinan

and Ibanag in contradistinction to Ilokano.

The above account was written over a hundred years ago. Wishing to

form an exact judgment of the present status of that dialect I have taken

the best course in such a case and consulted the Ilokanos themselves.

Upon my request Governor Joaquin Luna, of La Union Province, had

the courteousness—so characteristic of Filipinos in general, as I may be

permitted to add—to address several prominent Ilokanos on the subject

and to send me their answers. The following are extracts of the letters

received, giving the substance" of their writers' opinions.

Padre M. Dakanay, parish priest of Santa Maria, Ilokos Sur, writes :

The Ilokano dialect is an idiom uniform in all the four provinces where it

is spoken—in Ilokos Norte, Ilokos Sur, Abra", and La Union—a,nd this to such a

degree that an Ilokano from Bangi [the last pueblo m the north] can com-

municate perfectly and without any difficulty with another from -Santo Tomas

[close to the border between Union and Pangasinan 2
]. There are some terms,

it is true, which are current only in one town and not in another farther on, but

these are only localisms, not constituting different dialects. The statement here

made on the uniformity of Ilokano is the fruit of long experience acquired during

my residence in various points of the region under review which enabled me to

observe and study the question in detail. I was born in La Union and after a

residence of thirteen years -in Bigan (Ilokos Sur) I was coadjutor for two and

a half years in Bangued (Abra), eight months in Batak, one month in Nagpartian,

which two towns are in Ilokos Norte: two years each in Agoo, Aringay, and

Baknotan. all in La Union; four months in Santa, six months in Kavayan,

1 The first six of these words are apparently intended to form one set of variable

words, although sigldt has a different meaning; another
1

set" are the last two; rusngi is

not in the vocabulary ~(2". ed. 1888). '

- _____ ,,

-Santo Tomas being a border town there is doubtless a Pangasinan element there, as

appears from information given further on. P. Dakanay speaks of Ilokanos of Santo

Tomas.

56896 9
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and over four years now here in Santa Maria, these three towns in Ilokos

Sur. As priest of the Catholic Church I have been all this time in intimate

contact with the mass of the people. In all parts, in all corners of. the country,

as well in Ilokos Norte as in Ilol?os~]5ur, in Abra as well as in La Union, my
ear never met anything strange because I heard everywhere the same idiom, my
native idiom of La Union, without any difference. In saying this I do not count

as differences those slight variations of intonation or pronunciation and one 01

the other localism.
(

Padre M. Gaerlan., like the foregoing, identified with the destiny of

the whole Ilokos country, expresses himself as follows

:

From the extreme north down to the south of the territory' that harbors the

Ilokano people the Ilokano idiom is used with a uniformity that allows all to

understand one another without any difficulty as well in elevated language as

in vulgar speech. Even some diversity of pronunciation which exists in different

towns and provinces is not such as to obstruct a mutual Tmderstanding. It is

a noteworthy fact, often enough to be observed, that some people or others use,

according to their greater versatility in handling the dialect, profound terms, but

the interrogated person—if it be a case of interrogation—never fails with the

right answer, so that it is evident the question was fully understood ; I refer in

this respect to the Ilokanos of La Union who, being less at home in the idiom,

do not employ many profound terms, yet understand them readily enough and
answer them with full intelligence.

Mr. Candido Gironella., of Kandon (Ilokos Sur), gives the explanation

why the people, of La Union should be less at home in the dialect. To
understand fully the situationJ_t is_ necesMiT. t_Q know that the Province

of La Union is of relatively recent creation. Till the middle of last

century Pangasinan included not only Santo Tomas and San Fernando

but reached up with its last pueblo, Bagnotan, to tli^ vicinity of the

southernmost pueblos of Ilokos Sur—Namakpakan, Balawan, and Bangar.

This northern spur of Pangasinan was segregated from the main body

south of Santo Tomas, as were the three towns, last mentioned from

Ilokos Sur, and of these two _ si ices merged together a new province was-

created in 1850, with the name La Union, which consequently threw

political boundaries around just that stretch of coast land which rep-

resented the junction of two entirely different dialects, Ilokano i and
Pangasinan. Where the exact linguistic divide between the two had
formerly been I do not know. . Given the flat coastal plain dotted with

straggling pueblos along the main road and with dispersed barrios or

groups of houses between the fields, it may never have been very clearly

drawn.

Zuniga, writing 'between 1803 and 1805, brings the divide down to

Santo Tomas when he says

:

The inhabitants of this province [Pangasinan] are of two nationalities. Those
who live in the towns of Baknotan and the following ones [going south] unto
Santo Tomas are of the Ilokano nation; they speak its idiom and in nothing
dift'er from the Ilokano. Those who inhabit the rest of the province

are the true Pangasinan, a nation distinct from the others of the islands, having
their particular idiom which nevertheless resembles all dialects of the Philippines.
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Mr. Gironella, my above-named correspondent, deviates somewhat from

this or maybe he is only more precise, when he writes:

The three Provinces Ilokos Norte, Sur, and Abra have no substantial difference

whatever in their dialects but onlyjan accidental one in their local expressions.

Not so in La Unk>n, because here, before the fusion of those pueblos, there was

spoken Ilokano and Pangasinan, but after the constitution of the« new province

Ilokano predominated, being the speech of Bangar, Namakpakan, and Balawan,

which towns are truly Ilokano. The remainder of the towns were formerly in

Pangasinan and their Ilokano speech is tolerably adulterated, as you may very

well note in the towns of Agoo, Santo Tomas, and Rosario, which still speak both

Ilokano and Pangasinan. And therefrom arises the great difference to be ob-

served between Ilokano as spoken in Ilokos Sur, Norte, Abra and the adulterated

Ilokano of La Union. In the latter province principally the three towns men-

tioned ilokanized the idiom of Pangasinan, and if they speak with an Ilokano who

has no knowledge of Pangasinan they do not understand each other.

Eeviewing the information contained in the letters of my three inform-

ants as here reproduced- it—becomes evident that the Ilokano .^people

living in the four provinces repeatedly mentioned speak a dialect of

marked uniformity. Its greater shallowness in parts of La Union and

the disturbance of its purity at the extreme southern confines of that

province are only phases of its encounter with an adjoining quite different

dialect which it appears to be gradually throwing back.

The dialect under review is, like all forms of human speech, the

faithful reflection of the character of its people. Heavily as Ilokano is

Indebted'Tontl^

forms in grammars, vocabularies, and other works, and to its own native

writers and poets, the primary foundation of its solidity and strength

is the well-known steadiness, energy, and cohesion of its speakers, who

have made their home country, in sp!te~of its unfavorable configuration,

a strong nucleus of Ilokano life. Expanding from this densely popu-

lated country they have carried their speech with them into many other

provinces in which they have settled and founded colonies. This ex-

pansion movement is dwelt upon and described, as singularly character-

istic of the Ilokano people, on page 54 of the Spanish edition of "Census

of the Philippine "Islands," 1903. How in new settlements the Ilokano

dialect supersedes the speech of weaker people may be seen in Eeed,

"Negritos of Zambales," page 28. Itslinfiuence iirjon an adjacent Igorot

dialect has been characterized by. the present writlr in a previous paper

(The Nabaloi Dialect, p. 100).
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ABBREVIATIONS

X

Achin. Aehinese 11. Ilokano

Ar. Arabic It. Itawi

A. S. Anglo-Saxon Jap. Japanese

Bag/ Bagobo Jav. Javanese

Bat. Batta Kal. Kalamian
-

Bkl. Bikol Lat. Latin

Bil. Bilan Lith. Lithuanian

Bis. Bisayan Mai. Malay

Bis. Ceb. Bisayan of Cebfi Mgd. Magindanau
Bis. Hil. Bisayan Hilagayna Mak. Makassar

Bis. Sam.

Bug.

Bisayan of Samar
Bugis

Ml£.

Marq.

Malagasy

Marquesas

Cham. Chamorro NHG. New High German
Eng. English 0. Bulg. Old Bulgarian

Gad. Gaddan Pain]). Pampangan
Goth. Gothic Skt. Sanskrit

Gr. Greek Sund. Sundanese

Haw. Hawaiian Tagak. Tagakaolo

Heb. Hebrew Tag. Tagalog

lb. " Ibanag Tir. Tiruray

I. E. Indo-European —r^og." . Yogad
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• -
. ^

- The absence of labial fricatives is one of the most obvious character-

istics of Malayan phonology as contrasted with Malagasy .and -certain

'groups of the Polynesian languages; compare the following Malayo-

Polynesian words signifying 'fire': Malay dpi, Javanese, Batak, Bugis,

Pampangan api, Dayak, Tagalog, Pangasinan, Ilokano, Magindanau, Ba-

gobo, Chirin (Batanes Islands) apui (or apoi) ; but Malagasy -ufo,

Samoan and Tongan afi; Compare also Malayan batu, 'stone', with Mlg.

vato, Eiji vatu, Samoan and Tongan fa tu, and Malay ampat, 'four', Tag.

apdt, with Mlg. efatra, Samoan, Tongan, Marquesas fa, and Fiji va.

As is seen in the foregoing examples, Malayan p and b become / and

v, respectively, in Malagasy (Mai. api, batu: Mlg. afo, vato), while both

become / in Samoan and Tongan (afi, fatu), and v in Fiji (vatu, va.)

The Polynesian / is further weakened to a mere aspirate h in Hawaiian

and Tahitian, afi becoming alii, and is entirely lost in Earotongan,

original apflyecommg~ai~. The
-

"Clianioffo' language" of "Guam- has -both

f and p; the former regularly representing original p (cf. Cham, guafe,

'fire' with the examples just given, and the Chamorro verbal prefix fa-

with the Philippine prefix pa-), while the latter stands for original b,

cf. Cham pulan, 'moon', pution, 'star', with Malay bidan, Tag. and Bis.

bitwiti and bitoon. - -

While the great majority of the Philippine languages and dialects,

including Tagalog, Bisayan, Pampangan, Pangasinan, Ilokano, and Bikol,

follow the general rule of the Malayan branch of the family and have

neither"/ nor v sounds, some notable exceptions are found at the north-

ern .andisputhern extremities of the Archipelago. The Ibanag (pron.

Ibanak) and its dialects, chief of which are those called Gadjdan, Yogad,

and Itawi, spoken iniihe Provinces .of Ivagayan and Isabela, the lan-

guages of the Bontok and Benguet Igorot, and the Tiruray, Bilan, and

Tagakaolo of southern Mindanao, all possess the surd spirant /, and some

of those of the northern Luzon group have the sonant spirant -.v. It is

quite probable that further data would show other languages containing
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one or both of these sounds, but it is not likely that they will be found

far from the .two regions here named. 1

The surd fricative /.—In the southern group of / languages, viz,

Tiruray, Bilan, and Tagakaolo, the p sound does not exist, but has every-

where been shifted to the corresponding spirant /, e. g., Tir. "fiteu, 'seven',

Bil. and Tagak. fito'
2

(cf. Tag. Bis. Bkl. Pamp. Pang. II. lb. pito or

pitu), Tir. fute* 'white' (cf. Tag. Bis. Bkl. Pamp. Bag. pull, Malay,

Sulu, Magindanau putili, Jav. Sund. Achin. putih, Batak and Dayak
puti, but Nias afwih* Mlg. fotsy), Tir. efot, 'four'; Tagak. ufat, Bilr-

faat (cf. Tag. apat, Bis. apat and upat,-Mal. ampat), Tir..afei, 'fire' (cf.

Tag. etc., apui, supra), Tagak. fag'amfo/^ray' imv. pass. (cf. Bis.

pag'ampo). Foreign words containing the sound of p, when jaken
into any of the three languages of this group, are pronounced as if

^sp_elled__with:_/,_e,_ g., the Spanish names_ Pedro and Policarpio become
Fedru, Fulikarfiu.

While, as we have just seen, original p is entirely supplanted by its

corresponding unvoiced fricative in three languages of southern Minda-
nao, both p and / are found in all the f languages of northern Luzon,

where a remarkable variety of conditions exists, indicative of a tran-

sitional-stage in which labial stops are gradually being weakened to

fricatives. In the southern group / regularly represents an original p,

Malayan b in most instances remaining unchanged, e. g., Tir. bateu,

'stone', ebuk, 'hair'; Tag. and Bis. bato, bolwh; Bilan lib0/ 'hundred';

Tag. and Bis. libo, 'thousand', Mai. ribu, Mlg. arivo; Tagak. bobai} 'fe-

:mW^&emp^ bonga or bunga. Ex-

ceptional is Tir. fenwo, 'village, settlement' r Mai. banua, 'land, country',

1 The letter v appears in a Kalamian word list written in the year 1789 by an Augustinian
friar, Jeronimo de la Virgen de Monserrate, and first published by W. E. Retana in 1896
in his Archivo del Bibli6filo Filipino, Madrid, 1895—1905, Vol. II, pp. 207-224 ; but it

is probable that wherever the author wrote v it was intended to represent the sound of
b or u (vowel or semivowel). The confusion of b, u, and v in Spanish orthography is

well known and was especially common prior to the last century; note the spelling of
Spanish words by the author here cited: Bocabulario; yerva, rivera, nuve, pp. 211, 218,""

and 220, op. cit. Thus the word appearing in the list as catava (husband, wife), is

properly katawa, cf. Tag. and Bis. asawa. For the Kalamian prefixed k of katawa, cf.

Kal. kolo 'head', kaldau 'sun, day', koran (rain), with olo, adlau or aldau, ulan or
uran of other Philippine languages, and for Kal. t representing Malayan s, cf. Kal. toto,

'uber', gatatj 'milk', tulat, 'write', with Tag. and Bis. sicsu, gatas, sulat. The word appear-
ing in the list as lavii, 'night', corresponds to Tag. and Bis. gabii and Ilokano radii, and is

properly rabii. _
-

2 The Bilan and Tagakaolo examples are taken from Retana's introduction to his
edition of Combes, Historia de Mindanao y Jolo, Madrid, 3 897, cols.- lxxix and lxxxiv. .

In the same introduction, under the heading "Manobo," the Ave Maria is given in the
Manobo language, and contains the words mafia (bis), ampo, and pono. This is the only
material at hand for the Manobo, and is, of course, insufficient evidence upon which to

base any rule as to the interchange of p and /.

3 Orthography of Bennasar, Diccionario Tiruray-Espafiol, Manila, 1892 : e is pronounced
as French e final.

4 From A. van Daalen's list of Nias words, published as part of a comparative vocab-
ulary of the dialects of certain wild tribes of the Malay Peninsula, Borneo, etc., compiled
by F. A. Swettenham, Journal of the Straits Branch, R. A. &., No. 5 Singapore, 1880.
It would appear that Nias, like Tir., Bil., and Tagak., always changes p to /.
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Sulu bariua, 'countryY Bis. Ceb. banwa, 'country', Bis. Hil. banwa, 'town,

people', Bis. Sam, banwa, 'country, sky, weather", Bid. banwa, 'weather',

Tag. banowa, 'sky, weather' <(obs.), Pamp., Bag. banwa, 'country', Samoan

fam^/'lan.d', Tahiti fenua, Marq. fenua or henua, Haw. honua^'&at land,

^earth's surface'. In the northern group, on the other, hand, original 6

is often weakened to v, as in -Ibanag and Itawi (v. infra, p. 139)., or to

/,' as in Bontok Igorot, according to Jenks,1 who observed that the b

and / sounds are often interchangeable in that language, e. g., bato or

fato, 'stone', booh or fook, 'hair' (cf. Tag. etc., bato, bohok). In still

,
further contrast with the / languages of the Mindanao group, original

!

p is regularly retained in Bontok Igorot, even before u, e. g., pito, 'seven',

apui, 'fire' (for examples in other languages v. supra). .-

In Ibanag and its dialects original p invariably becomes / when im-

mediately followed by u, e. g., lb. Gad. Yog. It. afui, 'fire', fulu, 'ten'

(cf. Mai dpi, Tag. apu% Mai, puloh, Tag. pud), and should remain un-

changed elsewhere accdrdrngrto^tiie rule laid^Iow^by~Famto^
in his exhaustive work on the Ibanag language,2 and followed out in

the orthography of the Ibanag /dictionaries,3 Spanish grammars in

Ibanag,4 and religious pamphlets printed in Ibanag and Gaddan;5 but

in spite of the universal custom of writing / only before u, the rule is not

observed strictly in the spoken Ibanag of the present day. Such words as

lb. gapa, 'also', and mapia, 'good' (root pid> cf. II. pia, Tir. fio), contain-

ing an original intervocalic p, are generally pronounced gafd, mafia.

From the lb. root fuffu
1
,* 'bind, ~wrap', is made the nominal form pinuf-

1 The Bontoc Igorot, Ethnological Survey Publications, Vol. I,; Manila, 1905, p. 229.

From the predominance of f as compared with b in the author's list of Bontok words, it

~ may be inferred that the change of original 1) to f occurs in the majority of cases.
2 Arte Nuevo de la Lengua Ybanag, 2d ed., Manila, 1854;' p. 5. The author here

states that f occurs only before u and i, and is changed to p before the latter vowel ( !),

giving as an example of the change lb. .pinunu, 'consumed', root funu (cf. Ilokano puno,

'spend' Mai. punalv fr. Skt. puna, 'destroyeS~TosV). This is, of course, equivalent to

saying merely that f occurs only before u. In cases like the example cited original p
has simply remained unchanged before i of the infix -m-, while 'it has been changed to /

in the root form funu owing to the following u. —-r?
*

T
3 Payo, EUccionario . Espaiiol-Ibanag, Manila, 1867.

rr*' Rodriguez, Diccionario Ibanag-Espanol, Manila, 1854.

The editor of the latter work makes the following misleading statement in his intro-

duction (p. 9) : "F before i is pronounced P, _and before the other vowels as in Spanish,"

from which it might be inferred that f may occur before any vowel, while in the body of

the dictionary / never appears, except before u.
'-''

4 Nolasco de Medio, Gramatica Ibanag-Castellana, 2d ed. Manila, 1892.

Nepomuceno, Gramatica Castellana Explicada en el Lenguaje Espaiiol e Ibanag, Ma-
nila, 1894.

5 Numerous religious pamphlets in Ibanag have been published in Manila, besides a

catechism in Gaddan, Catecismo de la Doctrina en lengua Gaddan, pub. by order of
"*"

Fr. Jose Rodriguez, Manila, 1833 (other editions later).

6 Consonantal doubling is a characteristic of Ibanag and its dialects, the two elements

being distinctly pronounced as in Italian,, thus, lb. Gad. Yog. It. anndm, 'six' (pr. an-nam),

lb. davvim, 'earth'. In Ibanag itself, all original surd stops, when final, are mute ; and

I as they are fully sounded when supported by a suffix, I have followed the custom of the

dictionaries and grammars in retaining the final mute consonant in the suffixless forms,

but writing it above the line instead of after a hyphen, thus, lb. a?iak , 'offspring, child',

appd t
, 'four', atilP 'smoke' (cf. Mai. anak, ampat, asap), but tatagandkan, 'uterus/ katupan,

'smoked'. It is customary in everyday practice among the Kagayan people to write ana,

appd, atu, etc. \
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futan, 'thing bound, bundle^- and though it. appears in all Ibanag books

with an initial p according to the grammatical rule, I have never heard it

so pronounced/ but always as finuffutan. The initial / pronunciation is

here -probably due to the influence of the (grammatically proper)
ff

of

the same word. On the other hand, such words as lb. palappdtan 'thing

revealed'- (root lappa 1

, 'to manifest, reveal') seem always to be pro-

nounced as written. It is not improbable that when the Dominican friars

first "entered -the Kagayan Valley the p sound was much more stable in.

Ibanag than at present, at least sufficiently so to lead the first Spanish

writers on Ibanag grammar and lexicography to. adopt the rule that /

occurs' only before u, for it is inconceivable that such a rule could be

laid down under existing conditions in which the / sound in gafd {gapd

in diet.) is practically identical with that in afui. It is easy to see

Iiow this ancient rule, so simple of application and so fully authorized

by tradition, shoidd continue to be observed in the written language

after it ceased to be an accurate statement of a linguistic phenomenon.

Where / occurs in Ibanag and its dialects, it regularly represents

original p, (see examples given above), original b either remaining un-

changed or becoming v, (jl infra, p. '139')'; but. the" Gaddan dialect, like

fiontok Igorot, interchanges b with / apparently without regard to the

quality of the following vowel, e. g., Gad. bib ig or bifig, 'lip', cf. Tag.

b'ibig, Pang. Mgd. bibil, Mai: bib ir. •...'..

- In the language of the Ibaloi Igorot r (Province of Benguet), original

p is interchangeable with / in some words, e. g\, apil or afil, 'different',

~Rupit or Kufit, a feminine name; is constant in others, e. g., palit,

'dear', poliog, 'gun
?

; and replaces original & in the pronunciation of

certain northern ra/tieherias of Benguet, e. g., fiidai for budai, 'lamP,

falei for balei, 'house', while in still other words /has permanently

replaced original p, e. g., andufit, 'soft', udufen, 'tot accompany'.
——The—/ of all these lang^mgeh4s-tr^^ and irot~fabicF~

dental as in English. ;Itis very slightly breathed
^^

andzrhence^-Jike the

Japanese / before u in the series ha, hi, fu, Kef ho, is often hardly

distinguishable from the aspirate 7^_cf. the pronunciation of Ibanag

futu, 'heart' (Tag. puso) with that of Jap. futo, 'easily'. The shifting

from original p seems to have been through an intermediate pf like

the Middle and Modern «HighGerma^ pfad, siumpf, as

compared with the English cognates, pound,' path, stump. This inter- ._

mediate step is observed in the attempts: made by Filipino school children

to pronounce English or Spanish words containing the- letter /. While,

giving a course in Englisli phonetics to a class of twenty-one young

1 Cf. Scheerer's admirable work, The Nabaloi Dialect, Ethnological Survey Publica-,

tions, Vol. II,"'. Part II, Manila, 1905, pp. 101, 102, and 104.. I have adopted the form

Ibaloi instead of Nabaloi in this article at the personal request of the author. I have

observed the confusion of f and p in the pronunciation of both the Ibaloi and the Kankanai

Igorot,-e. g., .Sampilanvhu for ^ScmFeimando. ,____
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Tagalogs three years agp, I found that when they pronounced the

word Filipino in concert, the resultant sound was at first pilipino, later

pilipfino and pfilipfino, and. finally, after three months of training,

fUipino, the / sound, however, being a pure labial and hence incorrect.

The word Filipino being written on a blackboard on the evening of

July 7, 1904, each member of the class was asked to pronounce it

ind'ependentfy, with the following result: eight pronounced / (labial)—
p; three, /—/; three, pf

—
pf; two, p

—pj two, pf
—p; two, /

—

pf, and

one, p—f. One of those pronouncing pf
—p immediately repeated the

word, giving it p—/, and one pronounced, first, /—/, secondly, pf
—

pf,

and lastly, /

—

p. The /sound was in each case a pure labial. One

month later two-thirds of the same class pronounced the word ftlipino,

, but none of them had mastered the labio-dental pronounciation of /.

In all parts of the Archipelago one hears, spor^Hcally, the sound of

/ or pf m place of the Malay]arryc- In my experience in teaching English

sounds to Tagalog, Bisayan, Pampangan, Pangasinan, Ilokano, Ibanag,

-and-TgoTot children, I have invariably found individuals in each of ^these . ... -

^speecK "'groups who had more' difficulty with the pronunciation of p than

with that of /. In such cases the sound is produced
_

by~expelling the r air

through the lips when closed, but so relaxed that a very slight explosion

is immediately followed by an almost imperceptible spirant, the result

being a pf sound, the constituent elements of which are so blended as to

be hardly distinguishable from each other. The fricative element is

naturally more marked in intervocalic^ position, and-the stop consonant

in* initial or final position; hence one frequently hears, even in parts
*

where the native language properly has no labial fricatives, such pronun-

ciations as piliftno. In most cases of this character, the labial consonant

would register on a Eousselot machine
_
ns pf, with the //element showing

more strongly when initial or final, and the / element predominating

l\iTM^nt"eiTO~c^trc7 r~

V

4

The sonant fricative v.—In Ibanag, an original b always becomes v

before \i9 e. g., lb. vuhin,1 'moon, month*, cf. Mai. Bis. bulan, Tag. buan;

lb. davvun, 'earth', cf. Pamp. gabbon, Pmg~gwb6n, 'alluvial soil'; lb.,

vuvun, 'well, spring', cf . Tag. Pang. II. BM.~Bis. bobong. This v is a

pure labial like w as pronounced in certain parts of Germany, but is

much more forcibly pronounced, especially when doubled as in, davvun

(pron. dav-vun). Under other circumstances original b is unchanged

in Ibanag itself, e. g., lb. batu, 'stone', bebai, 'sea', bibig, 'lip'; but this

rule is not followed out in the Ibanag dialects, Gaddan, Yogad, and Itawi,

as is the case with the change of p to / (v. supra, p. 137). In Itawi, a

very sliirhtlv voiced labial v is common before any vowel, and seems to

interchange with its original b; I have heard the Itawi word for 'swine'

1 This v appears as b in the Spanish orthography of the Ibanag dictionaries and

grammars (bitldn, dabbiin, bubiin), though Fausto de Cuevas, in his grammar, op. cit.,

p. 4, says that b before u has theT sound" of French v. — "
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pronounced in three wdys, namely, babi, bavi, and vdvi. One young man

whose native tongue is Itawi says there is no b sound in the dialect,

another never uses a v sound, while a third pronounces an original b

as v only when intervocalic. In Yogad, on the other hand, original b is,

so far as I can learn, persistent even before u,-e. g., Yog. (ta)ribu,

-'thousand', cf. lb. and It. (ma)rivu, Gad. (ta)rifu. The existence of a

voiced labial fricative in Gaddan is doubtful, and it is probable that

whenever b is affected in this dialect, it becomes f (v. supra, p. 138).

So -far as can be ascertained^ from the materials at hand, v is not

found except in the Ibanag speech area. The letter v occurs in the

Magindanau orthography adopted by the Jesuit missionary, Jacinto Juan-

marti, in his works on the Magindanau language,
1
but here, as explained

by the author himself,2 v represents the sound of the semivowel w.

This sound comes from original b with which it is often interchangeable

in this language, e. g., Mgd. bato or wato, 'stone', balu or walu, 'widow (er)
?

-balet or walet, 'island^, bagyo or wagyo, 'typhoon'.
'

The words vugas and viaa appear in the Ave Maria translated into

the Manguanga dialect of southeastern Mindanao by a Jesuit missionary,

Bernardino Llovera, and quoted by Ketana in his introduction to the

Historia de Mindanao y Jolo,
3 but owing to the vagaries of Spanish

orthography when applied to the Philippine languages, it is impossible to,

determine, in the absence of further data, whether this v symbolizes the

sound-ef -^-,-bj or Wt —
In the Sulu language, v occurs, according to Cowie,

4 only in the word:

asivij 'smalF.

A review of the speech conditions of the Archipelago as sketched

above with reference to labial fricatives shows the existence of both /

and v, contrary to the statement of Brandstetter 5 that Malagasy is the

only one of the western Malayo-Polynesian languages that has f in such

words as Mlg. folo, fotsy, fidy; Mai. puloh, 'ten', putih, 'white', pilih,

'choose
;
, cf. Tir. folo, lb. Gad. Yog. It. -fulu, Tir. fate, f (em) ill Of

the two fricatives,/ is much the more common, and is found in several

languages where v is unknown, e. g., in the three f languages of Minda-

nao^ in Bontok and Ibaloi Igorot, and probably in Gaddan and Yogad.

P, when weakened, always becomes f, and b is oftener- changed to / than

to v. We .thus see-in two speech areas of the Philippines the same shift-

ing of labial stops to fricatives as has occurred in Malagasy, Mas, and

the Oceanic languages, the change of p to / being complete in the southern

group, while the northern group presents, under a remarkable variety of

1 Juarimartf, Gramatica de la Lengua de Maguindanao, Manila, 1892 (translated into

English by Capt. C. C. Smith, A Grammar of the Maguindanao Tongue, Washington, 1906),

and Diccionario Moro-Maguindanao-Espanol, Manila, 1906.
2 Gramatica, p. 8.

.

'.."

3 Combes, oj). cit. } introd., col. lxxxiii.

_4 English-Sulu-Malay Vocabulary, London, 1893, introd., p. xii.

5 Die Beziehungen des Malagasy zum Malaiischen, liuzern, 1893, p. 5.
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aspects, a transitional stage of the same phenomenon, in which both

p and b are affected, the change always resulting in an unvoiced fricative

with the exception of the treatment of original b in Ibanag and Itawi,

where under certain conditions it becomes v.

This sound shifting is comparable, so far as p is concerned, to the first

Lautverschiebung of Indo-European consonants in Germanic, cf. L-E.

*poter 'father', Skt. pitdy Gr. Trarrjp, Lat. pater: Goth fadar, AS. feeder,

Eng. father, JNTHG. vater. The Chamorro language also furnishes a

parallel to the shifting of Indo-European b to primitive Germanic p
(NHG. / by second sound shifting), compare Cham, tupo, 'sugar-cane'

:

Mai. and Mgd. tebu, Jav. tebu, Mak. and Bug. tabu, Bat. tobu, Tag. Bis.

Bkl. tub 6, Pamp. dtbu, Bag. tobbn^SiRhi tubu or tabu, with : -Goth, diups,

Eng. deep (NHG. tief) : L-E. *dheub <be deep', Lith. dubus, OBulg.

dubri. Other examples for Chamorro are: pau, 'odor*, apo, 'ashes', pagyo,

'typhoon', ipapa, 'below', apaga, 'shoulder', in which the corresponding

Philippine words have b.
"

* • -

The Philippine f, as has already been observed (p. 138), is so slightly

breathed that it approaches the sound of a mere aspirate, and it is

doubtless- this same quality of the Polynesian / that has caused it
r

to

become h in Hawaiian and Tahitian (v. supra, p. 135). It is doubtful

whether the Indo-European family furnishes an example of this second-

ary shifting. The Armenian hair, 'father', where h represents original

p, may be an example in point if the change was throu^

/. Whether the Japanese furnishes an analogous change in the series

ha, hi, fu, he, ho, depends upon the correctness of the statement made

by some scholars that this was originally an / series throughout.

Baguio, Benguet, Philippine Islands, April 23,_ 1907.


